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OUTLINES OF MODERN FARMING 



PREFACE. 

-.-
'rHE following pages are really what their title im. 
ports-outlines mel'ely of an art, an explanatio'h of the 
principles and practice of which would take a mu()b,. 
more extended spa~ to do justice to, than the li~its of 
the present series aa~it of. In so far as these limits 

.) 

are available, the Aut 01 has endeavoured to convey a 
fair notion of the general feat.ures of Modern Farming as 
practised in this country. How far he has been success_ 
ful in this, the work itself will be its own be~t tertimony. 
The Author is fully aware of the difficulties which have 
surrounded him in the execution of his task: difficul_ 
ties mainly arising from tne fact, tti.at, agriculture nC)t 
being a fixed science, in the ordinary acceptation of the 
term, but its practice being modified and controlled l)y 
a wide variety of circumstances,-as soil, climate, an.d 
!ocality,-the experience obtained, or mode of farmin.g 
practised, in one district, is no index of, or guide to, 
that obtained or practised in another. Hence aristas 
a very wide, and, in JUany cases, a startlingly cOl}.tradit.!_ 
tory variety of practice. So that to give an- absolutely 
correct and comprehensive view of farming as practised 

/' 
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in .Great Britain, a digest of the modes pursued in its 
var'ous distri~ts would be im.peratively demandM. 'fhis I 

dig~st it is obvtously impossible here to give. 'I'here 
are, however, general principles whicb regulat/! the 
practice of farming, <lnd it is to an outline of these the 
Author has devoted the following pages. He would, 
however, impress upon the student the importance of 
bearing continually in mind the numerous modifying 

.influences which affect the results of farm practice. To 
these his attention will be directed from time to time 
in the tht, as occasion seems to demand. Agriculture 
abounds in "vexed questions," some of 'which appear 
to be as far from settlement as ever, after years of 
keen and vigorous discussion. 'fo many of these • Jisputed points special reference is made in the text, 
and on some of them the Author has not hesitated to 
give opinions of his own. 'rhese he puts forth with 
the utmost -diffidence; and wherever he is proved to 
be wrong, he will be glad to be set right. He may 
say, however, for them, that they are the result of 
a somewhat extended observation of farming, as prac
tised both in this country and abroad, and of some 
experiments conducted personally. 

Outlines, therefore, of Modern Farming, as the 
present treatise claims only to be considered, it is 
necessary to refer the reader to larger and more com
prehensive works, where he can obtain a full and 
exhaustive treatment of the subject .. 

The present volume, as its title-page indicates, is 
devoted to the consideration of the points connected 

\. 
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with Soils, 1\fanUl'e~f ~lld Crops. The Second Voltwte 
wlIl taktlup t110se connectef with the B:'neding, Re'dr
ing, and Fattening oCOattle, Horses, al1d Sheep; wllile 
the T1tird T7ob~me will \be devotcd to the Management 
of the Dairy, of Poultry.! and of Pigs. 

Many of thc subjects closely connccted with farming, 
and farilling economy, wjl~ be described in a Companion 
Volume to the above, entitled, "Historical Outlines 
connected with Farming 'and Farming Economy." 

, } 

The First Division of this volume will take up tIle 
consideration of points connected with the thulry ;nd 
practice of agriculture which have not been discussed, 
or but briefly alluded to, in the volumes (( Outlincs of 
Modern :Farming:" as the history of our Fann Cj'ops 

and Stock; the rise, progress, ani:l~esent position of 
Agricultural Chemistry and its val' ,IlS theories; of 
Drainage and Steam Culture. The econd Division 
will be devoted to those subjects which -exercise all 
important influence upon the economy of the farm, 
and which are now receiving keen discussion, as 

The Labollr QIlestion- Colt ages- TfTages-Agj'icultIlral 
Education and Statistics. 

The Reclamation of Waste Lands, the Utilisation oj 
Town Sewage, and Irrigation, will form the subjects 
of a separate volume. 
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DIVISION FIRST: 
~ 

SOILS: POINTS INFLUENCING PRODUCTIVENESS OF-VARIE· 
TIES OF.-ROTATION OR SUCCESSION OF CROPS.-EXHAUS· 
TION OF SOILS.-PREPARATION OF SOILS FOR VARIOUS 
CROPS: PLOUGHING--DEEP CULTURE. 

\ 
SECTION I.-SOILS: PRODUCTIVENESS OF.-RoTATION ~R SUCCESSION 

OF CnoPS.-EXHAUSTJON OF SOILS. "\ ' .. 
TiE subject of Soils having been taken up and ,~xten, 
sively treated by another writer in the series* of which 
Dur present work forms a part, comparatively little will 
be said here in connection with it. The knowledge, 
however accurate and comprehensive, of the geological 
features vf any particular locality, will not enable us to 
predicate with certainty the nature, composition, and 
productiveness of its soil. So many circumstances of 
locality come into operation tending to alter the com· 
position of the soil, that although we know, for instance, 
that as a rule a sandstone formation will give a sandy, 
and a limestone formation a calcareous soil, we cannot 
be so sure of the exact nature of these soils, the 
position of the strata, and the mixing of the detritus of 
these. The action of water upon a soil, and its shifting 

• "Cla.y I.ands and Loamy Soils," by Professor Donaldson. 
] B 
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Jrom one l~cality to another-as from a posyion Oli th. 
hill side ttl that in the ~lley-will tend to introduce 
~lements of difference; so that the soil from a sandstone 
formation, for instance, in one locafity may ~e very 
different indeed iI'l. its texture and productiveness from 
the soil produced from a sandstone formation in another 
loc:!lity. N or is distance of one locality from another 
an essential requirement to bring about this diversity 
of soil. Very often, indeed, is it found that the soil of 
one part of a farm gives no index to the nature of the 
soil on another part j the same diversity, in fact, is often 
notic'ed in a more marked manner in one field, the soil 
of which is not homogeneous, but which in two not. very 
distant parts is made up of different soils. So singularly 
diversified, in truth, is the soil of a locality in many 

} instances, that the mind is puzzled to account for it j 
and finding nothing very satisfactory in many of the 
theories which attempt to account for the peculiarities 
of soil, h1 who wishes information is apt to rest content 
with a knowledge of the facts. One lesson of worth which 
the student of agriculture may learn from the facts is, 
that a diversity of soil introduces, naturally, a diversity 
in its farm treatment. But he would be in error if 
he drew from this, as a corollary, that the treatment 
of similar soils would be in all respects the same in 
different localities. And an important influence here 
comes into play, bringing about another cause for 
a diversity of practice. We refer to climate, which 
possesses a remarkable influence in the practice of 
farming, the treatment of soils, and on the choice 
and cultivation of the crops suited to them. On the 
subject of climate it may be of interest to give here 
what two authorities say of it, namely, Mr. Acland and 
Mr. l,l. Russell. 

" It seems that in certain seasons the effect of climate 
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is greater than that of manure; so that, according to . 
~. , 'I, 
tne old proverb, seasons bli,JUt judgment.·. A well., 
m~nnred piece of land ,may s?metimes fa>;e worse thar~ 
al).other.which ha~ been only cleaned ang .left to nature. 
The importance of rain or of sUll at. certain particular\ 
seasons is well known to the practical farmer. The 
absence of rain during the time when plants are forilling 
their leaves, or cool weather while the seed is being \ 
.filled, will modify. all the farmer's calculations, and 
must, in like' manner, be taken into account by the 
agricultural chemist. Mr. Lawes tested the power of 
the soil to produce crops without manure, as a r!eans 
of judging (Jf the effect of atmospheric influences alone; 
and he found that the lowest weight of the bushel and 
the greatest amount of straw conesponded with the 
season in which there were the lowest summer heat and 
the greatest number of rainy days. The least amount 
of straw corresponded with the driest seaSOll, and the 
finest quality of grain with the hottest sum~er. He 
also found that the ~ffect of season on a great number 
of plots, treated with various kinds of manure, corre· 
sponded with that upon the unmanured spots. All these 
facts he has minutely registered and compared, and 
they lead to the conclusion that no variation in the 
quality of manures will enable the farmer to overcome 
the effect of climate, but that something may be done, 
by a careful study of the laws of atmospheric action, to 
adapt the management of the land to the conditionll 
under which it is placed, and so to take advantage of 
what is favourable, and to avoid what is the reverse!' * 

"In all countries and ages," says Mr. Russell, 
" climate has e,xercised the most important influence on 
the art of cultivation, and has undoubtedly tcnded much 

* "Meat, Milk, and Wheat; an Elementary Introduetion to the 
Chemistry of Fanning.' London: G. Ridgway. 28. 
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to retard the advancement of agriculture as a science, 
tor the eX14~rience of one jtountry could not te tak;n a~ 
the guide fo~' another; but since the principles are 
becoming better understood the harIIJony of tlie diffe
rent systems are r~adily traced. Many of the rotations 
of ClOpS which m'e pursued over Great Britain c:m ba 
distinctly traced to the influence of climate. The four
course shift, which is practised so generally in Norfolk, 
does not extend much to the northward; the rotation 
which goes under a similar name in Berwickshire is 
totally different in its nature and characteristics. The 
syst~ of Scottish husbandry agrees closely with the 
Welsh and Irish in many particulars, where the meteor
ological phenomena have also many points of resem
blance; but the Norfolk husbandry is distinct and 

'J peculiar in its requirements, corresponding with its 
climatic conditions. 

"Agricultural results will always be dependent on 
the charIWter of the seasons. This, in some measure, 
attaches an amount of uncertainty both as to the quality 
and amount of the produce; but as the art of cultiva
tion advances, crops will be raised with far greater cer
tainty. When the agriculture of a thickly popUlated 
country is at a low ebb, with few vegetable productions. 
the gross produce is more dependent on the nature 01. 

the seasons than where a greater variety of products are 
raised. This variety serves both to spare the natural 
forces of the soil, and to secure abundance, for when 
one crop is deficient another is frequently plentiful." * 

From what has been said above, the student will have 
perceived that there is a reason why that diversity of 
practice exists amongst farmers; which has not seldom 
been taken notice of by those unaware of the facts of 
the case" as if it were a reproach to them as a com· 

•• Cyclopwoia of Agriculture," YOI. i . .D. 483, article" Climate." 
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F.ilunity; but 'lit should never be forgotten tha~, a;s we, 
have elsewhere remarked, "a\riculture is not a (fixed, 
bcience;' there is no such thing yet as an agricultural 
theory ~dapted t<1 all varieties of practice; there are so 
many peculiarities tending to throw·in disturbing ele
ments, that the dictates of theory, however applidable 
to one locality, are found to be totally inapplicabl~ to 
another. Hence the danger which arises to the real 
progress ,of agriculture from the facility with which 
some accept new notions, simply because they are new, 
and endeavour to make them applicable to all circum
stances of soil, climate, and locality; and hence,\lso, 
the reason why-a fact which is extremely puzzling to 
many-farmers who have been invariably successful in 
all their operations in one locality, should so signally 
and totally fail in another." 

If a farmer could tell what is precisely the condition 
of his soil, in what constituents it w;as deficient, and in 
what it aboundeil, and how they acted upon onooanother, 
and how they acted on the plant; and if, moreover, he 
cuuld find out by the aid of chemistry the analysis of 
the plants he grew upon his soil, so as to balance 
exactly what the plants required by what he had in his 
soil to give them, chemistry applied to farming would 
be an easy thing; but the truth is that neither 
chemistry nor physiology have yet been able to tell 
the farmer what really is the cause of fertility, how 
fertilising matters are assimilated, and how what is in 
the soil, or what are given to it, give life to the plants. 
Up to a certain point, in all our investigations connected 
with our crops, everytl:ing is clear and definite; but 
just as we approach the point in which we are most 
interested, and about to grasp the secret, we find that 
all certainty vanishes, and nothing is left uS' but the 
crudest of conjectures. Vve know that the same soi 
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,fan grow t~rnips .. wheat) and clover) but !tjlW the_ soi~ 
should in l"me case give u1? a turnip) and 'in another ears 
• of wheat) and what are the precise agencies hy which 
each is produced we know not j hence-at the tltresholc1 
of the house we ,.,.ish to enter we are sternly stopped. 
A multitude of quef\tions arise to vex and puzzle the 
inqniring farmer: he is at a loss to know how the 
results obtained one year from a process are totally 
different in another) and a succeeding one; how the 
manure which succeeds in one soil fails in another j nay) 
further) how the manure which succeeds in one year) 
shouta) on the very same soil and under the same cir
cumstances) fail in another; and on all these points 
chemistry or physiology may give him little or no 
information. But although much doubt surroundr 
almost all agricultural questions) and gives rise to 
much dispute) still it is essential to the studcnt that 
he should know the generally received theories of 
agricultU5e-theories which up to a certain) ancl a 
practically valuable point) tend to explain the facts 
of agriculture as eliminated from daily practice. It 
does not militate against agricultural science that it 
does not satisfactorily explain all the facts of agricul
tural practice. Science admittedly has done much; it!' 
most cautious friends generally hdieve that it is calcu
lated to do more to forward tlln iutercsts of practical 
agriculture. * 

As to the nomenclature of soils) scientifically and 
practically classified and dcscribed) wc beg to refer the 
reader to the work on « Clay Lands and Loamy Soils" 

* A resume of the yarious questions which haye been discussed 
amongst al"ricultural chemists and scientific farmers will be found in the 
companiOl~work to the present., entitled" Historical Outlines of Farming; 
and Farmil}g Economy, Sciontific and ,Practical, iu the Chemistry 01 
Crops, Soils, and Cattle :Food, Manures, Drainage, Steam CultiYntion, 
Seeds and Sowing, Leases. the T,ahonr Question," &c., &c. 
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before alluded to; but It may serve some uset,ul pur-
~. l' . pose here to gIve the pop",\lar nomenclat~re '~o weI? 
put by a recent first-rate authority on British fatming. 
The popular definitions of soils, and to which it isl:safest 
for practical far~ers to adhere, have respect to their 
(lbvious qualities. 'l'hus they are designated from ~heir 
composition as clays, loams, slfnds, gravels, chalks, 
or peats; or from theil' texture, in which respect thbse 
in which clay ,predominates are called heavy, stiff, or 
impervious, and the (others light, fragile, or porous. 
From the tendency of the former to retain moisture, 
they arc often spoken of as wet and cold, and the /iatter, 
for the opposite reason, as dry and warm, According 
to their measure of fertility they are spoken of as rich 
or poor. The particu1ar crops for the production of 
which they are respectively considered to be the best I 

adapted have also led to the clays being spoken of as 
wheat or bean soils, and the friable as barley and turnip 
soils; this latter mode of discriminating soUs is, how
ever, becoming every day less appropriate, as those of 
the lighter class, wlu;n sufficiently enriched by suitable 
manuring, are Jound the most suitable of all for the 
growth of wheat, while the efforts of agriculturists are 
now successfully directed to the production of root 
crops on those so strong as heretofore to have' been 
reckoned unfit for the purpose." * 

Rotations.-No fact connected with agriculture seems 
so well established as this, that if a succession of crops 
of the same kind be taken from the same soil, each 
crop becomes deteriorated in value, until ultimately the 
soil would refuse to ~oduce the crop, or if producing 
it, producing it in a very worthless form. Hence the 

• "British Farming. A Description of the Mixed Husbandry of 
Great Britain." By John Wilson. A, and C. Black, Edihhurgh, 12 •• 
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necessity for changing the crops which are to bc 'pro. 
'tiuced by tke same soil. ~The necessity for the ehange~ 
j,s we have said above, is well established; not so, how
ever, the the;ries which presume to account for.it. Of 
nll the theories which have been brought forward from 
time to time, the Afollowing is that which is the most 
generally received.* Ifwe analyse the ashes of certain 
plants, we find in their constituents certain inorganic 
'Substances, as phosphates and the like, which substances 
analysis also shows to be contained in the soil. These 
substances are drawn from the soil by the plants, and 
are tlierefore termed the (( food" of the plants. But 
this food is withdrawn from the soil in very different 
proportions by different plants. This is well shown by 
Mr. J. Jekyll, of Louth, who gives the following table of 

~ the chemical composition of fertile and barren soils, and 
the classification of the various agricultural plants. 

I 
I 

COMPOSITION OF FERTILE AND BARREN SOILS • .. 
Barren Barren Good Good i land. peat. black sandy loam. mould. I 

I , 
Water •.•. 2'0 4'55 3'42 2'47 I 

Organic matter . 1'80 89'14 9'30 9'11 I 
Phosphoric acid. - - 0'31 0'27 ' 
Sulphuric acid - - 0'11 0']4 
Potash. - a traee 2'23 2'78 
Soda - - ]'g8 1'"g 
Lime '60 1'15 1'34 2'27 
Magnesia. - ']7 0'96 ]'05 
Alumina ·so '58 10'2:\ 17'69 
Silica 92'50 4'18 67'29 58'14 
Chlorine - - 0'68 0'54 
Oxide of iron 2'84 0'23 2'13 4'20 

---
Totals. 100'54 100'00 10000 100'00 \ . 

* A notice of the various theories of rotation, and the opinions oC 
eminent authorities on the subject, will be found in the voluIlIE> 
mtitled " Farming, and Farming Economy," in the present series. 
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" J\gricul~ural plants are thus divided by Mr. Jekyll:-; 
.. 1. Silica plants; as w hea4 oats, barley, and rice; iti 
which silica forms more .than 50 pel' cent~ of theIr ash.~ 

2. lAme plant~; as riea:;;, beans, clover, lucerne, and 
the potato herb or top; in the ash. of which there is 
more than 50 per cent. of lime. 

3. Potash plants; as turnips, beet-mot, and pC)tato 
tubers; some of whi'ch ha,'e 70, and others more than 
80 per cent. of alkaline salts in their ash. 

The following analyses, made by chemists of repute, 
showing the per centage of silica, lime, and potash pre
sented in the ash, render the distinction clear :_t) 

Salts of Salts of I I potash anll lime a~d Sillca. 
soda. magnesI3. 

------' 
SILICA PLANTS. 

Oat straw with com 34'00 4'00 62'00 
Wheat straw . 22'00 7'20 6\'05 
Barley straw with com 19'00 25'70_ 55'03 
Rye straw, IS'65 16'52 6J'S9 

LIlIE PLANTS, 

Pea straw, 27'S2 63'74- 7'S1 
Bcan straw 34'00 54'51 6'7S 

I Clover. 39'20 56'PO 4'91) 
Potato herb 4'20 I 59'40 36'40 

POTASH PL).NTfl, 

Turnips S1'60 IS'40 -
Bcet-root 88'00 12'00 

I 
-

Potato tubers, 85'81 14'19 -

From the above Mr. Jekyll deduces the reason why 
different crops exhaust the soil, and the necesssity that 
exists for a rotation of crops. This is so well put that 
we deem jt best to reproduce his remarks here. 

cc One kind of crop requires a heavy amoUIlr 
soluble silica, while some other crop requires r 
')1' none of Hlat compound. By taldng a crop 
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requiring silica, time. is given for its accuJ}lUlatiOJl in 
~he soil. .~ome plants 1iOb the land of its nitrogen: 
tithers increaile it. Some gain their support from th(; 
surface-soil, while others strike deep.into the -subsoil, 
and draw from it ~ rich store of mineral wealth, which 
can be returned to the land as manure, to supply those 
whi~h feed in surface-soil only. One class of agricul
tural plants requires for their well-being an excess of 
silica; a second an excess of the salts of lime and 
magnesia; while a third will not flourish without an 
extra amount of the salts of the alkalies. Thus, by 

(

alternating the several kinds of crops, land is main
tained in a productive condition for a greater length of 
time at less cost. But while this is clear, is it not 
equa1ly and unmistakably evident that land must ulti

, mately be more entirely exhausted by this system, 
unless all manurial ing:edients are added in the same 
proportion as that in "\1:hich they are removed by the 
different .grops? Yes, to maintain land in its original 
fertility, every manurial element or compound-nitrogen, 
phosphorus, lime, &c.-removed in a crop, must be 
restored in some form. Every sack of corn, pound of 
beef, mutton, or bone, truss of hay or straw, carried off 
the farm, reduces the productive capabilities of that 
land by exactly the amount of the nitrogen, phos
phorus, potash, &c., which has been extracted from the 
soil by those agricultural productions; and every load 
of manuri.al matter returned to the farm restores pro
ductiveness in exact proportion to the amount of these 
chemical substances which it contains. It matters not 
from what source is the nitrogen, lime, potash, or 
phosphorus, so long as these' substances are in an 
available form, or readily become so in the soil. Rut 
they m~t be returned to the soil, or sterility will 
sooncr or later overtake the best land ever cropped." 
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ftJ &t altb(lugh giving large and continued supplies ot, 
mannre to the soil would rest&e its elements of fertility, 
and do away, as ,some maintain, with the> necessity for 
a rotatitm, still if. is evident that-looking at the above 
classification of 'plants-as wheat, f~lr .instance, takes 
more of one substance, as silica, than it does of another; 
as potash-a succession of crop~ of wheat on manureeJ I 

land would leave in, and cause to be accumulated in, 
the soil a quantity of substances which would be just 
so much waste. Hence the economic reason for a s~rc_ 
cession of crops-so that one plant shall take up and 
assimilate the substance or substa~ces not used b9 that 
which has preceded it. Further, w~ile the demands of 
the population for bread, &c., render it necessary to 
raise large crops of wheat and other cereals or grain
producing plants, the demands for other agricultural 
products-as meat, butter, cheese, milk, &c., &c.-must 
also be met j and this can only be done by giving due 
attention to the culture of root crops of hel'hage and 
:.If forage plants. Hence another reason for carrying 
out a rotation or succession of crops, the two grand 
divisions of which are grain or whit~ crops, and root, 
forage, or green crops. Still another reason for a suc
cession of crops remains to be given j that it is advisable 
to alternate with the narrow-leaved cereals, as the wheat, 
oats, barley, or rye, those broad-leaved plants, as the 
turnip, the mangel-wurzel, or the cabbage, which are 
especially fitted to draw from the atmosphere the carbon, 
the hydrogen, and the oxygen, so required to form the 
organic parts of all the crops. Again, as shown by 
Dr. Cameron, a rotation is necessary, from the fact that, 
"each kind of plant differently affects the growth of 
weeds." The oldest rotation is known as the « Norfolk 
or Four-course System," awl which, as .originally 
introduced was as -follows :-
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First Year • 
,;;eeond Year 
Third Year. 
FotTrth Year 

.... Turnip"," 
Barley . 
Clover. 
Wheat . 

• 
A.s students have, in their first initiation into the art 

of agriculture, a difficulty in understanding the exact 
way.in which a rotation is carried out, it will perhaps be 
useful to the tyro if we give here tabular diagrams 
illustrating the mode of carrying out a four-course 
rotation, as given above in a farm divided into four 
fields. Commencing with the first year, the crops 
whiclf the four fields will bear will be as follows :-

CROPS OF THE FOUR FIELDS TIlE FIRST YEAR OF ROTATION. 

Field No.1. :Field No.2. Field No. 3. Field No.~. 

I Turnips. Barl\\y. Clover. Wh\\at. 
1 

• CROPS OF THE FOUR FIELDS TIlE SECOND YEAR OF ROTATION. 

Field No.1. Field No.2. Field No.3. Field No.4. 

Barley. Clover. Wheat. Tnrnips. 

CROPS OF TUE FOUR FIELDS TIlE THIRD YEAR OF ROTATION. 

r--------,------------.-----------.,---------J Field No.1. :Ifield No.2. Field No.3. :Ficld No.4. 

Clover. Wheat. Turnips. Barley. 

CROPS OF TIlE FOUR FIELDS TIlE FOURTII YEAR OF ROTATION. 

I Field No. 1. l Wheat •• __ L __ T_u_r __ llI_·p_s. __ --'-____ B_Il._fl_e_y_. __ ~ __ C_lo_v_er_._..J 

Field No.2. Field No.3. Field No.4 
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From this scheme may be deduced LIlt; lUlluwing facts 
"., ~I. ,. l'J 

III farm practIce worthy of ~mg rememba~d by the 
Rtudent: Fi~st, that barley is a good crop to succeed, 
turnips~ Second, flover to follow the barley-(note here 
that the clover is sown either with the barley or broad~ 
casted and harrowed in afterwards, th~ clover being left 
to grow on the land after the barley crop is taken o!f) ; 
Third, that wheat is a good crqp to follow the clover. 

But a rotation is more perfect, in the opinion of some 
eminent authorities, where the grain and green crops 
themselves alternate. Thus in place of having, as in 
the above scheme of rotation, wheat to succeed itS"~lf in 
the fourth field every fourth year, it is desirable to have 
some other grain, as barley, to follow wheat in the fifth 
year, oats in the ninth year, and rye in the thirteenth 
year. Again, with the green crops after turnips, which 
open the rotation as above, the rotation should begin in 
the fifth year, say with mangel-wurzel instead of turnips, 
potatoes in the ninth year, and cabbages in the thir~ 
teenth year. Thus in place of the first, fifth, riinth, and 
thirteenth years of the field No.4 being always wheat, 
a better succession will be wheat, barley, oats, and rye.:I' 
In like manner in place of field No. 1 being in the first, 
fifth, ninth, and nineteenth years turnips, a better suc~ 
cession will be turnips, mangel-wurzel, or kohl kali, 
potatoes, rape, vetches, or cabbages. 

Satisfactory as the mineral theory of rotations is 
which we have above described, « it does not," as 
Dr. Voelcker remarks, t (( afford in all instances, nor 
indeed in the majority of cases, the means of explaining 
the benefits of a good rotation of crops .... In giving a 

.. For peculiarities which limit the growth of rye, sec a succeeding 
division of the present work treating of cereals. 

t Article" Theory of Agriculture," p. 260, vol. ii. " Encyclopredia of 
Agriculture," edited by J. C. 1\1orton, Esq. Blackie and Son, Glasgow 
lni} London. 
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satisfactory explanation in this respect, a g'J'eat vaJ'iet~ 
• of circuIll$tances, as for l.J1stance, the natural habits of 
'plants, the p~ysical condition ofthc soil, the climate,&c., 
must be taken into consideration." The editOi' of the • Cyclopffidia from. which the above is taken adds the 
following' suggestive note. « We add' to these remarks 
by pI' . Voelcker the practical inference that, w hatevcr 
the cause of the increasing poverty of the land under 
repeated crops of corn, it may be so enriched by the 
artificial application of manurc, and cven by such r.ul
tivation as shall enable the full use of natural sources 
of f~tility, as entirely to counteract the cxhausting 
influence of any method of cropping that it may be 
advisable to adopt. So that while adherence to a well
defined rotation of crops may practically be a security 
for the permanent value of the land, that can be ensured 
by the intelligent cultivator under any method of crop
ping which markets may suggest for his adoption." 
On this same point, as indicative of the modifying cir
cumstanc·es of soil, climate, and locality on rotations, 
we may give the following from an eminent authority :
" Among the many, the golden rule of farming is that 
no two white crops shall follow in immediate succession, 
but the successful practice of a contrary system in some 
districts may teach us how vain it is to prescribe the 
same rules for totally different circumstances ...... . 
The true test of any system is its continued success." 
But while it is true that a careful farmer may to some 
extent be independent of a rotation, it should be re
membered that in the diseases which attack crops whcn 
repeated too often upon any soil, there is another 
argument in favour of a rotation or change of crop, 
and which ought to influence farmers in carrying out a 
plan of culture. Change is written everywhere on the 
f""" "f n~tlll''' "n(l we. "r" inl']inpil t." hpJ;""" t},<lt ",l,,,,,n 
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tJ1e lesson 'lms taught us, is r.eglected or overlot)ked, 
lye pay the penalty for it in ~liseases which) materially 
reduce the product of the soil. This con~deration hUE 
indeed ~ closc;J bp.;tring upon diseases which have long 
been the scourge of certain crop's-DS clover sickness, 
finger and toe in turnips-and should alone make m 
pause when we wish to get rid of a rotation of Cf9PS, 

The following remarks by an eminent authority on tIl{ 
« four-course rotation," alrcady described, will be useful. 

« No better rotation 11as be'en devised for friabh 
soils of fair quality than the well-lmown four .. field, OJ 

N orfolk ~ystem. By this course h'alf the arable 'land~ 
are in grain crops, and half in cattle crops, annually 
It is indeed true that, in the way in which this cours! 
has hitherto been annually worked, both turnips anc 
clover have recurred so frequently (every fourth year: 
on the same fields, that they have become subject t< 
disease, and their produce excessively precarious. Bu 
the excellence of this course is, that its mail} feature: 
can be retained and yet endless variation be intro 
dueed in its details. For example; instead of a rigi< 
one-fourth of the land being each year under turnips 
barley, clover, and wheat, or oats, respectively, hal 
only of the barley division is frequently, in practice 
now sowu with clover seeds, and the other half croppe( 
in the following year with beans, peas, potatoes, a 
vetches. On the same set of fields coming round agail 
to the same point, the treatment is reversed by th 
beans, &e., and clover being made to change place~ 
An interval of eight ye::trs is thus substituted for one c 
four, so far as these two crops are concerned. !talia 
rye-grass, unmixed with any other plant, is now fr€ 
quently taken instead of clover on part of the divisio 
usually allocated to it, and proves a gratef)ll chang 
both to the land alld the animals whip,h consume i' 
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In like manner, instead of sowing turnip~ lllvmiabl.y 
'erery fouut'h year on each, field, a portion of the annual 
'division alletted to this crop can advantageously be 
cropped with mangel-wurzel, carrots. or cabba~es, care 
being taken to cllange the site occupied by each when 
the same fields again come in turn. The same end 
is I4ven so far gained by alternating Swedish with 
yellow or globe turnips. It is also found expedient, 
either systematically 01' occasionally, to sow a field with 
clover and pasture grasses immediately after turnips, 
without a grain crop, and to allow it to remain in 
pastlfre for foul' years. A corresponding extent of the 
other land is meanwhile kept in tillage, and two grain 
crops in succession are taken on a requisite portion, to 
equalise the main divisions both as respects amount 
of labour and the different staple products. A closer 
cover of grasses and a bettcr lJasture is obtained in 
this way than by first taking the customary grain crop 
after tUl'!]ips, the land is l'ested and invigorated fol' 
future tillage, the outlay on clover and grass seeds 
somewhat diminished, and the land better managed for 
the interests of all concerned than by a rigid adherence 
to the customary rotation. "-(British Farming.) 

Such may be taken as the generally received opinion 
on the subject of rotation. It is right, however, to 
state that some maintain that a rotation is not essen
tial; that a succession of wheat crops, for instance, 
may be taken from off the same land without the 
addition of manure; t,hat, in point of fact, the supply 
of inorganic substances in the soil is inexhaustible, and 
that the organic substances may be derived from the 
air by a process as simple as· it is effective. For a 
description of a plan of growing wheat on this principle 
we refer to the Third Division of the present volume. 

Closely connected with the subject nnder considera. 
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ti9n is the. question now agitating the a~ricu1tural 
community, as to whether Ufe system of cttltivation 
now in use is calculated ,to prevent the exhu"Ustion of the • 
soil, and ;ts ultimaie impoverishment. The reason why 
this question has been :raised is obviCJls enough, when 
we consider that all tHe investigations and"'pl'actice of 
recent years have shown that plants" cannot exist wi;h. 
out an efficient supply of inorganic matters," which are 
obtained alone from the soil, in addition to the organic 
constituents, ammonia, carbonic acid, apd water. Now 
if the reader turns to the table already gi-yen, showing, the 
inorganic constit,uents of plants, and that now to follow, 
he will at once see how small a proportion thes'e form of 
the bulk of the soil, and how pregnant with interest is the 
question-can the supply of those constituents be kept 
up? The ansWer to the question has been given by 
Professor Anderson, in a recent paper in the "Trans
actions of the Highland and Agricultural Society of 
Scotland," and with such lucidity that, we .deem it 
advisable to give here a resume of what he has stated. 

"In order that we may have definite data to go upon, let 
us in the first instance consider the cause of the exhaus· 
tion of soil and the different modes in which it may be 
brought about. It is to be observed, then, that all plants 
require for their growth an adequate supp~y of carbonic 
acid, ammonia, nitric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine, and 
silicas, which are all indispensable, although some of 
them are required in larger quantities than others. 
They are divisible into two classes,-one including the 
first four substances, which, being all either gaseous or 
volatile, are found not only in the soil but in the atmos
phere j the remainder are confined, at least in quantity, 
to the soil. These two great classes are usually distin
guished as the organic and inorganic elements. of the 
plan! food, by which it is to be understood that the 
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former, thsmgh they are in a chemIcal sen~ inor~anis, 
are the sdurce of the org?mic or combustible part of the 
plant, while" the latter supply the constituents of the 
ash. They may also, however, and :with mor~ advan
tage, be described as tl;le movable and the immovable 
elements of the plant j because the former, existing in 
the air, are conv<lyed backwards and forwards by the 
wind, while the latter, being fixed in the soil, cannot be 
removed and replaced by ordinary natural causes. It 
is sufficiently obvious that if a crop be grown for a suc
cessjon of years, and be systematically removed from 
the soil, the quantity of these substances must be gra
dually diminished, and, if this course be persisted in, 
the soil must eventually become incapable of supporting 
the life of plants. The period at which this will occur 
must necessarily differ very greatly in different soils, 
and depend on the quantity of availaole plant food, for 
the air constantly shifting is always prepared to yield 
a practically inexhaustible supply of the movable 
elements, so that the exhaustion must in all cases be 
due to the removal of the fixed or mineral substances; 
and, consequently, when it is wished to restore to the 
soil its power of supporting vegetat~on, it is not necessary 
to add to it all the elements of the plant, but it will 
suffice to give those which it cannot otherwise obtain
that is the fixed substances-and leave it entirely to 
depend on the air for a supply of those which can be 
derived from it. We do not mean here to discuss 
whether thia method would reproduge the highest 
degree of fertility, but only to point out that a soil 
thus treated would regain more or less completely the 
power of supporting plant life, of which it would have 
been deprived by the supposed system of management. 

" In point of fact, then, the complete exhaustion of a 
;oil in its natural state must always be due to the want 
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of.ruilleral n1atters;' 'because, practically, no piethod of 
treatment can deprive it of tho~e which the air'supplies. 
As far, also, as these matters are concerned; it kust be 
obvious that they ftVould rarely, if ever, be exhausted 
simultaneously, but-that in general, some.one.sul1ftance 
being pres~nt in relatively small proportion, tli~ soil 
becomes inc,apable of supporting the life of plants wht>n 
it is entirelY' withdrawn, although there may still be an 
abundant supply of all the others. If, for example, a 
soil contain a sufficient quantity of potash to yield say 
twenty full crops of wpeat, and of the other constituWI~s 
of that plant enough to yield forty crops, the excess of the 
latter will be unavailing, and the soil would be exhausted 
by twenty crops. If, now, we added to such a soil a. 
supply of potash, it would again become capable of pro
ducing a crop, and would go on doing so until some 
other substance had, been entirely consumed, when it 
also would have to be added; and so on until all being 
removed, the soil would at length end in a c~mplete 
infertility, which would duly be retarded, and not pre
vented, by this mode of operation. To maintain during 
an unlimited series of years an uniform amount of pro
duce, it woulq be necessary to add, year by year, a 
quantity of tne elements of plant food equal to that 
which the crop removes; and the necessity for doing 
this is so obvious that it cannot be controverted, and 
may be safely asserted, that it is a point on which all 
scientific and practical men are entirely at one. 

"This being the principle on which the exhaustion of 
the soil is to be avoided, we have only to carry it out 
a little furthcr to draw the conclusion, that if we add to 
it a larger quantity of th~ elements of plant food than 
is requisite to replace what has been removed, its pro
ductive capacity must Qe increased, and it will become 
capable of yielding- a Iarg-er crOD than it did in.its orig-inal 
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1 state. This is, in fact, the foundation OP the use "t 
manures; , and if it we~ possible to carry out these 

~ theoretical principles in their integrity, the soil might 
be made to produce, during an unliR<ited suc&ssion of 
years, a crop greatly exceeding anything known in actual 
practicc. Practically, however, there is a limit which 
cannot be exceeded, and this depends upon several cir
cumstances. In the first place, the effect of a manure 
is not due to its composition alone, but is dependent, to 
no small extent, upon the different constituents existing 
in i.t in a state· in which they are readily available to 
the plant. And in the second place, the composition of 
manures i~ not entirely under our control. Although 
farm-yard m'anure, which is, and will always continue to 
be, the foundation of agricultural practice, is a mi..xture 
containing all the elements of plant food, and generally 
in proportions not vp,ry far removed from those in which 
the plant requires them, yet it is impossible not to 
recognilre the fact that differences occur in it, and that 
part of its constituents are not directly available to the 
plant, but only become so by virtue of certain changes 
which occur in it after it has been deposited in the soil, 
and do not necessarily proceed exactly as 'we could desire. 
It is a f!1miliar fact that, owing to thesc decompositions 
proceeding in an imperfect manner, manure may, and 
often does, accumulate in the soil, and remains there in 
an inert and dormant condition. If from this 01' any 
other circumstances the supply of one or more of the 
substances required by the plant is deficient in the 
manure, then either the crop is thereby limited, or it 
is forced to derive the requisite supply of that substance 
from the natural resources of the soil itself. In fact, 
a manure which is deficient in anyone element of the 
crop does not improve the soil, and tho,lgh it may pro
duce a greatly increased crop, its effect is merely tr.m-
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fmrai'y, ane! eventually it onlY causes its m.ore ra'pi~1 
exhaustion. In the case of farm-yard manure, whicH, 
necessarily contains all the elements of piants, this~ is 
of course ~ess like~y to occ,!r than in special manu~,es 
containing only one or two of these sllbstances, Tlp\s, 
for example, the opposite effect would be conspicuously 
seen in the case of a soil manured during a series' {jf 
years with a salt of ammonia. In that case, though 
the ClOp might be greatly increased in anyone year" 
the total amount of produce would be no larger than it 
would have been without that addition, but it w-tluld 
have been obtained within a shorter period of time. 

"The general conclusion to which all these considera
tions lead is, that we can only maintain the fertility 
of the soil by returning to it all the substances which 
the crop removes, and that we can increase it byapply
ing these in larger quantity; but when the mixture/ 
supplied is deficient in anyone substance, it does not 
prevent but hastens exhaustion." • 

The question still remains, however, whether in the 
use of artificial manures now so largely adopted-as 
guano and bones, which only contain certain consti
tuents of the soil', as ammonia and phosphoric acid -we 
not only do not restore all the elements of fertility, but 
actually all those which encourage the crop to draw 
more largely than it wonld otherwise do on the produc
tive resources of the soil. In answering this, it will 
not do to take it up as a question simply of this or that 
manure; but the question resolves itself into ascertain
ing whether, throughout the country, there is a proper 
balance between the crops removed from the soil and the 
manure returned to it. To determine this it is necessary 
to know the average produce of the crops, and of the 
valuable or fertilising matter which they remove. The 
followin!! table !!ives a statement of theRe onantities:-
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• Tttking nbw a six-course rotatiou-as tllII\ips) ~reat, ' 
hay; oats, potatoes, and wheat~the quantitydfvaluable 
matter removed.' by the crops of the rotation is calcu- • 
lated as ~follows :_L l 

~otash • 
Soda •• 
Lin:e .• 
Magnesia. 
Chlorine. 

Ibs. 
319'4 

66'6 
100'0 

39'9 
68'9 

Sulphuric ~tcid • 
Phosphoric acid. 
SiliC!1. ., ••• 
Nitrogen. • • 

Ib,. 
78'7 

122'3 
364'4 
274'(\ 

All prospect oD the exhaustion of the soil is certainly 
not immediate, when ~e consider how very small the 
quantities removed, are when compared with wl1at ~xists 
in the soil; and when also we consider tlJat even if the 
soil contains only a quarter per cent. of phosphoric 
acid, it would maintain the crops of such a rotation
exhaustive as it comparatively is from two white crops 
finding a place in it-for two hundred and seyenty-six 
years. The other point, however, in the flolution of 
the question, namely, the estimating of the elements 
of fertility restored to the soil through the tlgency of 
farm-yard manure, is' not so easily decided on; not 
only from the difficulty there is of e!'ltimating the quan
tity ordinarily applied to the crops, but also from the 
imperfect knowledge we yet possess of its average com
position. The following, however, may be taken as a 
fair average estimate of the quantities of fertilising 1 
matter in applications of 12 tons, 16, and 20 tons, the I 
first named of these figures being selected as an average, 
the second and third as an occasional application :-

12 tons. 16 tons. 20 tons. 
Potash 201 268 335 
Soda • 67 89 III 
Lime. 337 449 561 
Magnesia 35 47 59 
Chloriue •• '. 12 16 20 
SuI phurie acid 84 112 140 
Phosphoric acid 108 144 180 
Silica (soluble) 269 358 447 
~itrogen • 165 220 21:i 
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\) Without going further into an analysis oftbese .facts. 
we may h'ere state the coflClusion of Dr. Anderson, that 

~ -so far as~ farm-yard manure is concerned-if any 
• exhaustion is to be feared, it mus~' be due chiefly, if 
• 1Iot entirely, to tk.e loss of potash, phosphoric acid, and 
· chlorine. The latter can be abundantly and cheaply 
, supplied by the application of common salt j phosphoric 
• acid, to the extent of 50 to 100 Ibs. in every 3 cwt. of 
• guano, can be obtained; so that the only element 
I which the present system of manuring does not supply 
I adequately is potash. Although this opinion is liable to 

the ~bjection that it is founded on data open to doubt as 
to their accuracy j and as, moreover, a large proportion 

- of the crop is not restored to the land· in the shape of 
farm-yard manure, but is consumed by the people 
and sent into our sewers, and thus lost to agriculture j* 

nevertheless-duly considering the facts that as much 
of our town sewage is used directly to the soil, and 
tllat as nmch of it owes its existence to the use of im~ 
ported COl'll, which, as it never grew upon, cannot 
in any way be said to be exhaustive of our soil, and 
that, moreover, as there is a large field of fertilising 
substances in the waste products of our manufactures, 
of the sea, &c.-Dr. Anderson comes to the conclusior. 
that « at the present moment we cannot anticipate the 
exhaustion of the soil," and that at all events the fact, 
pregnant as it is with meaning, is patent enough that, 
a so far as we at present see, the soil is not becoming 
exhausted." 

• The whole subject of the economisation of the excretal and waste 
substances of our towns is trealed of in the Yolume, on "Irrigation, 
Utilisation of Town Sewage, and EeclaJtiation on,Vaste Lands," which 
forms vart of the vresent series. { ~ 
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. 
SI!CTION II. -l'REPARATION OF &E SOIL FOR TIlE BEARI:I'() 

OF CROPS :-} DRAINING - TILLAGE - DEEP CUUTURE - STEAlII • 

PLOUGIitiNG. • 
Draining.-The first, and not the. least important, 

operation to be performed in bringing our soils into the 
condition best calculated to enable them to produce ;fine 
crops is draining. The practical* and historicalt points 
connected with the subject, the reader will find, in the 
under-noted volumes., It on'ly remains for us here to 
point out briefly the agricultural advantages obtained by 
carrying out efficient modes of draining. The cleitring 
land of wet adds to the temperature of the soil. Where 
wet is allowed to remain, the heat of the sun, in place 
of warming the soil, is only expended, or in great part 
expended, in evaporating the exce,ss ofmoistUl'e. Drain
age enables heavy clay land to be more easily worked, 
as it makes it open and friable; in like proportion i( 
increases its fertility by making it pervious to the air, 
and sets free tIle otherwise inert stores of fertilising 
substances. Further, the organic matter contained in 
soils is not assimilable by plants till it is converted 
into water, carbonic . acid gas, and ammonia (see 
Division Second, Theory of Mannring), and thi~ is 
only done by allowing the air to come in contact with 
the organic matter and decompose them. Drainage 
facilitates this contact with the air, as named in the 
last sentence. Hence drainage enables us to gain the 
fullest advantage from the manure which we supply to 
our soils. So much for the benefits obtained from 

* "Drainage of Land, and Drainage and Sewage of Towns and 
BUildings," by G. D. Dempsey, O:E. 

t "Historical OutlinlfB _oi Farming and Farming Economy-Sciell-
title and Pfl\etical." . .,_ 
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,. draining ~1]- our crop-bearing soils. Its acl~antages aI'l 
not less Iflarked in our p~stures and meadows, for wheI, 

• properly call'ried out it makes the aquatic, marshy, and 
useless grasses and plants disappeap, and enables the 
best and most nutritious, to be cultivated with ease and 
economy.* 

Tillage or Working of the Soil.-The object of tillage 
is twofold-to get rid of weeds and noxious plants, 
and to pulverisc the soil, fitting it to bear the plants 
cultivated for their produce. 'l'hese are done more or 
less·effectually in proportion to the careful zeal of the 
farmer by the oEerations of ploughing, grubbing, har
rowing, and rolling. These operations, with the imple
ments by which they are carried out, are fully described 
in the under-noted work. t One of the most important 
questions of modern agriculture now undergoing dis
cussion amongst scientific and practical men is, whether 
"deep clllture and thorough pulverisation of the soil 
are beneficial or not?" The subject is of the highest 
importance; and as it closely interests the future 
of agriculture, we may be permitted to give, in con
nection with it, the following from an article lately 
contributed by us to the " Journal of the Bath and 
vVest of England Agricultural Society," entitled « The 
Lessons of the Machinery Department of the Great 
Exlibition of 1862." 

"The opinion is gaining ground daily, that ill 
Ideep culture of the soil lies the future of agriculture, 
and that the problem which must be solved by our 

* The operations of paring and burning, trenching, &c., are described 
in the volume of the Rudimentary Serles on "Irrigation, Utilisation 
of Town Sewage, and'RecIamation of Waste Lands." 

t "Field Implements and Machines," by Professor John Scott, in 
the present. ~erie8. 
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agri~ultural mechanics is the means, best a4d cheapest, , 
by which this deep culture ~an be secure3~ As t.his 
deep-culture question is one which is at prt)~n~ attract- . 
ing much attention, and likely for some tirr:f~ to attract 
more, and as sume of the points involved ~n its con
sideration have a very close arid intimate be~ring upon 
the subject of agricultural mechanism, we mat, perhflps, 
be permitted to give now what we have given. elsewhere 
about it. {As to the value'of a thorough pul'verisation 
of the soil, agriculturists long divided are \!low fast 
approximating in opinion. Few, indeed, are ,jgnorant 
of the immense advantages resulting from allowirig the 
atmospheric influences to act upon the soil; but some 
still incline to the opinion that it may be carried too 
far, more especially when in combination with thorough 
drainage; this opinion being held in consequence of 
supposing that in the case of heavy rains the soluble 
matter will be washed out and conveyed to the drains, 
which then, in point of fact, will act as sewe~s to oorry 
off the fertilising matter from the land in the same \vay 
as street qrains carry off the exuvilB of towns.' T~is 
objection is at once met by the now recognised absorp. 
!ive 'properties of soils, which enaule them to take up 
and assimilate such fertilising matter as may be given 
to them; and it is especially worthy of notice that thiS, 
absorptive power is greatly increased when the soils are 
subjected to the action of the atmosphere. Now, this 
action cannot be brought into operation until the soil 
is deeply stirred and thoroughly pulverised. Where 
the soil naturally or artificially is in this deep condition, 
we find that the roots of plants penetrate deeply inte 
it; and we may therefore predicate with some degree 
of certainty that this penetrative power of the plant is 
its normal condition; and that where the co,ndition of 
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.. the soil is ~uch as to prevent it exercising· this p~wer, 
its health$' condition and"fructifying capabilities are in 

wlike proportton increased. Some doubt the truth of 
this; but there is abundant evidenc~ in the r~ason of 
things to prove thttt it is correct. ]\fl'. Stephens, in his 
'Deep-land Culture' treatise, puts it in a clear light. 
, In-common practice/ hc says, 'the surface-soil devoted 
to the use of plants seldom exceeds seven or eight inches 
in depth, and of that space a good manuring of farm
yard dung occupies a considerable proportion. This, 
assisted by a special manure, stimulates the growth of 
the r~ots of the cereal plants to an expansion beyond 
what thc space of soil allotted tal their growth affords 
room for. Roots in a confined space, supplied with 
manure, become crowded together, decline in heaith, 

• and their growth is checked. The plants may still bring 
forward their produce to a fine' degree of quality; but 
it will neither be so large nor so valuable as the manure 
bestowed and the lahour spent on the soil would warrant 
the expectation of. Whence, then, does such an unex
pected disappointment arise?, From the subsoil, though 
thoroughly dried, being left in a hard state. 'Were it 
in a state of pulverisation, like the surface-soil, the roots 
whenever stimulated by the manures would strike down 
into the subsoil, and the more they were encouraged in 
growth the larger they would become; their fibres would 
increase in numbers, and they would stretch out and 
reach the bottom of the purverised subsoil; the crowding 
of the roots in the surface of the soil would be entirely 
avoided, and the baneful consequences of loss of health 
and stuntedness in growth of the plant would be replaced 
by vigour of stem and leaves, strength of constitution, 
and capability to yield the largest quantity of produce. 
Were farm-yard dung buried deep in the pulverised 
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'mb~il, ani the embryo plant encouraged in the _PUl-\> 

verised soil by means of a ,spm:ial manure, tn,\) limits tof 
the growth of the entire system of the :plant-stem, . 
leaves, Itnd roots-<;would then only be r~str~ined by t~e 
power of the local climate, or the geperal character of 
the season.' 

" On this same point, on the importance of qeep 
culture, Mr. Smith, of Bletchley, throws out the fol_l 
lowing, which is suggestive. 'If it were not foreign to 
the question, it w01\ld certainly lead me to too great a 
length to enter uPQn the inquiry how far this deeper 
cultivation promotesl a greater deposit of dew_. cHecks 
the evaporation of moisture from the surface, and sup
plies the place of the cvaporation which does take place 
from the stores of moisture beneath the surface.' These 
considerations are far from irrelevant to the immediate 
subject of our paper; they bear, indeed, very closely 
upon it; they involve what may be called the question 
of what shall be the principle of future cul~ivation of 
the soil? It is no use to say, as has been said, that 
this deep pulverisatio:h. of the soil is not required, 
because all experience wherever it is adopted shows, 
that it has been eminently successful in raising lands 
from the lowest condition of sterility to the fullest 
degree of fertility. If examples are required, go to the 
fields of Flanders; or if evidences are desired -as to 
what deep cultivation can do) go to the lands of Ye~,ter, 
or of Bletchley. There is, in truth, no more impor
tant problem awaiting the solution of the agricultural 
machinist than this of deep cultivation of the soil-how 
best, most quickly, and cheaply to do it. But the 
solution will eertainly -be assisted if agriculturists will 
decide quickly what is the best condition in which 
the surface should he left. While some ma~ntain the 
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importance, nay, absolute necessity, of ,having the.soil 
laid over ift. slices, all aba determinate angle,* others 
hold that it i.'l quite immaterial how it is laid, so that it 
is well comminuted ;-that it be, in point of f:tct, well 
pulverised; that Shis being secured, it is a point of 
indifference as to the condition or form in which it is 
left.to serve as a seed-bed. It would really help 
forward the solution of the problem above stated, if 
agriculturists would, or could, decide as to the best 
way of securing a good seed-bed. One lesson, at all 
events, to be learned from a review of what has been 
done-during the last eleven years is, that in the deeper 
pulverisation of the soil, and il1- the finer pr~paration of 
its surface, we have a means of increasing its fertility, 
and that if we have not yet a complete set of imple
ments able fully to secure these points, we have some 
which to a certain extent meet our wants." 

The following is Mr. Stephens' summary of the 
advantageil of "Deep Culture," as given in his work 
above alluded to, p. 135 :-

"The porosity of the subsoil should assist in a 
marked degree the desiccating power of drains, and 
promote the circulation of air through its mass. Its 
capillarity should supply moisture from the effects of 
the drains below to the roots of plants growing in the 
upper soil, in proportion to the intensity of evaporation 
of the moisture from the surface in dry weather. In 
its comminuted state it should absorb moisture from 
the dews, and from the lower portion of the atmosphere 
at night in a period of drought. In its change of 
colour to a darker hue, from drainage and deep 

• For a brief resum~ of the points at issue between the advocates of 
the plough and other systems for preparing the soil for seed, see "His
torical Outli~e.a of Farming and Farming Economy." 
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plou~ing, and by commix.ture with the surface-soil 
and manures, it should absorb~a'larger portion of solal' 
heat and light than in its unchanged state. In its 
aluminol!s sharactflr it should absorb the free g!!,ses fr?I? 
the atmospliere, as well as from the aJr and rain whiC11 
traverse it. The mixture of the constituents of the sur
face-soil and subsoil should induce action of the elect,ric 
element. The great depth of pulverised subsoii should 
afford an extensive field for the food-searching fibres of 
enlarging roots of plants to 'grow in; and it should 
place a large portion of the subsoi~ itself beyond the 
reach of the ever-changing conditions of the seasOns. 
Its general dryness should place the roots of plants in 
a medium safe from frost; its divisibility should render 
every species of labour performed in it of easy execu
tion. The variety of its constituents, consisting of 
organic and inorganic materials, of minerals, metals, 
and salts, should be ready to co-operate with any of 
the ingredients of the manures used in the surface-soil, 
and which may find their way into the subsoil by 
means of rain or otherwise, as ~hey are let loose by 
decomposition, and be there retained for the use of the 
roots of plants." 

Steam Cultw'e. - Tillage operations are generally 
carried out by horse-power; of late, however, steam
power has been made practically available, and pro
mises to be of immense service to the farmer. The reader 
desirous to obtain information on this most interesting 
department of farming economics, will find a notice of 
the history of its introduction, from the earliest up to 
tp.e latest times, in the volume under-noted.* 

.. Rudimentary Treatise," Historical Outlincs,ofFarming and Farming 
F.conomv- -Scientific and Practical." , 
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DIVISION SECOND. 
) 

Pl1INCIPLES OF 1t'l'ANURING. - MANURES) VARIETIES OF: 
FARM-YA ED MANURE - LIQUID MANURE - ARTIFICIAl· 
l.IANURES. 

SECTION I.-PRINCIPLES OF MANURING. 

BEFORE giving our remarks on manures, it may te 
usefal to glance very briefly at the principles of manur
ing as generally received. All plants are composed 6f 
two distinct parts, the organic and ino1'ganic, or mineralC 
The organic part of plants is made up of carbon, oxygen, 

) hydrogen, and nitrogen. The organic parts of plants are 
capable of being totally cons;umed or hurnt and dis
sipated. If we take a plant, as a turnip or an ear of 
wheat, an)d c~)llsnme it, so much of it will be dissipated, 
and the part remaining, known as the (( ash of the plant/' 
consists of the (( inorganic, or mineral/' constituents. 
These are 'sulphur and phosphorus, potash, soda, mag
nesia, lime, and iron. These do not exhaust the list of 
constituents; the remainder will be found in the table 
given in the preceding chapter where treating of the 
exhaustion of the soil. '1.'he constituents we here name 
are, however, sufficient for our purposes. On consult
ing the table above referred to the student will be 
surprised to see the small proportion which plants con
tain of these inorganic constituents; but, small as the 
proportion is, it bears most closely on the welfare of the 
plants. They are, indeed, essential to the life of plants, 

\
and if not present in the soil, or in the manures which 
we supply to it, they would'not at.tain to maturity; and 
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:hey ~re al] f!qually essential, the absence of anyone of 
:hem being fatal to the dcvelo!Jment of the ptant. 

Of the. organic part of plants the principal elements, 
A'trbon a~d nitrogep, arc derived mainly from carITonic
teid and ammonia. Carbonic acid gas is being perpetu
tlly formed around us j ~hen we bre;the we send out 
~arbonic acid j when we burn our fuel we prepare ~t j 
vherever decay in vegetable Qr mineral mattel' gdes on, 
,here carbonic acid is evolved. Plants take up carbonic 
lcid by tlleIr roots, and by their leav,es: it is absorbed 
'eadily by water. On placing the seed of a plant in 
,he ground, it, in process of time, .sends down t-iny 
'Ootlets into the soil beneath, and runs its tiny leaflets 
nto the atmosphere above. 'l'hese absorb carbonic 
,cid frorjf the soil and moist air, forming gradually the 
tem a4'a leaves j these latter as they grow are fur
lished i/~vith innumerable mouths, so to speak, from 
vhicl/the evaporation of the moisture in the plant 
akel"place-the carbonic acid, by a wonderful process, 
)eit{~ changed or decomposed, the carbon rem~ining in 
h@'plant, :the oxygen passing off by the sporules, or 
~nths, o£ the leaves, Ammonia is a combination ot 
wo gases, hydrogen and nitrogen, in the proportions 
f 141bs. of nitrogen to 31bs. of hydrogen. Hydrogen 
;; one of the two elements of water, oxygen and hydro
:en, and when 1 lb. of it is combined with 8 lbs. of 
xygen, 9 Ibs. of pure water is the result. 'Yater 
ossesses, therefore, a great affinity for ammonia, so much 
uat it is capable of absorbing from 600 to 700 times its 
ulk of allfmonia, hence the value of water in enabling 
s to avail ourselves of the store of nitrogen which is 
resent in the atmosphCTe. The principal source-·we 
lay here say the natural source as opposed to the 
rtificial source-of ammonia within the reach of the 
1 ' 

D 
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) farm.er is the urine of the animals, the 'stock ~f hi!" 
farm. 'l1h~e principal art:l(icial source is the manufacture 

, of coal gas? the products of which yield our principal 
store of the salts of ammonia. WI,lerever 'd~omposi
tion takes place ~mmonia is evolved. Ammonia is also 
found in immense quantities in rain-water. Water, 
therefore, plays an important part in the de,:elopment 
of plants charged with carbonic acid or ammonia. It 
has the power of dissolving (C some of the ingredients 
which are necessary to the existence and health of 
plants, thereby bringing them, as Dr. Daubeny has 
obs~rved, from a dormant into an 'active state." 

The inorganic, or mineral, constituents of plants are 
I derived from the soil alone, and they exist there in the 
, form of salts. If an acid, as carbonic acid, combines 

with a base (alkali), as pure lime, it forms a "salt"
the carbonate of lime-which possesses neither the pro
perties of an acid nor an alkali, but has a property 
essentially distinct from both. If the acid, in place of 
being carbonic acid as above, is sulphuric, the salt 
is a "sulphate of lime;" if muriatic acid, the salt is a 
muriate of lime. Phosphate of lime is the salt produced 
by the combination of phosphoric acid and lime. Car
bonate of ammonia is the salt formed by the combina
tion of carbonic acid and ammonia; muriate of am
monia, muriatic acid and ammonia. Nitrate of soda is 
the salt formed by the combination of nitric acid and 
soda. So much for one important property of a 
" salt;" the next remains to be noticed, namely, the 
"properties of bases and acids neutralise each other in 
fixed proportions." To form the salt termed a "sulphate 
of ammonia," 40 Ibs. of sulpHuric acid must combine 
with 171bs. of ammonia; a" carbonate of lime" is made 
by coml}ining 28.1bs. of lime with 22 Ib8. of carbonic 
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tlcid,.and so on. "The practical consequences," says 
Mr. Acland, of whose lucid c:qJosition of the·ihcmistry 
of farming the above is a very rapid resl~me or brief 
digest of the part~ rel\lting to plants _« the- practical 
consequenccs involved in the cons~itution of salts 
deserves a moment's atte,ntion. It follows that a great 
variety of changes may be going on in the soil, ane! in 
the man~res whieh we use. In most soils there is an 
abundant store of minerals, which if well managed may 
be made gradually available to plants, if ill managed 
may either be loe~ced up in an fnert state or washed 
away by rain. In like manner some of the elemen~s of 
manure are volatile, and will soon escape in the absence 
of the precaution needed to fix them, that is, to retain 
them in the solid or the liquid state. But the proper 
securing of these materials depends on a practical 
application of the properties of salts which may either 
be volatile or fixed, either soluble or insoluble, accord
ing to the chemical proportions in which t.hey may 
happen to be combined, or to the circumstances uncler 
which they may be allowed to decompose." 

From the organic and inorganic elements' plants are 
formed, says Baron Liebig, by the « vital process, when 
the atmosphere and soil supply them at the same time 
in suitable quantities and in the proper proportions. 
The atmospheric elements do not nourish without the 
simultaneous action of the elements of the soil; and 
the latter are equally valueless without the former. 
The presence of both is equally required jor the !Jrowth 
oj the plant." From what we have given it will he 
evident that there is in nature no such division or dis
tinction between the parts of a plant as the" organic" 
and" inorganic)" both being absolutely indispensable 
to its full development) it being formed or ma~e up of 
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certain constituents of the air and water} theRe .bein& 
present i'll'large quantit~s, and of certain constituents 
of the soil,> these being present in small quantities. 
The division the!;. of "organic" and. "inorgartic" sub
stances of plant~ is simply made for the purposes of 
convenient classification. 

We have thus seen that the plant derives its nutri
ment at once from the soil and the air; the questions, 
therefore, naturally arise at this stage of the investiga
tion, to what extent can we draw this nutriment from 
the soil? and to what extent can we derive it from the 
atmVosphere? 'rhe answer to these questions has given 
rise to a discussion which for years agitated, and still 
agitates the agricultural world, concerning the value or 
truth of Liebig's and Lawes' iloctrine or principles of 
manuring.* "The practical question at stake in this 
controversy" is thus stated briefly by Mr. Acland :-

"1st. As to-wheat; the followers of Lawes maintain 
that nittogen is the true food of wheat (whether as 
ammonia or nitric acid), and that phosphates do not 
increase the crop . 

. , The followers of Liebig maintain that certain mine
rals, and especially phosphates for the seed, silicates 
for the straw, are the true manures for wheat. 

"2ndly. As to turnips; the followers of Lawes main
tain that in the case of turnips ammonia only increases 
the leaf, but that a special addition of phosphate is 
necessary to increase the root, even although there 
may be a considerable supply of phosphate in the land 
already." 

On this point Liebig shall speak in his own words. 
" It is impossible to believe that the effect . . . . can 

.. A resume of the different theories of manuring which have been 
promulgated from time to time will be found in the companion volumc, 
" Historical Outlines of FRrming Bnd Farming Fconomy." 
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have .depended on the newly-added phosphpric acid, 
as 1\11'. Lawes concludes." A~gain, (C It is out of the 
question, after the facts now related, to assume that 
the exce~s of tl~e phosphOliic acid was necessary, or wa1\ 
the cause of the increase." • 

The controversy has arisen out of the views promul~ 
gated by Professor Liebig, in which he insists upon the 
importance of the « mineral constituents of the s6il, 
or of manure supplied to it, maintaining that the am. 
monia and caruonic acid are supplied from the air." 
'rhus he says, the "crops on a field diminish or ,in. 
crease in exact proportion to the diminution or increase 
of the mineral substances conveyed to it in the manure." 
Again he says, "If these mineral elements are present 
in sufficient quantity, and in appropriate proportion, 
the soil contains the conditions which render tlte plant 
capable of absorbing carbonic acid and ammonia from 
the air-" < < < < It must) be says, be tbe prinL'ipaJ 
task of the agriculturist to « supply and restore all the 
elements required in the soil, and not only one, as is so 

I 

frequently done: the ingredients .of tlte air, carbonic. 
acid and ammonia, the plants can ,in most cases procure 
without man's interference." Then again, as between 
the value of mineral and nitrogenised manures, Liebig 
maiutains that, when « the ammonia is absent from the 
manure, the plants extract their nitrogen from the 
ammonia of the air." Again," The supply of ammonia 
is unnecessary for roost of our cultivated plants, and 
it may even be superfluous, if only the ~oil contain a 
sufficient supply of the mineral food of plants, when 
the ammonia required for their development will ue 
furnished by the atmosphere." ,Again," Ammonia ill 
necessary as food to all plants; but a supply of it ill 

manure is not useful to all cultivated plants." • 
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On the qther hand, as opposed to these view;;;, thef8xpc 
riments of Mr. Lawes stiowed that "in the ordinary 
cultivation o'f the land, the nitrogen, apd not the mineral,~, 
would generally he found deficient." Mr. Lawes" does not 
hold that the mintlral constituents can he dispensed with; 
on the contrary, he quite agrees with what he calls "so 
evitlent a truism," that they are essential; but he 
believes that ordinarily they exist in the soil in abulld
ance, relatively to other constitucnts. Yet, notwith
standing this abundance, "the main valuable pl'Oducts of 
theiarm in cereal grains, are utterly incompetent to yield 
a full agricultural crop, unless there be specially pro
vided witltin tlte soil itself a liberal supply of available 
nitrogen, normally the atmospheric food of plants." 

This is not the place to l.nter into all the details of 
the controversy. A pretty full 1'esume of it will be 
found in the companion work, « Historical Outlines 
of Farming, and Farming Economy, Scientinc and 
Pl'aetica~\" Acconling to Dr. Daubeny there is pro
hably little real difference of opinion between Lawes 
and Liebig. "In so far, indeed," says this authority, 
"as relates to the relative advantages of mineral and 
ammoniacal manures, I presume there is little roonl 
for controversy, for although most soils may contain a 
sufficiency of the organic constituents required by the 
crop, it by no means follows that the latter are always 
in an available condition; and hence it may well happen 
that in most cases in which land liaS been long· under 
cultivation, the former class of manures becomes, as 
Baron Liebig asserts, a matter of paramount neces;;;ity. 
N ow that the same necessity exists for the addition of 
ammoniacal manures ,can hardly be contended, whe!! 
\\'e reflect, that at the first commencement of vege
table life every existing species of plant must have 
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obtai!led its· llourisliment solely from the gaseous con· 
stituents of the atmosphere," and from tl{e' mineral 
contents of the rock in which it vegetatcs. • 

" The· only divergence of opinioll, therefore, that call 
arise relates to the ~legree of their rer.pecti,'e utility in 
the existing state of' our agriculture, and to the sound
ness of Baron Liebig's positiop, that a. plant rooted. in 
a soil well charged with all the requisite mineral ingJ;.e
clients, and in all other respects in a 'condition calcu
lated to allow of healthy vegetation? may sooner or 
later be able to draw from the atmosphere. whatever 
else is requisite for its full development .. ' ... Still 
the practical question remains, whether, admitting the 
thcoretical tl'Uth of Baron Liebig's position, a larger 
expenditure of capital willllOt be required for bringing 
a given farm into a condition to dispense with ammoc 
niacal manures, than for procuring those materials 
which contain that ingredient ready for use. And 
here experimental researches, such as were c~ndllcted 
on so extended and liberal a scale by 1\11'. Lawes and 
Dr. Gilbert, and in aid of theory, stand as it were 
midway between the abstract principles which science 
,Joints out to the farmer, and the traditional usages 
.vith respcct to his art which have neen handed down 
"rom one generation to another." 

So completely have the conclusions arrived at by Mr. 
Lawes been accepted by the great majority of practical 
'armel's in Great Britain, that their chemical theory 
nay be put in the words of Mr. Thompson,-« Nitrogen 
s the principal characteristic in a manure fut' corn, and 
)hosphorus in one for turnips." The whole question, 
n its practical aspect, is so well put in a recent article 
n the North British Agriculturist. that we deem it 
ikely to be useful to give it here :-
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« It has been stated by Liebig' that of all tl~ de· 
nwnts fU'r~ished to planlts by th~ soil, and ministering 
to their noarishment, the phosphate of lime, or rather 
the phosphates generally, must be regarrle('f as the 
most important.~ No one has directly questioned the 
soundness of this statement, although several have 
emleavoured to prove that the presence of the nitro
genous element in the soil W[lS of equal, if not of greater, 
importance to the growth of the cultivated plants, par
ticularly those raised for their seeds. Experirr:ents 
have shown the gcneral correctness of this opinion, 

~ 
lmt these experiments have not upset the soundness of 
Liebig's statement, that the phosphates are the most 
essential for plant life. 'When the nitrogenous element 
is applied to the growing cereal grasses, the effects 
are most marked; but the action of the nitrogenous 
element is dependent upon the presence of the phos
phates in the soil, and which must be present in suffi
cient qUiJ,ntities for the wants of the crop, ot.herwise 
the seeds are not formed. Plants obtain nitrogen from 
the atmosphere as well as from the soil, while the phos
phates are alone furnished by the soil; and they must 
always be present to secure a healthy vegetation. The 
phosphates contained in thc soil may have becn fur
llished by manures previously applied to prcceding 
~rops, or may have existed ill the soil previous to its 
~ultivation, and hence the application of the nitrogellous 
nanure was all that was required to produce a luxuriant 
;rowth of the grain-yielding crop. The frequent repe
;ition of nitrogenous manures would nccessarily exhaust 
;he soil of the phosphates, and produce a partial sterility 
-wcre such a course of manuI"ing long pursued. The 
)racticeo of applying phosphatic manures, such as guanos) 
lones, Sllper-phosphates, to the grcen crops, apart from 
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the ~hospll!ttes returned to the soil in the .farm-yard oj 

manure, tends to maintain th!! balance; and 'the apilli
cation of nitrogenous manures to the ce\'eal grasses
grown during th6 rotation is aU, that is required to raise 
full crops. 

"'With regard to the phosphatic manures properly so 
called, it is generally admittcd that in cultivating what 
are termed root crops the application of a manure con
taining the phosphatic element is essential for the full 
maturing of the crops. It is fou'nd th!l.t the action 
of the phosphatic manure is increased when there is 
present in the manurial application a certain am~unt 
of the nitrogenous element, and also in some cases of 
the alkaline element-the presence of the nitrogenous 
clement tending to produce a rapid growth at the earlier 
stages of plant life. For instance, a manure containing 
a certain portion of organic matter, capable of yielding 
nitrogen, or of nitrogen present in the form of a nitrate 
or sulphate of ammonia, produces a much mpre rapid 
growth of the leaves than when a purely phosphatic 
manure has been applied, which development usually 
tcnds to 11a~ten the formation of the tubers or bulbs. 
An excess of the nitrogenous element in the manure 
not unfrequently causes a too great development of the 
leaves, to the injury of the tubers or bulbs, both a~ 
to size and nutritive qualities. Hence the importance 
of studying the requirements of the crops, and the 
condition of the soil, with the constituent elements of 
the manures. 

"Manures which furnish the nitrogenous and the 
phosphatic elements in the forms most readily assimi
lated by the plants are" usually the .most profitable to 
apply; the profitableness being chiefly dopendent upou 
the immediate returns." 
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]\'[1'. R. !{ussell, the editor of the « Highla~ld Society's 
Transactrons/' an autho"ity in points connected with 
advanced ag"ricultul'al science, as. well as farm practicc, 
has expounded views on plant life and mauur~s which 
are worthy of th(1 earnest consideration of all agricul. 
turists. Thus, on the dictum already alluded to, 
" p.l lOsphorus (phosphates) for the turnips, nitrogen (am
monia) for tIle corn," IIC poiuts out the influcnce of tl13 
season on their action, as here particularised. 'rhus) ill 
summer the supply of ammonia in the manure is not so 
necessary to plant life as it is in early spring, inasmuch 
as it would appear that in summel', when the tempera
ture is l1igh, the amount of ammonia in the air is 
greater than when the temperature is low, as at spring; 
and further, that the leaves of plants have at this period 
greater powel's for the absorption of ammoniafr01n the 
air. Phosphates also appear to be more beneficially 
a\)llli..ed to l)lalltS 111 the summer, 01' late 1n the season, 
than when applied carly. From these facts 1\11'. Russell 
draws this dictum, "ammonia for spring, phosphates 
for summer." Again, Mr. Russell, while agreeing with 
Liebig as to the atmosphere being a source of carbonic 
acid and ammonia, points out that plants differ mate
rially in their power to absorb ammonia from thc 
atmosphere: annuals draw less from the air than 
perennials. But the same is not true as regards the 
soil: the reverse is the case-annuals drawing most 
from, or exhausting the soil; perennials drawing less 
from, and in fact improving the soil, by bringing to it 
a supply of fertilising matter, in consequence of their 
longer growth and hold upon the soil, and tlw decay 
of their roots and leaves on :it adding to its mass of 
organic matter. From these facts is deduced the rule 
that annuals succeedillg annuals, as turnips, mangold, 
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!Iud the like, are liberally manured with, manures 
rich in ammonia. Again, -perennials, alth8ugh ex
hausting the l~nd less than annuals, have llevertheless 
greater t'acilitjes for withdrawing fertilising matters 
from the soil than those possessed hy annuals j thus 
perennials, grass and clover, do not as a rule require 
phosphatic manures, for being sown thick, and remain
ing for a com parativcly 10llg time, in tlw soil, tbey send 
out abundance of roots, so as to draw 'thcir supply of 
phosphates from it. But an annual, as the turnip, 
requires abundance of phosphates in the manure app1ied 
to it, as there is a very small quantity in the seed . 
.t'urtllel' information 011 the interesting points here 
involved, will be found ill the companion work, "His
torical Outlines of ]<'ai'ming and Farming Economy." 

SECl'IOX 1I.-V AIUETIES AXD Pl;CliLIARITIES OF MANURES. 

From the following list, given by Dr. Voelfker, the 
reader will have some idea of the nunierolls substances 
useful for manurial purposes. J n this list, Dr. Voelcker 
follows the arrangement of Stockhardt, the Germ:m 
chemist, in his wOl'k, "Chemical Field Lectures." 
This arrangement is made "according to their action 
and composition, in an order which begins with the 
most powerful, and ends with the weakest manure. 
Some of the materials occur under several heads, which 
is an indication that they contain more than one 
chemical compound, and therefore act in more than 
onc way." 

1. iVitl'ogenised .J.lfallul'es (forcing il'Ianltres). 

a. Substances containing am~onia (very quick-acting manures). 
Ammoniacal salts. 
l'EIWVIAN GUANQ, soot. 
Putrid Ul!d animal substances; for instance, blood, :ficfllI, wool. 
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Ammoniacal water of gas.works. 
PutlJd' urine, putrid liquii manure. 
SHORT DUNG, particularly sheep and horse dung. 

b. Nitrogeni;ed matters which pass easily bto putrefaction (tolerablJ 
quick in their action). • 

Horn shavings, glue. 
BONES, dissolvt!tl, steamed, or finely-powdered. 
OIL-CAKES of all kinds, malt-d ust. 
Frcsh urine, fresh liquid manure. 

c.· Nitrogenised manurcs, which decompose with difficulty (8Iowly' 
acting forcing manurcs). 

Half·inch boncs. 
Woollen rags. 
LONG DUNG. 

d . .substances containing nitric acid (quick-acting forcing manurca). 
Saltpetre. 
Chili saltpetre (nitrate of soda). 
Nitre earth. 

2. Carbonaceous lIfanures (Humus forcing Manures). 

Co~nlON FARM-YARD DUNG, straw, leaves of trees, &c. 
Sawdust, green manurcs. 
Peat, 01' vegetable l'(~mains of all kinds. 

3. JJfallures containillg much Potash (strong'!J-jorrmg JJfanures.) 

l'otaitJ, n'ltre, malt·Gust. 
Urine, wood ashes. 
Leaves, and green manurcs. 
Road scrapings, compost. 
Burnt clay, some kinds of marl. 

4. lJlanures containing principally Soda (less effectwe JfallUre4). 

Common salt. 
NITRATE OF SODA, urine. 
Several mincrals. 
Soap-boilers' refuse. 

~. Phosphatic Manures (Gram 01' SeedfOJcing Manures). 

Burnt bones, animal black, refllse of sugar manufactori~ 
l'hosphate, apatite, coprolites. 
Saldanha Bay guano. 
:Fresh bones, bone dust. 
ALL SORTS OF GUANO. 
A !limal matters of all description .• 
Oll·cakes, malt refuse. 
HUMAN EXCRElIIRNTS, FARM-YARD UANUl;L. 
Urine of carnivorous animals. 
'Yo~d ashes, straw, lca,'c8, &'!o 
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6. ll,.llluring -Matters containing SlIlpllll'-;C, Acid (partly lJf!l!lLre~ 
thelliseives, partly Fixers of Ammonia). ;) 

Gypsum, sulphuric acid. 
Green vitriol. 
Coaloashes, *eat ashes. 

7. Calca7'eous 1l'IarllIres. 
Bmnt lime, chalk marl. 
Gypsum, coal and pent ashes. 
Hoad scrapings, gas lime. 

8. Siliceous Manures. 

Coal ashes, peat ashes. 
Farm-yard manure, sand, straw, &c. 

It is of course impossible, in the short limits of ~he 
present treatise, to give a description of the peculi~ri
ties of all these manurial substances. We can only 
find room to do this for the most important of these. 
The first to which we direct the reader's attention is 
l<arm-yard Manure. This is the most important of our 
manures, containing, as it does, all tIw fertilising con
stituents essential' to the growth and fructification of 
plants. It is made up of the excretm-liquid .and solid 
-of the animals of the farm, and of ~he straw or litter 
on which they are bedded, or which is supplied to them 
in the court:.yards. The formatiou of manl\re through 
the excretm of the animals is a beautiful exemplification 
of the adaptation of one part of the economy of animal 
and vegetable life to another. The nitrogenous com
pounds of the plants partaken of by animals go to form 
flesh and muscles, and are finally passed from the animal 
in the shape of manure, which, again applied to the soil, 
yields up the constituents which form the nitrogenous 
parts of plants. The constituents are alike in both, only 
they differ in the plant and in the animal as regards 
their combination. The non-nitrogenous' compounds 
of food are given back to the atmosphere through the 
lungs or through the skin, and again are takeJ1 up by 
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the plants. Thus the circle of changes atld operJl.tiom· 
is compl~te. 'l.'he follo"l1ing is an analysis of fresh and 
well rotted "tlung, as given by Professor Tanner in the 
Journal of the Bath and West of England So~ety:-

.. 

I . FltESH. WKLL ROTTEN. 

I Number of Number of 
Price. 

IUs. in ('nch Value. 11..1s. in each \~alue. 
Ton. 1'011. 

1-----------------

Whter ••••• 
SolulJle organic matter . 

" inorganic mntter :-
80luble silica . 
Phosphate of lime . 
Lime 
l\Iagnesin. 
Potash • 
Soda 
Chloride of sodium. 
Sulphuric acid . • 
Carbonic acid and loss. 

Value ot"soluLle lIlatter 
I 

Insoluble organic matter 
" inorganic Inatter :
SolulJle silica 
Jnsoluule silica 
Oxi,le of iron aud phos-

I4R2l 
55 J 

577 

2lt 
12~ 

s. d. 

2 0 

o 0 
o 5 

3 31 ., 

5 8{ 

6 9 

IG89~ 
83 

5~ 
8k 
2~ 
I 

IO 

287* 

32 
22! 

•. d. Per lb. 

4 0 ammoui" 
Cd. 

7 3~ 

4 3 ammonia 
6d. 

phates I3~ 0 6~ 21! 0 8! bone 
Lime 25 - 37! - earth !d. 
Magnesia . 3a - 2-
Potash. 2! 0 ; ~ 1 0 3* 3/od. 
Soda !- if-
Sulphuric acid I! - I ~ -
Caruollic. acid ami 10'" Wi - 29 -

---- -----,--

Value of insoluble mattcr 
Value of soluble matter 

Total value of a ton of 
manure 

2240 i II 

i II 
5 oR:! 

I~-~I 

2240 5 3 

5 3 I 

~I 
l() C" 

r-- ~1 __ 
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'l'h~ fel'tili~ing ingredients of farm-yard m~Ilt'r\e bear 
but a very small proportion to ale whole mass. ·)Thv.s, in 
20 ewt. of well rotten dung there are 15 cwt. of\ water, 
4 cwt. oPothel' materials, anel only 47£ Ibs. of fertilising 
ingredients. Hence one of the objections which\have 
been mane to farm-yard dung-'-the expense of moying 
so much dead weight of matter with so little of manurial 
value. But this bulk is just one of the advantages 
pOf\sessed by farm-yard manure, a~ it exercises a bene
ficial mechanicaL action in light Eoils by binding them 
together, and il'l heavy soils by loosening them. 

As a rule, the met110ds in use for the Raving ind 
treatment of farm-yard manure are characterised by 
great wastefulness, and a thorough ignorance of, or at 
least iudifference to, the principles which should regulate 
them. Dr. Voelcker has fully investigated the subject, 
and has published the re~ults of his investigation, so that 
farmers have no longer the excuse of ignorance of the 
scientific truths of the subject to justify their.,wasteful 
neglect of this most precious mainstay of the farm in 
keeping up the fertility of its fields. The conclusions 
to which the experiments of Dr. Voelcker lead are in 
the words of Dr. Andefson, another{able chemi~t, who 
has himself done no little towards teaching farmers how 
to save and treat farm-yard manure:-

(( Farm-yard manure in its fresh state contains but 
a small quantity of ammonia, most of its nitrogen being 
there as insoluble nitrogenous matters. But as the 
decomposition advances the ammonia increases, and 
a quantity of organic matters becomes soluble. For 
this reason the manure should be preserved in such a 
manner as to prevent the' escape of the -soluble portions, 
which are the most valuable. This can be effected by 
keeping it in water-tight pits, or under COver; ,but, iII 
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the latter case, the manure, particularly if it cOJltaiw 
a large l'Il~oportion of liMer, is not sufficiently moist to 
admit of i~s ready fermentation, and water must he 
added in s:.ffieient quantity to promote tha. change. 
The worst of all m('des of keeping manure is to pile 
it in heaps in the corners of the fields, for under such 
ciJ:Cumstances it is most liable to loss j and if the manure 

. must be carted out, it is better to spread it upon the 
soil at once, because, wIlen this is done, fermentation 
is stopped, and as there is very little free ammonia, the 
loss is small, and the soluble matters are uniformly 

. wa~hed into the soil by the rain. Dr. Voelcker is of 
: opinion, that the most advantageous mode of applying 
the manure would be in all cases to leave it on the 

J surface to be washed into the soil, by which means its 
distribution is more uniform than if it be ploughed in. 
'rile most disadvantageous mode of making manure is 
to produce it by cattle in open yards, for in this way at 
least tw.,o-thirds of the valuable matters are lost after 
a year's exposure." 

It is right, however, here to note that Dr. Voelcker's 
opinion, that it is more advantageous to spread the 
manure on the surface than to plough it in, is directly 
at variance with what may be called the general or 
universal practice amongst farmers. Nor is the opinion 
held by many other chemical authorities. It is evident 
that, to obtain the ad vantages of the "washing in" 
which Dr. Voelcker deems advisable, rain must follow 
the application of the manure to the soil; if it is applied, 
and rain does not follow, the loss of ammonia is almost 
inevitable. Dr. Voelcker, it is true, maintains that farm. 
vard manure contains but C( a mere trace" of ammonia 
in a free state, or in those readily formed salts which 
can be .easily dissipated; and that during fermentati{lIl 
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the tob] amount of nitrogen suffers but littl~ diminu
tion. Both these opinions ar~ controverted by othcr 
authorities. It seems to us that if the practice of 
allowing mrm-yard manure to lie exposed iu a dung
pit, or of making manlire in open yaJ;ds, is unsound, 
the practice of allowing it to,lie spread out on the soil 
must be unsound also, even although, as Dr. Voelclu~r 
maintains, farm-yard manure peteriorates by exposure 
to the air, not because its ammonia is dissipated ir{ the
air, but because the soluble matters are washed out by 
the rain. It seems doubtful whether Ithe ammonia is -, 
retained, as Dr. Vo'elcker maintains it is; we know that 
we can smell the evolving gases of a manure heap, 
and this smell is evidence of the escape of either car
bonate of ammonia or of sulphuretted hydrogen-both 
fertilisers. The practice, therefore, of ploughing in the 
manure, as gencrally obtaining amongst farmers, may 
therefore be set down as t.he correct oue; but, general 
as it is, it is but right to state that some farmel'S adopt 
the contrary method. Generally, the opinion is in 
fay our of ploughing the manure in at once. Certainly, 
if to expose manure in the farm-yara is bad, it cannot 
be good to expose it in the field-at least, reasoning 
from analogy, it would appeal' so. Doubtless the fer
tilising matters are washed into the soil, where they 
are needed, in the one case; and in the other, they 
are absorbed by the yard, where they are not. '1.'he 
loss, if 1\.)8S there is, arises from the evaporation of the 
ammonia. Dr. Voelcker thinks the loss is trifling, as 
there is but a « mere trace" of free ammonia in farm
yard manure. But, as Mr. Baldwin, of Glasnevin 
Agricultural School, well ·and suggestively points out, 
although it is a « mere trace," still, in the large bulk 

. used, the value of the ammonia amounts to no 8mall 
1 E 
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sum. 'l'\lUS," in 20 tons of fresh farm-yard manure we 
have Hilbs. of free amn10nia at 6d. per lb. This comes 
to 78. 6d."· This, if really lost through spreading the 
dung on the field, may well be called a " crushihg tax per 
acre" to the farmer. The whole question of the best 
mode of treating and using farm-yard manure is in a 
h'ansition state, and requires yet to be closer and more 
comprehensively invest.igated before the points now 
disputed in connection with it can be considered defini
tively settled. But in this department, as in others 
c~nnected with the practice of agriculture, there are so 
many modifying influences of soil, climate, and locality, 
that it is difficult to lay down rules applicable to all cases. 
The farmer must study the peculiarities of his own, 
and looking carefully out for the lessons which nature 
may teach him, decide upon a practice fitted to apply 
to it. Having referred to the escape of carbonate of 
ammonia from dung-heaps, we may notice here a simple, 
efficacious, and cheap method of saving or fixing illis 
valuable fertiliser, as recommended by Mr. T. C. 
Fletcher, in his « Scientific Farming made Easy." It 
is simply by mixing 1 cwt. of sulphate of iron (common 
green copperas) with 100 gallons of' water, moistening 
sawdust with the liquid, and spreading this on the tloor 
of' the stable, cow-house, piggery, &c. 'l'he carbonate 
is changed by this into a sulphate of ammonia; and 
the matter ohtained, adds to the value of the dung-heap. 

"Thether the dung-heap should or should not be 
under cover, is one of the vexed questions connected 
with the treatment of manure; the weight of scientific 
evidenee is certainly in favour of' the covered dung
stand, and the practice of modern farming is gradually, 
if slowly, approaching the same point. Lord Kinnaird 
instituted a series of experiments to decide which 01 
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tne two manures were most valuable-that made in thQ , 
open-air old-fashioned mode, ar that under cover; the 
result was decidedly in favour of the covel."ed manure. 
A field uf potatoes was manured ill one part with th", 
manure taken from a "covered," and. in another part 
with manure taken from ari " open" or exposed dung_ 
heap; the produce of potatoes being determined, the 
whole of the land was then sown down with wheat, and 
top dressed in spring with 3 cwt. of Peruvian 'guan() 
per acre. The final results were as follows :-

Uncover~d maDure. 
Potatoes .. 7 tons 12 cwt. 
Wheat grain. . 42 bushels. , 
'Wheat straw. . 156 stones . . 

Covered manure. " 
• II tons 15 cwt. 
• 54 bushels. 
• 215 stones. 

'l'he preservation of the fertilising properties of manure 
has not had the attention paid to it which its impor_ 
tance deserves. Payen instituted experiments which 
showed that by mixing fresh dung with lime, loss of 
ammonia is prevented. 'Two per cent. of li~ wiH 0(: 
sufficient. His experiments showed the importance of 
mixing the lime with the dung whiie fresh, for if added. 
to putrid dung the mixture was prejudicial rather than 
beneficial. But if covered dung-stands are not adopted) 
it certainly is wretched policy on the part of the farmel' 
to follow up the wasteful method of storing up dung 
-too often witnessed in this country-exposed to th{l 
atmosphere, and the valuable liquid which exudes from. 
it allowed to run to waste, if not, as in some instance!! 
which have corne under our notice, led off by drains) 
specially made, to some ditch or sewer. 'fhe following 
is a description of Mr. Lawrence's mode of managing 
the dung-heap, as giveR in his little manual entitled. 
., Handy Book for Young Farmers."* 

• Longman. 28. 6". 
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H Some .. three or more spots are selected, accQl'ding 
to the slze of the farn'l), in convenient positions for 

. access to the land under tillage, ~nd by the side of the 
farm roads. The sites fixed on are then excavated 
about two feet u16der the surrounding surfacc. In the 
bottom is laid some three or four inches of earth, to 
abwrb any excess of moisture. The manure is evenly 
spread and well trodden as the heap is forming. As 
soon as this is about a foot above the ground level, to 
allow for sinking, the heap is very gradually gathered 
in, {,until it is complete in the form of an ordinary 
steep roof, slightly rounded at the top by the final 
treading. In the course of building this up, about a 
bushel of salt to two cart-loads of dung is sprinkled 
amongst it. The base laid out at anyone time should 
not exceed that required by the manure ready for the 
complete formation of the heap as far it goes; and 
within a day or two after SUdl portion is built up, and 
it has seetled into shape, a thin coat of earth, in a moist 
state, is plastered entirely over the surface. Under 
these conditions d~composition does not take place, in 
consequence of the exclusion of the air, or at any rate 
~o so limited an extent that any ammonia is absorbed 
by the earth, for there is not.a trace perceptible abou.~ 

the heaps. 
"When heaps thus formed are resorted to in the 

autumn, either for the young seeds or for ploughing in 
on the stubbles after paring for the succeeding root 
crop, the manure will be found little diminished in 
quantity, and unimpaired in quality -in fact, simply 
consolidated. Decomposition then proceeds within the 
soil, where all its results are appropriated and rendered 
available for the succeeding cereal as weI! AS the root 
crop. • 
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" T.t would be inconvenient to plaster the heap, were 
the ridge, when settled, abov~ six or seven' teet from 
the ground levd. j the base may be formed .. tbout ten to 
twelve feet wide, and the ridge about nine feet above 
the base, which se_ttles down to about, seven feet; this 
may he extended to any length, as further supplies' of 
manure require removal. One man is sufficient to form 
the beap; and it is expedient to e'mploy the same man 
for this service, who soon gets into the way of per
forming the work neatly and quickiy. "We have been 
asked where a farmer is to get the earth to cover his , 
heaps. It may be answered, keep yOUl" roads scraped 
when they get muddy on the surface during rainy 
weathcr-in itself good economy-and leave this in 
small heaps beyond the margin of your roads. This, in 
the course of the year, will be found an ample provision 
for the purpose, for it is unnecessary to lay on a coat 
more than one or two inches in thickness, which should 
be done when in a moist state. The soil left on clean
ing the roots for the stock at the stores will contribute 
much for this purpose. Farmers w~o have not been in 
the habit of bestowing care on the manufacturc and 
subsequent preservation of their manure, and watching 
results, have no conception of the importance of this." 

Much has been written about the value of manure 
obtained from the stock, and somewhat elaborate calcu
lations have been made to show the value of the manure 
obtained from feeding cattle on different varieties of 
food, the assumption being that a certain fraction of 
the food remains in the manure-as for instance, 33 per 
cent. of linseed or oil-cake. The warning, however, 01 
Dr. Anderson, chemist to the Highland Agricultural 
Society of Scotland, is worthy of being remembered
that the farmer will he sa,fpr if he } laces no positive 
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" 
reliance oJ! <these assumptions, and simply calculates 
the expenses of feeding'~ irrespective of the manure 
heap; if a plofit results, good and well; ifnot, the 108s is 
at the cost of the manure j and it should be his object 
in snch a case to jlee that this cost does not exceed that 
for which farm-yard manure or artificial manures can 
be purchased elsewhere. 

There are two theories held at present on the subject of 
farm- yard manure, namely, that propounded by Liebig, 
which maintains that its value depends « most un
dOlf,btedly on the amount of the incombustible ash
constituents of plant!! in it, and is determined by 
these j" and that propounded by Boussingault and 
Payen, which maintains that manure is « more valuable 
in proportion as the quantity of nitrogenous organic 
matter is greater than the non-nitrogenous organic 
matter." In other words, that the quantity of nitrogen 
determines the value of the manure. The view as to the 
value of »the nitrogen in manure is that generally held 
in this country. In the last number (49) of the 
« Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England," 
there is given an.extract from an unpublished pamphlet 
of Mr. Lawes, in which we find some interesting in
formation as to the amount of nitrogen contained in 
farm-yard manure. Mr. Lawes supposes the case of a 
400 acre farm cultivated on the four-course rotation, 
ill which half of the roots and 100 tons of hay are 
consumed on the farm, and the whole of the straw 
of the barley, 2,500 Ibs., and wheat-crop 3,000 Ibs., 
retained for food and litter j in addition to these, 
43,800 Ibs. of oats are consumed by 12 horses, and 
20 tons-lOs. per acre-of oil~cake (linseed, rape, and 
cotton seed) are consumed by fceding stock. The 
tollowiljg table shows the composition of the 855 tons 
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Of fresh undecomposed dung obtained fro~ the farm 
under 'the abo,'e circumstanc«s.)-- • • . 

Phosphoric Nitrogen 
Total dry Total acid reck .. 

mineral oned as Potash. Nitrogen. calcuiated 
matter'. as matter. phosphate, ammo9ia. of lime. 

\ ------------------
Per ewt. 30'0 2';7 0'50 0'53 0'64 0'77. 

J".~. Ils. Ibs. Jhs. lb •. }h<;. 

Per ton 67'2 62'0 ll'l 12'0 I 14'3 173 
----

« But farm.yard manure undergoes very considerable 
diminution by decomposition, and especially when 
carted out and formed into clumps. Hence the land 
would not receive so large a quantity of matter as has 
been above estimated. The amount of organic matter 
diminishes very considerably, and in rotten dung the 
proportion of water is generally higher than above sup
posed. It also frequently happens that both mineral 
matter and nitrogen are allowed to go to waste by 
drainage or other mismanagement. Otherwise, as the 
organic matter diminishes, the amount both of mineral 
matter and of nitrogen should increase in proportion 
to a given weight of the manure. 

(( 'l'he composition and value of the manure is also 
very dependent upon the quality of the food consumed 
by the animals that help to produce it. Thus if the 
same amount of dung had been pruduced from the 
same materials above-mentioned,. excluding the 20 tons 
4 oil-cake, the yard of manure would have contained 
2,1851bs. less of nitrogen, equal to 2,6531bs" or con
lIiderably above a ton, less of ammonia; and every ton 
of the dung would hava contained nitrogen equal to 
only about ) 7 :pbs., instead of about 17 t Ills. of am
monia. J n the one case, the dung would be called 
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Poor, and tn the other, the farmer might' congratlllat~ . ~ 

himself. ~n having a y~rd of moderately good (lung. 
Yet the wJlOle weight of dry substance added by the 
oil-cake to each ton of dung, would only be about 
Illbs., a quantity which is so small, that neither the 
man that loaden the cart, nor the horse that drew the 
dung to the field, would detect it. If 70 tons instead 
ot 20 tons of oil-cake had been employecl with the 
same amount of litter, only about another llibs. of 
dry substance would be added to each ton of the 
manure, but the yard of manure would then be equal 
in<t]_uality to rich box dung. In fact, the consumption 
of £700 worth, or about 70 tons of cakc, would only 
add about 10 tons of dry substance to the manure
heap, whilst the weight of Peruvian guano obtained for 
the same money would be about 30 tons. 

a It is quite immaterial to the growth of the crops 
whether the additional amount of nitrogen be purchased 
in the form of oil-cake, and so supplied to the land in 
the far~-yard manure, or whether it be purchased and 
applied in the form of artificial manure, providcd only 
that the requisite mineral constituents are not wanting. 
It is also a matter of indifference to the crops whether 
the necessary mineral constituents are supplied in the 
fohn of the excrements of animals, or of artificial 
manures. The question is entirely one of economy, 
depending chiefly on the relative prices of meat and 
corn, and of cattle foods and artificial manures." 

At one period in our agricultural history, 'so little 
was known on the subject of farm-yard manure, that 
all kinds, no matter how produced, were considered 
of equal value. It was reseJOwed for recent times to 
show that farm-yard manurc was greatly increased in 
v&lue h'y giving the animals which produced it highly 
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lIitl'og:enous food. This was clearly pr?ved by ~lle 
experiments of Wolff (1853),"'w hich enabled 'the pro
portion of the price of the food to be laid to the manu~e\ 
Thus, where sheep are fed upon rape cake, and so fed \ 
that no great increase of weight takel'l, place, he fOUli!l 
fliat five-sixths of the whole nitrogen of the food an~ 
fodder was foun,d in the dung. While five-sixths.. o{ 
llighly nitr:ogenous food of sheep are found in their:" 
dung, seven-eighths are found in th\.) dung of cattle. 
:Mr. Lawes has still more reccntly published a table, 'I! 

which we here give, with his intrmluctory remarks, ' 
showing the value 'of the dung produced by vari~us 
foods. (See last par. in p. 53.) 

"The valuation of the manure resulting from the 
consumption of differellt foods is founded upon esti
mutes of their composition, and upon a knowledge, ex
perimentally acquired, of the probable average amount 
of those constituents of the food valuable for manure, 
which will be obtained in the solid and liquid.ex~rements 
of the animals. The following table, founded on tllese 
data, gives the estimated value of the manure obtained 
from the consumption of one ton of different articlea 
of food, each supposed) to be of good qnality of its 
kind ;-

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
DecorticatC<! co~ton Indian corn I II {j 

seed cake. 6 10 0 Malt . I 11 (j 

Hape cake 4 IS 0 Barley I 9 Ii 
Linseccl cake 4 12 0 Cloycr hay 1 5 0 
Malt-d ust 4 5 0 Melldow hay I 00 
Lentils 3 Ii 0 Oat ~traw o 13 6 
Linseed 3 13 0 Wheat straw 0 12 6 
'l'ares • 3 13 ti Barley straw (I 10 Ii 
Beans 3 13 Ii Potatoes 0 i 6 
Peas ~ 2 I; Mangold 0 5 0 ~ 

Locust beans 2 2 E Swedish turn i 1'8 0 4 0 
Oats 14 6 Common turnips 0 4 ') 
Whrnt 13 0 elll'mts ) 4 0 
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Liqui~ ¥lyzure, Town Sewage, !f{fl1t-_S?!I.-Thf!l!e arf. 

all important auxiliaries~of the manure heap. As the 
two former~will be described, and all the vexed ques
tions connected with them fully discussed in the volume 
under-noted, * w~ pass on to a brief consideration of 
night-soil, or human excretre. Little need be said here 
ab(mt this ricltout singularly )1CgJected f!:!rtili§~r further 
than that lti"" u;;e has been greatly narrowed through 
the difficulty of deodorlsing' it. The most compiete 
metIioa yef introduced, ana by far the simplest and 
ch~fpest, is that discovered by the Rev. Mr. Moule, 
and of which the following is a brief description :-

"The greatest, and in most cases the only, agent in 
this mode is dried surface earth, the extent of the capa
bilities of which, both for absorption and for deodorisillg 
offensive matters, I accidentally noticed about seven 
months ago, and the truth and correctness of which 
observation has been proved by daily experience. I have 
also ascertained that various subsoils, especially clay and 
silicate of alumina, are equally efficacious as deodorisers, 
and the latter produces a more valuable manure." 

We have tested this mode of deodorising night-soil 
on a pretty extended scale, am1 have found it as simply 
carried out as it is efficacious. Not the least valuable 
feature connected with the plan is the repeated applica~ 
tiolls of night. soil to the quantity of dried earth or soil 
originally employed. Thus a portion may be deodorised, 
and after it is allowed to lie for some time, another 
portion may be added, and this will be found to be 
deodorised as perfectly, to all appearance, as the first 
portion. "N e have not yet discovf'red the limit of 
deodorising power of the eartli used. 

* "Irrigation, Utilisation of Town Sewage, Reclamation of Waste 
Land," f(;)rming one of the Rudimentary Tn'atis€s. 
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Ney,t in value to the farm-yard manure Is ~he Corn
post Heap. It is remarkable hmvmuch this obvioils mode 
of making a supply of excellent manure is·negiected. 
In the "litter" as it is expressively called, which 
abourlds in every farm-yard, and in th~ neighbourhood 
of every farm-house, in the weeds which abound ill 
nearly every farm field, in the "thousand and. ono" 
thiJ;lgs which are out of place and valueless, and, worse 
than valueless-offensive-there is a storel of fertilising 
mattel' which should b~ taken advantage of, and can 
only be taken arlvantage of py means of t.he c6mpqst 
heap. 'Ve do our Teaders a service by giving here a 
description of Dr. Bicknell's mode of managing a 
compost heap; and, as supplementary to it, Professor 
SkiUing's mode of making a supply of what he calls 
"stimulating manure JJ out of the waste and refuse of 
farms:-

"The first thing," says Dr. Bicknell, "is to secure 
a wide-spreading root to prevent the wash 'of the 
rain, and the consequent solution and removal of the 
saline ingredients. Under this roof must be accu
mulated vegetable refuse: weeds, leaves, turnip-tops, 
stubble, ditch scourlngs, &c., and loamy, porous soil 
(the more porous the better), road scrapings, old 
mortar, old coh wall, &c., the earthy and vegetable 
matter being in about equal proportions by bulk. 
They should be spread about three feet in depth, 
thoroughly mixed, and well watered with liquid manure. 
In the course of two or three weeks salt should be 
added in the proportion of I ton to zO""tmts or 30 tons 
of compost; and at this time also material containing 
lime, uut not in a caustic ·state, forms a useful addition. 
Lime ashes spread about and exposed for some days, 
being watered, or )ld mortar, is the readiest "lay III 
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which it ca~ be used. After these materials hav~ been 
well mix~d Ill, the mas~ which will have shrunk con
siderably, must be made. into long parallel heaps, about 
3 feet high and 7 feet wide, with a small space between 
each; and thus. they must lie watered from time to 
time with liquid manure or prepared gas-liquor, and 
m{)ved from time to time with the fork (to mailltain 
their porosity and supply them with fresh ail') for 
eighteen months, 01' thereabouts, when the principal 
portion of the chemical changes will have been effected, 
an.,d the heap will be ripe for use. The more the heap 
is moved the better, for by frequent motion alone can 
its porosity be maintained, and the contact of ail' with 
the decayed particles of matter. Its movement will 
form useful occupation for farming men in bad weather, 
but it should never be neglected too long at a time. In 
watering it wit~l liquid manure, urine, 01' gas-liquor, 
Jal'e should be taken not to make it too wet, as that 
condition is adverse to porosity. The great object to 
be kept in view in its management is to maintain the 
constant contact in every part of the mass of ail' and 
water, of decaying vegetable matter, and the chemical 
lhaterials. The prepared gas-liquor may be used at 
two 01' three different times j it should be added at least 
ill t.he proportion of one hogshead to five tons of com
post j it will not be easy to add too mucl.\ of it. The 
texture of the material should be kept in the condition 
of moistish brown sugar. Managed in this manner the 
material will be in a state to supply any crop with all, 
or almost all, the food required by its roots. To feed 
the cereal crops it may, however, want one thing, viz., 
the phosphoric salt. Now fhere is no cheap source 
ti)r thcse most important constituents j they must he 
snppli~d either by the addition of super-phosphate of 
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iime; or othe~ known substances contahlin~lOsphoric 
acid." * .J ~"' ) 

Thc following is from Professor Skilling'rs work on 
"Turnip Culture." t 

" VI' e have a 'Pit by itself, independel}t'lOf the general 
farm-yard pit, for its reception. This pit ~ommunicates 
witl~, and receives any excess of li<iuid tha~ may escape 
from, the large pit; also with the scullery, kitchen, 
water-close,ts, &c., &c., 1receiving everytli;ng in the 
form of manure that is valuable and useful:. Into this 
also is' poured, as well as the necessaries connected 
with it, all a~hes from the fires, in many cases fr6m 
consumpti;;;: of materials, turf on farm or in the bogs, 
all sweepings of the houses and yards. I t may be 
mentioneq here that all kinds of ashes are perfectly 
grateful to the turnip. We sometimes add dry peat
mould as the best deodoriser. vVe use this in the 
poultry-houses, pig-yards, &c., alld when fully satur~ted 
add to our heap. All green weeds from fr.rm :,\ud 
garden, before seeding, are likewise added, and, \~J 
fact, every vegetable and animal substance that win 
decompose ill time, as the greater the number and 
variety of substances the better the manure. Occa-I' 
sionally, also, we purchase some town manure froml 
private and cottier houses; this is an excellent addi~· 
tion. All this we collect up to the following spring, 
when decomposition has made great progress, and the 
heap is one dark, rich mass. As soon as dry weather 
sets in-during February or March-we have the pit 
cleared out, thE( contents spread in a yard with hard dry 
bottom, and if the weather be favourable, with frequent 
turning, it will be dry eUbugh and ready for riddling 01 

* "Journal of Bath and West of England Society," Yol. for 1855. 
t Hoberts?n, Dublin. SrI. • 
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screening ~ ten days or so. This we have ca.,refullY 
none, feturning the cearse riddlings to the general 
dung-hea~ and carefully storing the fi'ne Rtimulating 
manure in sheds or houses for the purpose, to keep it 
from wet, and allowing it to remain there until required 
for use." • 

Lime.-This mineral is highly valued and. extensively 
used as a manure. It is a constituent of all plants. It 
is not only useful as a direct manurial agent, but its 
influence is marked in altering the condition of matters 
in$the soil which are either inert or prejudicial to plants, 
making them in the former case assimilable, or in the 
latter destroying their bad pecu~iarities j hence it is the 
first agent in giving fertility to boggy, peaty soils. A 
top-dressing of it to pastures greatly improves the crop 
of grass, and has a wonderful effect in clearing it of 
weeds. The proper time to apply it to old pastures is 

-the begiJming of winter, so that it may be well washed in 
before the spring growth commences. For the turnip 
crop lime is especially valuable-it is the only known 
" specific" for the disease to which the crop is now un
fortunately so lial)le, namely, "finger and toe." Wheat 
and barley crops are also greatly benefited by the use 
oflime, as are also the bean, pease, and vetch crop. It 
has a wonderful effect on white clover, rye grass, and 
the natural grasses. Much of ita beneficial action 
depends of course upon the nature of the soil to which 
it is applied, and of the materials, inert or noxious, 
which it contains. 

In the working of heavy clay soils lime is very valu
able. It not only has a chemical effect on them by 
bringing inert substances in the soil into a condition to 
be tak~n up as food by plants, but it has a mechanical 
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-effect.also-lightening the soil and facilitat~g its work
ing. A lime compost may bb'made by first' placing a 
layer of lime, six or seven inches in thickrress, spr~ad
ing over th{s a similar layer of dung, and above this 
a second layer of lime, finishing with, a layer of road 
scrapings or earth. If made in winter, it will be ready 
for mixing up and using for the turnip crop in spripg. 
The additibn of common salt to the mixture in t11e pro
portion of one bushel of salt to two of lime will add 
greatly to its value as a top-dressing ,for pastures, or as 
a manure for the turnip crop. While lime possesses 
valuable properties, it should be recollected that it' is 
not meant to be used as a substitute for farm-yard 
manure; it is a special manure, so to speak, and should 
be used in conjunction with other manures. '{'he time 
of their united application should not, however, be 
simultaneous. Lime should be applied for some time 
previous to the application of the other manures, to 
allow of its caustic properties being changed. , 

Ball.-This has long been used I as a manure, but on 
superficial principles, and without understanding its 
action; hence its use has been in some cases attended 
with anything but beneficial results; now, however, that 
its proper action is being better understood, it is rapidly 
gaining in favour. For the Swede crop, and for all the 
brassica or cabbage tribe, for the mangolds, and for 
a top-dres .. ing for meadows and pastures, it is very 
valuable. I,ts effects in getting rid of "couch" ill 
lands infested with that pest is something remarkble. 
It is exceedingly useful for _mixing with other manures, 
with dung, peat, coal asl1es, ammonia, guano, nitrate of 
soda, &c. - - ..-

In a recent letter to the Mark Lane Expre8s~ by the 
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well.know~ writer on agricultural subj~cts, ~.R,S'I 
there ale· some interesti~g points touched upon in con· 
nection with the use of salt, of which he says few 
farmers know the use, and with its powers to destroy 
and revive we ale alike unacquainted. F.R.S. states 
that being troubled in his grass land with a weed 
wbich no mechanical means could cl'adicatc, he sowed 
it liberally with salt, which at once got rid of it. De
riving from this successful experience a' hint to make 
further trial of its powers, he tried it for the purpose of 
getting rid of the weeds generally on his arable land. 
In· antumn the fields intended for fallow received a 
heavy dressing of salt-the common refuse of the pans 
-quite twelve hundredweight. One field in which it 
was tried had long possessed the reputation for being 
infested with couch grass, and that worst and most 
troublesome species of it, the water-grass. Of this the 
wi'iter graphically states that "hoe would not kill it, 
the twiloch-rake ... vould not gather it, and the children 
seeking it upon the surface after the llarrow had left it 
exposed, usually secured half of it" and stamped the 
rest of it into the soil, to perpetuate its kind.n But 
the s'alt, and the frosts of winter combined, conquered 
this troublesome enemy,' (( and when the first slJring 
furrow was turned" the view," says F.R.S., (( of the 
shrivelled enemy-the enemy which had baffled all my 
ingenuity and kept my exchequer low-was cheering 
indeed." The land thus treated received one ,or two 
furrows, to incorporate the salt with the soil, and at the 
proper time, and without further preparation, mangold 
was sown, which yielded a crop 25 per cent. heavier 
than ever before had grown ·on the land, even when 
it was manured with several loads of dung, and bad an 
Immcn~e amount of labour bestowed upon it. The 
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{ollowi]lg ye;r a change was introduced ii ~h~ mOd:t. 
of treatment; just as the last ~urrow was turned, fOU~' 
hundredweight of salt was sown and well harrowed in, 
just before the mangold seed was dibbled. The crop 
was heavier and healthier than whm;e the salt was 
applied in the autumn merely." vVe have ourselves 
used salt in conjunction with other manures with 
marked success. 

Guano.-Next in importance to farrp-yard is this 
now celebrated ,and ex\ensivelv used manure. It is the 
accumulated store of the ex~rement of the sea birds 
which roost in countless numbers on the rocky islands 
of the almost rainless zone of the Southern Ocean. 
'rhe following is an analysis of good Peruvian guano, as 
given by Dr. Anderson; it is freed from all unnecessary 
intricacy of detail, and states distinctly-what every 
analysis should possess-the per centage of ammonia 
in it:- ~ 

Water . . • . . • . . ., 13'73 
Organic matter and ammoniacal salts 53'16 
Phosphates. • • ! . . . .. 23'48 
Alkaline salts /. • 7'97 
Sand. • ',' • 1 66 

100'00 

Ammonia . . • • . . • . • • 17'00 
Phosphoric acid in th~ alkaline salts .= I 2'50 

[;'42 phosphate of hme .. •. i 

Phospho-Peruvian Guano.-This is a manure recently 
iE-troduced under the highest scientific auspices, and is 
likely to prove a highly valuable manurial agent. It is a 
mineral found in some of the West India Islands, very 
tich in phosphoric acid, which is found in it in a state 

1 . F 
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more ava}i~le for the use of the plants th:n it is in bOIl'~ 
and oth'er phosphatic m'auures. 'Vhen brought to this 
country it 'is subjected to a chemical process with sul
phuric acid, after which it is sold as pqospho-Peruvian 
guano. Profesl5or Voelcker has a very high opinion of 
it. He says, "phospho-Peruvian guano being much 
l'icher in phosphates, and not containing so much am
monia as to cause too luxuriant a development of leaves 
at the expense of the bulb, is much superior to Peruvian 
guano as a manure for turnips, Swedes, mangolds, and 
pqtatoes; and I have, indeed, no hesitation in express
ing the opinion that, for root crops, the manure which 
I analysed is by far the most valuable fertiliser, whether 
natural or artificial, which as yet has been offered to 
the public." 

It is said that the composition of phospho-Peruvian 
guano would seem to obviate all the objections ever 
urged against the free use of artificial manures, for it 
contains, in just proportions, all the ingredients re
quisite for the rapid and healthy development of our 
cultivated plants. . 

Bones, Superphosphate.-Bones, crushed, broken, or 
ground, have been for many years used as a top-dressing 
for pastures, in which they have a wonderfully reno
vating effect. This has been remarlwbly proved in the 
worn-out pastures of Cheshire, which have had a new 
lease of fertility given to them by the use of this 
material. Crushed bones were also used for the turnip 
crop. The fine discovery by Baron Liebig-to whom 
agriculture is so much indebted-for preparing a super
phosphate of lime by disso1.ving bones in sulphuric 
acid, has ho" ever almost sup~rseded bonps used in 
thcir prushed 1)1' ground form as a manure for the 
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tUl'llip. crop. A first-rate authority states {that in l~is '. 
own experience he has found olle bushel of s~perpho~ 
pilate-made by djE,;sotviUg bgne-dust by a tilird of its 
weight of sulphuric acid-equal to four bushels ofsimple\ 
bone-dust. Superphosphate of lime i~.now made from 
(( coprolites"-a phosphoric deposit, rich in lime-which 
are found in such abundance in N orf~lk, Suffolk, alld 
Essex. Superphosphate of lime made from this source 
is kl10wn in the market as "Lawes' Superphosphate," 
being manufactured by that celebrated chemist, to 
whose laborious and painstaking experiments in almqst 
every bl'anch of agriculture the farmer is so much 
indebted. 

'ro secure good superphosphate made from bones the 
farmer should make it himself. The following is the 
method employed by a distinguished agriculturist, and 
described by him in his recent work, « British Hus
bandry."* 

"A trough was prepared, 7 feet + 3' 4" X 2'10", 
made of 21 inch deal, f;ltr?ngly jointed, an.d secured at 
the corners by wooden pegs, as iron nails would be cor
roded by the acid. ,This holds conveniently 48 bushels 
of bones. The heap of bone-dust is then gone over 
with a barley riddle, and the small dust which passes 
through this is laid aside, to be used as a drying 
material for the other portion, after it is subjected to 
the acid. We find that a third part of the bone-dust 
passes through the riddle. Three bottles, or carboys, 
as they are called, of concentrated acid, averaging 
1801bs. each, are then emptied into the trough and 
mixed with cold water, at the rate of I t of water, by 
measure,. to J of acid. Iri practice, tliewater is poured 
in first, and then the acid. Into this mixtnre 48 bushels 

* A. and C. Black, Edinburgh. 12s. 
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of bon~s ... \reviously measured and laid" close .to th~ 
trough, are rapidly sh'bvelled by two labourers, who 
will do well to be -attired in clothes and shoes past 
spoiling:- So soon as the bones begin to be thrown in, 
violent ebullition commences. By tlie time that the 
whole of the bones are thrown in, there will be barely 
liquid enough to moisten the last of them. The labourers 
therefore dig down at one end of the trough till they 
reach the bottom, and then carefully turn back and 
mix the whole quantity until they reach the ot~er end. 
T\1C surface is then levelled and covered with a layer of 
the dry riddlings, two inches thick. In th:is .state it 
is allowed to remain for two days, when the trough is 
emptied, and the same process is repeated until t.he 
whole quantity is gone over. When shovelled out of 
the trough the bones are found to have become a dark
coloured paste, still very warm, and emitting a sweetish 
smell. While one person throws it out, another adds 
to it its' portion of dry riddlings, and mixes them care
fully. 'rhis-mass is heaped up in a corner of a shed, 
and augmented at each emptying of the trougl1, until 
the requisite quantity is obtained. After t~is the mass 
is carefully turned over several times, at intervals of 
fi ve or six days, and is then dry enough for sowing, 
either by hand or machine. Some prefer moistening 
the bones with boiling water, and then adding pure 
acid as they are shovelled into the trough; but by first 
mixing the acid and water there is greater certainty of 
all the hones being equally acted upon. There is also 
great convenicnce in using the finest portion of the 
bone-dust for drying the other, as suitable material for 
,his purpose is sometimes difficult to procure." It has 
been questioned whether the farmer should engage in 
the making of his own superphosphate. On this point, 
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~1I'. A •. Sibson, author of a "Lecture on .Jl:p~rpbos. 
pilates," bas the following:- • 

"I should say, except undeF peculiar circ1tmstances, 
certainly not, and for the following amongst other 
reasons: because it is impossible that it can be. mad.e 
so well on the small scale, by persons ~naccustomed to 
the work, as on a large one by sldlled hands; or, with 
the simple apparatus the farmer is able to provide, or 
to extemporise on the. spot, as with the machinery and 
appliances found by experience to economise labour and 
improve the result. Again, in places where bones are 
to be had cheap, acid will generally be dear; indeed, 
the carriage of vitriol in small ,quantities is so expen
sive in consequence of the almost prohibitory ratcs 
charged by most of the railway companies for this 
article, that it can seldom be procured by farmers with 
advantage. At the present time especially, when so 
many excellent manures are to be purchased at reason
able prices, thc practice of dissolving bones, !.(jrmerly 
very common amongst farmcrs, has now greatly 
fallen off. 

"If, however, any farmer out I of curiosity should 
desjl'e to try his hand at superphosphate making, the 
following directions may he 'followed, but it must be 
undcrstood that I by no means recommend this process 
to manufacturers for the making of superphosphate 
generally. 

" For a ton of bones, which should be ground small 
and boiled to extract as much as possible of the fat, 
the following quantities of acid and water may be used, 
viz. : 740 Ibs. white oil of vitriol, or 850 Ibs. brown acid; 
this is about equivalent tt> 41 gallons of the former and 
50 gallons of the latter. 

« 1000 lhs., or about 100 gallons of water, are ~ivided 
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equally, on~ part being used to moisten the bOLl~s and' 
the oth'er tb dilnte th~ acid. The latter operation 
should be,carefully performed in a large bucket or 
tub-pouring the ~<Eft in a~n:_~IJ stre~rn ~l!to the water 
-the latter being well stirred meanwhile. TIle bones 
should be thor~ughly moistened with ,~ater from a 
g?,rden watering-call, and left for two or three hours, 
or longer, to get well soa1red. The mixing should be 
made in a wooden trough or large tub j if a sufflCiently 
large vessel cannot be had to receive all the materials 
at oncf'. it may be done in a smal1er one, using Sllcces
siJe and proportionate quantities of bones and acidj or 
the mixture may he made, but not so well, on the 
ground (with a liard clay surface if possible), a ring 
being ma~!"ith ashes (black or red, about equal in 
weight to the water used), to prevent the liquid flowing 
away. The acid should be gradually added to the 
bones, the whole being well stirred with a wooden rake 
to enSU:le uniform admixture. As soon as the acid is 
all added and the mixing completed, the greater part 
of the ashes may be thrown over the mass, and the 
whole allowed to stand for some days. The heap may 
then be opened, and the whole of the ashes well incor
porated with it; the mass being then allowed to stand 
again for a week or so, and if not then sufficiently dry 
may be broken up again and re-made into a heap, with 
thin layers of fresh dry ashes. By this means a super
phosphate may be got perfectly dry and manageable
the large addition of ashes being, of course, no ~reat 
objection when, as we are supposing, it is to be con
sumed. on the farm where made. A superphosphate 
made in this way, with the firM quantity of ashes meu
tioned, was found to contain, 12'27 per cent. of soluble 
phosph,ate, and nitrogen equal to 2'07 of ammonia." 1 
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lVitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Soda, Sulphpte of Am
monia~-These are now amonlJst the mos~ extensively 
used of tre artificial and special manures. ~ Nitrate oj 
soda i'l o/Jtained chiefly from Peru j it is used 'princi
pally for .the manufacture of nitric acid, its affinity for 
moisture preventing its use in the manufacture of gun
powder. It is becoming largely used as a top-dressing 
for meadows j and for the oat crop it is especially 
valuable. Sulphate of soda, is formed of soda and sul
phuric acid. It is useful as a tqp-dressing for grain 
and green crops, and for meadows. Sulphate of am
monia is formed by the combination of sulphuric f.t!id 
and ammonia. It has been found beneficial on corn 
and grass crops. 

Artificial manures * are now in great request amongst 
practical farmers; they are valuable as applying in a con
centrated and available form the mineral constituents 
to land which has become unproductive through long 
cultivation. They may be classed as (( nitrogen~ms" and 
" phosphatic;" to the "nitro(5enous" belong guano, 
nitrate of socIa, and the various salts of ammonia j 
to the "phosphatic" various kinds of "superphos
phates," (( phospho-Peruvian guano," and other phos
phatic guanos. Artificial manures owe much of their 
value to the peculiarities of the soil to which they are 
applied, {( each soil being endowed with its own peculiar 
capacity for receiving and retaining the fertilising matter 
supplied to it." Hence the necessity for becoming 
acquainted with the nature of the soil before decidmg 
on the kind of artificial manure to be applied to it. 
D nder the Divisions Third, Fourth.. and Fifth of the 

* For historical notes connected with the subject of artifidal manure" 
see the work in this series, " Historical Outlines of Farmin;r and Farmir>g 
Economy." 
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present volil,lme will be found the different mixtures td' 
. be applied t& the grain (',raps, the green crops, a~d the 
grasses in yarious soils. TIle following is taken from 
an admirably drawn up paper on the application of 
artIficial manures to various soils and crops, read by 
Mr. Jacob iV:~sdn, of Manor House, 'Woodhorn, Mor-

. peth, before the Hexham Farmers' Club. "A knowledge 
of"the physical and chemical condition of his soil and 
manures, the requirements of the crop to be raised, the 
season of, and the time required for its growth, the 
state of the weather, and other such points, will occupy 
th~ attention of the farmer previous to coming to a 
decision on this part of the su1)ject. All artificial 
manures ouglIt to be applied jll as fillely divided a con
dition as possible, so as to be the more thoroughly 
diffused through the soil; and, as a rule, concentrated 
manures should be mixed with some other more bulky 
foreign matter, to cause their more even and regular 
distribution, especial care being taken to crush the 
small white lumps in Peruvian guano. Manures in 
which their constituents do not exist in a readily avail
able form, such as rape-cake, bone-dust, shoddy, and 
such like, should be applied in the autumn, so that the 
changes which they undergo in the soil during winter 
will render them fit for use by the plant in the spring. 
These slowly acting substances will also be of service to 
an autumn sown crop, for which a ready or soluble 
manure is not only unnecessary, but objectionable as a 
top-dressing to cereals or grasses. Guano, superphos
phate, and other partially soluble mineral manures, 
ought to be used early in the spring, say in February 
and the beginning of March j whilst the more soluble, 
such as nitrate of soda and the salts of ammonia, may 
be applied at a stiH late!' period. The progress of 
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gfowtl~ should,be carefully noticed, so that the manure 
may be applied! about the time 'lthat the yoang plant is 
leaving the pidkle, and beconiing more de{X!ndent on 
the soil for its food j this being the most critical period 
of the growth of the plant, it is ponseq~ently consider
ably benefited by any assistance that may be given it at 
this time. Damp weather shou1<1 also be chosen as mOj;t 
l1uitable for the application of a top-dressing; and where 
drill husbandry is employed in the sowing of our grain 
crops, the manure will be most effectually allplied imme
diately previous to horse-hoeing, which will havc the 
combined effect of destroying thc weeds and thorough1y 
mixing the manure with the soil; of course when applied 
at seed-time, it ought to be harrowed in at once with the 
crop, for there is practically a considerably greater 
increase from guano thus applied, than wllCn top
dressed at a more advanced stage. For root crops 
artificial manures are best a1l1Jlied at seed-time. Should 
the land have received a winter manuring of dang, the 
artificial manure may be sown broadcast, harrowed in, 
and drilled up ready for sowing j if not, and the dung 
be applied also at the seed-time, it may then be sown 
broadcast over the top of the ell-ills on top of the dung, 
and thus be split in along with it. Bone-dust or super
phosphate may be drilled ill along with seed, if thought 
fit, hy a combined manure and seed drill, hut I empha
tically recommend guano, rape cake, and all nitrogenous 
and alkaline manures to be distributed broadcast, and 
well mixed with. the soil, inasmuch as nitrogenous 
manures are found to exercise a prejudicial influence on 
the delicate seed and young plant, and, therefore, ought 
r.ever to bc applied near to it, especially in a dry 
season." 

Hefore leaving the subject of artificial and ~pecial 
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mannres, it will serve some useful purpose if WI6 dra~ 
attention" htre to the;) importance of distinguishing 
between a'll artificial and a special manure. '1'hi8 has 
been so well stated by :Mr. Baldwin, that we give a 
place here to his remarks :-

« There are f~w subjects 'So imperfectly understood by 
th.e farmer as the rationale of artificial manuring. Even 
the simple terms artificial and spf!cial, as applied to 
manures, have frequently led to confusion. It may 
not, therefore, be unprofitable to offer a few remarks 
on the subject at the present season. An artificial 
m~nurc is one fabricated by the hand of man, such as 
superphosphate _of lime. A special manure may be 
defined as a sub-variety of the class artificial, and is 
manufactured to meet the special requirements of a 
pal,ticular soil or crop. Special manures have been 
IJrepared on two very different principlea :-lst. In 
accordance with the analysis of the ash of crops; 
2nd. W:!th the united aid of science and practical ex
perience. In the present state of agricultural science 
we have little -faith in manures based on chemical 
formulre alone; but knowledge is progressive, and every 
year witnesses some new and successful application of 
theory. And although the manures of Liebig and his 
disciples havc failed in our own experiments in pro
ducing any perceptible increase, we do not condemn 
the principlc on which they were prepared. The 
effect produced on soils of average productiveness may 
be imperceptible, yet they may help to prevent the 
exhaustion of the land. But no sooner did special 
manures, prepared in accordance with the analysis of 
the crops, fail in producing- large returns, than a 
reaction was produced in the minds of practical men 
• -a l'qsult which was natural enough, when it is con· 
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sidere~ that the farmer looks to present Ittther than 
future results. Special manUles may not" always pay 
a farmer having only a year or two of his lease to run; 
but the case may be very different under a longer 
tenure. I 

"While, howev~r, recognising this p;inciple, we con
sider it delusive to hold out to the farmers, as some' 
have done, any hope of an immediate return in all 
ca~es from manures compounded in accordance with 
the analysis of soils or crops. And yet an intelligent 
manure manufacturer says, in a pamphlet just is sUrd 
from the prl;lss, that 'by sending a sampl'e of the soil 
(a few pounds' 'vei~ht, taken from various parts of the 
flelu), with a description of the crops intended for cul
tivation, a suitable manure will be compounded.' It is 
easy to show that this theory is fallacious. If we 
divide a sample of soil-reduced by previous mixing to 
a homogeneous state-into two portions, and mix one 
of them with ammonia or biphosphate of lim<l, at the 
rate at which we usually use them in the shape of 
artificial manures, and then send both samples to a 
chemist, the per centage of ammoniw and biphosphate 
added to the one is so insignificantly small that, with 
all the nicety of the modern balance, he will probably 
gi\'e the analysis of both precisely the same. The per 
centage, e. g.} of phosphoric acid added to an acre of soil 
by a wheat manure containing fifteen pounds of that 
substance is too small ('0003) to be appreciable in the 
most delicate balance. I t is for this reason that in all 
their experiments Lawes and Gilbert repudiate che~ 
mical analysis of soils as a means of ascertaining the 
manures that ought to be applied for the production uf 
crops. 

"The majority of our artificial manul'es al'e, fahl'j· 
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cated on more rational bases, namelv, the attested 
requirementll of practic.ll agriculture. "T,hey are: how
ever, geneually special in their character. - PlantR vary 
very much in their habits of growth. Some have a 
tap-root as the principal absorbent of nourishment; 
others have several rootlets. ·Winter wheat remai~s 
te~ months or so in the ground; barley about half 
that period. Green crops, again, have large leaves, 
which suck in a large quantity of carbonic acid, am
monia, and nitric acid from the air. The cereals have 
a small system of leaves, and cannot, in the short 
pe~iod in ,vhich the seed is formed, obtain nitrogen 
enough from the air; and the presence of ammoniacal 
salts or nitrate in the soil at the same period is of 
essential use in rendering soluble and introducing into 
the plants the phosphate of lime which so largely enters 
into the composition of the seed. Artificial manures 
must therefore be more or less special; but the tenant
farmer, ;)vho looks merely to profit, should not blindly 
adopt evcry artificial manUl'e suggested by chemists or 
manufacturers, but wait till its practical value is well 
tested by so\ne more favoured agriculturist." 

DIVISION THIRD. 

GRAIN OR CEREAL CROPS,: WIIEAT-BARLEY-0ATS- RYE.

VARIETIES OF SEEDS.-;-PREPARATION OF THE SOIL FOR 
THE VARIOUS CROPS.-MODES OF SOWING.-HARVESTING. 

\VUEAT, the most important of all our cereal crops, is 
classed by botanists under the genus Triticum, and of 
the order Graminea!, or grasses. In classifying the 
variou~ specics) differ,ont writers have adopted different 
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;rran~ements. The best appet~ to be that'of M. Vil
morin,-and it is adopted by ~rrofessor Jbhu Wilson, 
one of the best authorities on falJ!ll\rops,-wlllo arranges 
wheat under seven species. Of\ tHese it is only neces
sary to name two, all the othe:~\s not being generally 
grown for food purposes. '1'he1 two 'most important 
species are Triticum sativum an Triticum turgidu'{n. 
Of these two the first is the mo~t important, the dif
fe~en~ varietie~ i-r;t cultiv~:ion in th~s country ?~longing 
prInCIpally to It;1 the Trttzcum turgidum compnsIng only 
those varieties grown in less favou\ed soils, and which 
are pharacterised by their large yield of a coarse qual{ty 
of grain. " 

Wheat, then, as cultivated in this country, may he 
divided into two great classes-the « smooth," as in 
Fig. 1, at A, B, and C; and" bearded," as in Fig. 2. 
The most common classification is, however, according 
to the colour, "white" and "red." The varieties of 
wheat cultivated are very numerous, so Il\uch Sil that in 
the present work it is impossible to do mot~e than merely 
name the most valued of them, and this sel etion we owe 
to Professor Wilson's useful treatise on ' Our Farm 
Crops," in which will be found a short descripti<?!l of the 
peculiarities of each, which we have not space here to 
extract. The following are selected by Professor Wil
son as exemplars of the white varietiea :-(1) Brodie's; 
(2) Chidham; (3) DwarfClusterj (4) Essex; (5) Fenton; 
(6) Hopetown; (7) Hunter's; (8) Pearl; (9) Spring; 
(10) Talavera.; (11) Uxbridge; (12) Velvet-eared, or 
Rough-chaffed. Of the red :-(1) Barwell; (2) Bro
wick; (3) Bristol; (4) Clover's; (5) Hickling's Prolific; 
'6) Kissingland; (7) Lammas; (8) Piper's Thickset; 
9) Spalding's j (10) Velvet, or Woolly-eared Bearded. 

As to which is the best to be cultivated" much 
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depends upon soil and climate. A writer in th~e Bath 
West or'Erigland Society's JOUl',nal has the following 
on this pUInt :-

"It is generally admitted that the red varieties of 
wheat are much less liable to sprout in a season like the 
past than the wllite sorts j but my experience, extend
ing over a period of thirty-four years, enables me to 
say, that where the soil and climate are favourable, 
and the land in a good state of cultivation, the white 
wheats pay best, and during the above-named period 
1l5Lve not sprouted in the harvest field oftener than 
once in seven years j and I hold this to be an important 
fact in the consideration of the subject, and I have 
thus never been deterred from sowing the best varieties 
of white wheat upon farms where the soil and climate 
were favourable." 

·Wheats often change their colour. Thus, white 
wheats in poor soils will gradually become darker, and 
red wheats in rich soils lighter in colour. It is worthy 
of notice that the straw and chafi' are longest in becoming 
thus affected, the grain first assuming the change of 
hue; from this we have red wheat with white straw and 
chaff, and the reverse. 

"'heats are also sometimes classed as "winter" and 
" spring" wheats. This distinction is however rapidly 
falling into disuse, as by repeatedly growing at anyone 
season a wheat can be easily changed in its habits as 
regards the time of ripening j all that is necessary for 
the farmer to attend to is in sowing autumn wheat to 
secure seed from wheat sown in autumn, and for spring 
sowing, seed obtained from a crop sown in spring. 

The propel' place of wheat'in the rotation of a farm 
where the four-course system is adopted, is after the 
clover,; or it follows a root crop, as turnips or potatoes. 
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\Vheat grows best on strong soils; these are, in fact, 
freque~tly termed C( wheat soils," • • 

The preparation of the land for the wheat crop 
depends gl'eatlr upon the nature of the soil. Oil the· 
heaviest soils the land is almost invariably prepared by 
a C( summer fallow." In this the land is kept un
occupied by a crop for the whole of the summer, al1d 
well stirred and cleaned from weeds. 'l'he action l of 
the atmosphere, the frosts, and, the rains generally 
mellow the soil, and make it fit t.o rectjive the seed in 
the autumn. Now that machinery has come to the aid . . . 
of the farmer, the summer or open fallow IS gradually 
becoming disused, and the land, in place of being allowed 
to lie idle, bears a crop of roots or clover. As above 
stated, where the four-course rotation is adopted, wheat 
follows the clover, that forage plant being well adapted 
to put the soil in the best condition to receive the wheat. 
Heavy adhesive clay lands should not be harrowed 
after the seed is sown, so much as to bring the.surface 
to a fine "tillh," or pulverised condition. However 
C( nice" and C( ship-shape" a field treated this way may 
look, it acts prejudicially on the progress of the plants, 
inasmuch as from the absorptive nature of the soil, it 
gradually assumes a pasty nature, which encrusts the 
'mrface. In treating heavy clayey soils the great point 
is to get them ready in good time before the heavy 
rains of autumn set in, to avoid the « poaching" of 
the land by the horses' feet or the passage of imple
ments over them, and to leave the surface comparatively 
rough. 

Where wheat follows roots, the great difficulty is to 
get the roots off the groand in time to admit of thll 
preparation of the soil. It is here, we may remark 
in passing, that the aid of steam is so valnable to 

1 G 
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the farmer. The great advantage of having ,il' root 
crop is the "facility whi~h it' affords for "hoeing" and 
« weeding-'" being done for a large part of the period 
during which the crop occupies the ground; the soil 
then, on the croy being taken up, is generally compara
tively free from weeds, and the preparation of the land 
i& just so much the easier. A single ploughing will 
therefore often be all that is necessary; it wil~ happen, 
however, that where care has not been exercised in the 
culture of the root crop, or from some other cause, the 
flg,il will be so hard and crusted that two ploughings 
will be required. An essential requisite for the suc
cessful growth of wheat in a soil is, that it possesses 
firmness. In the lighter class of clays, or in turnip 
soil13, this firmness is often secured by « feeding" the 
green crop, as turnips, with sheep. The treading of 
the soil by these gives it a firmness which is rarely 
obtained by any other means. In other cases the press
wheel .. I' the roller is used with advantage. It is in 
the firmness which the soil possesses after clover is 
ploughed in, that as a crop preceding the wheat its great 
advantage' lies. 

The land being prepared, the next points to be con
sidered are the H preparation of the seed" and the 
"mode of sowing it." "Wheat is liable to certain dis
eases, of which the" smut" is one of the most common, 
as it is one which should be avoided if possible. All 
authorities agree that the most effectual preventive of 
this disease is the" steeping" or washing of the seed 
before sowing it. A number of "steeps" have been 
introduced and used with varying success. One fre
quently used is stale urine. ·The seed wheat is put into 
this, all the seeds which float being rejected, and after 
the o:hers are a:llowed to remain in the liquid for te,n 
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minutes 01' so, they are taken out, spread on the floor, 
and dried. Some sprinkle lirAe on the s~ed; as they 
are spre;ld on the floor. "Down's Farmer's·Friend" is 
a steep for wheat which has a considerable reputation. 
Nitrate 'of soda when used as a steep. has this advan
tage, that it secures, or is likely to secme, a vigorous 
" braird," or early growth of the plants. Sglutions.of 
nitrate of soda, of vitriol, and of chloride of lime are 
also used. \ 

There are three ~odes ~f sowing wheat in use-the 
« broadcasting," "drilling," and "dibbling." In tJle 
first, the seed is s~attered at will over the land; in the 
second, it is sown in parallel lines, in a continuous 
stream; and in the third, it is deposited in holes made 
in the ground at certain intervals. Much of what can 
be said on the merits of the three methods has been well 
said by Professor Wilson, in his" Farm Crops," which, 
for the benefit of our readers, we reproduce here ;-

"Broadcasting," says the Professor, "enutlles the 
farmer to get his seed in at a ~uicker rate, and at a less 
cost, than by the use of machines) while, at the same 
time, in adverse seasons, ,he is less dependent upon the 
weather at seed-time; and, if his land is kept well 
cleaned in his fallow crops, he may not suffer much by 
leaving his crop beyond the reach of the hoe during its 
period of growth. On the other hand, if his land be 
foul at sowing, it necessarily becomes worse by harvest
time, and the crop must have been injured, as every 
weed grown on the surface has abstracted from the soil 
a certain amount of food, which otherwise would have 
gone to increase the crop under cultivation. This con
dition of things soon tells its own tale on the debtor 
side of the farm ledger, while another item to be entered 
there is the extra quantity of seed required to l)e. sown. 
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This genEtrally amounts to considerably more than the 
entire cost of macbine s~wing. 

« Drilling offers the great advantage to the farmer oj 
being able to regulate the exact quantity of seed to be 
sown; to sow it ,rqually all over the field; to deposit it 
at a given regular depth in the soil, to e11sure its being 
pr\':Jperly covered. A saving of seed, to the extent oj 
one- third to one-half as compared with broadcasting, 
is effected, and by bcing deposited in the ground in 
straight paranel lines, great facilities are afforded for 
keeping the surface free from weeds, either by hoeing 
or hand pulling. The produce also per acre is-under 
equal conditions of soil, climate, &c.-shown to exceed 
that of broadcasting. The only charge that can be 
advanced against drilling is, that perhaps it offers some 
assistance to the wire-worm in its destructive attacks on 
the young plants, by forming a furrow of loosened soil, 
along which the wire-worm takes its course without any 
difficultj, destroying each plant in succession. This, 
however, on soils subject to it, may easily be checked 
by running a ribbed roller-either Cam bridge or Cross
kil1-across the line of drills, by which the continuosity 
of the furrowed course is stopped at each indentation 
of the roller. 'rhe wire-worm then, owing to its small 
powers of forcing itself through the soil, can only move 
from plant to plant by coming up to the surface; this 
materially checks it progress, while its presence there 
is being constantly sought for by insectivorous birds. 

{( Dibbling is to be recommended chiefly for the more 
perfect manner in which the seed is deposited in the 
soil, both as regards the equality of its distribution and 
as regards the proportion of area al10tted to each plant. 
The amount of seed saved by this method is an item 
\\f cOllsideratiou-driUing requiring twice, and broad. 
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casting four times the quantity; The seeq,. too, by 
being deposited in separate uhconnected holes, is not 
so liable to be destroyed by the wire-worin as when 
sown in drills, while the parallelism of its lines of 
plants offers even greater facilities for .clean~ng tban in 
ordinary drilling. Some care, 110wever, is necessary 
that the dibbling machine should only be made use' of 
when the soil is suitable and iit a suitable condition. 
If it be too light, or too dry, the Bi.des of the holes 
are apt to fall in with the seed, or before it is quite 
deposited, ana then the depth is irregular-often t,oo 
little. If the soil is heavy or too wet, the dibble forms 
a hole or cup with compressed' sides and bottom, in 
which the water collects, checks the germination of the 
seed, and materially iniures or destroys the vitality of 
the young plant." 

·We have grown wheat in all the t111"ee methods, and 
so far as produce, both of stra·Wi and grain, is concerned, 
that of dihbling we have found to be the be~t. But 
not only is increase of produce a marked feature of the 
dibbling method j the strength of the straw is another. 
And this is of the greatest importance, especially in 
districts where heavy rains and strong winds are fre
quently sustained; for the dibbled grain is rarely laid, 
or, at all events, it will resist {{ laying II influences to 
a much greater extent than" broadcasted" or ({ drilled" 
grain. ·While we write we have SOlDe grain which was 
Sown" drill" fashion lying prostrate on the ground, 
while some which was dibbled is standing beautifully 
ercct. Not only is this of immense importance in 
preserving the quality of the grain, but it facilitates, to 
an amazing degree, the' operations of reaping, more 
espccially where that is ca1'l'ied out by machine. 

Qne of the disputed, points in the practice of farming 
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" is the amount of seed to be sown. Some adllocate 
I) .) 

"thick," others" thin" sowil}g; and on a review of all 
that has been brought forward in support of the two 
views, we are inclined to think that the weight of 
evidence is in f.lJ,vour of thin sowing. On this point 
of thin as opposed to thick sowing, it is necessary to 
st:Ite that much depends upon soil and climate. In 
localities where the climate is comparatively congenial, 
thin sowing will not produce such good results as· thick 
sowing, and where the soil is poor or wet the same 
remark will generally hold good. It is also right to 
state that ill some cases thin sown or dibbled wheat 
is badly attacked with" rust." \lVe have seen thickly 
sown broadcasted wheat present a very favourable con
trast to thin dibbled wheat in this respect; and yet we 
have also observed in similar circumstances of soil and 
locality the vel'y reverse. So varying are the results 
of agricultural practicc, and so closely does the farmer 
require "'to look at his peculiar circumstances, and 
so difficult is it to put down a rule applicable to all 
cases. The following extracts, from recent experience 
on the" thick" and" thin" sowing question, will be 
useful :-

"It is now nearly thirty years," says Mr. Hewitt 
Davies, in a recent note to the Agricultural Gazette, 
"since I first drew attention' to the injury and waste 
of corn from too thickly sowing.' I proved by my 
practice of many years upon 2,000 acres of land that, 
with good cultivation, heavier and finer crops of wheat 
were to be grown from a bushel of seerl per acre than 
from a greater quantity; an~ farmers in their thick 
sowing were worse than throwing away an amount of 
corn (equal in many cases to half the rent of their land) 
productive of a loss to the nation of millions per anm,m, 
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And I.supported my practice by showing t}l~t, a bushel 
of wheat per acre generated in "the first instance many 
more plan!s than the space of ground would admit to 
reach maturity, and that if more seed were sown than 
the space afforded room for the plant~ to contirue to 
gI'ow and develop up to harvest, disease after a time 
must be the consequence, very prejudicial to the yield 
and quality of the grain at harvest, 'a fact well under
stood by gardeners, and carefully met in their practicc 
by their hoeings, prunlngs, and thinnings in the infant 
stages of lo!;rowth. :Mr. 11ec11i has only repeated whftt 
may more fuIIy be found in my (Farming Essays,' and 
I may say has arlopted the comparatively small propor
tions of seed that I recommended twenty years ago, 
namely, a bushel of wheat, six pecks of barley, and 
eight of oats per acre-quantities that I have since seen 
reduced with advantage, although they were little more 
than a third of what was then custoplary to sow. And 
with respect to the improved quality of graill to be 
gained from thin seeding, I may say that there is much 
to be done, and I am not surprised to find that 1\11'. 
Hallett is exhibiting his fine ears of whcat from thin 
seeding." 

On tIle other side of the question, a practical autho
rity, writing from Mid-Lothian, says, in the samc 
journal, "that although the soil was in excellent con
dition for carrying produce, universally the thinuest 
crops are those most damaged with rust, y'ellow gum, 
or mildew." And referring to a case where one peck 
of seed per acre was used-one-tenth of the quantity 
used in the Lothians-he says, "because in a soil, and 
with a climate suitable, in such small quantities of seed 
for producing full crops, it is too much . . . to expect 
tl)at in all climates such t:esults, if the cultiva.tion is 
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suitable, will follow." (See also a paper on the." Au
vantages" of' Thick Sm'ing," in the C, Journal of the 
Royal Agricultural Society of England," vol. vi.) '].'he 
following is an extract of a note from Mr. 1\Iechi-a 
well-known advocate of thin sowing-addressed to the 
Mark Lane E;press, in which there are many points 
worthy of notice :-

"It must never be forgotten that thin sowing is the 
parent or first cause of large and vigorous ears to seiect 
irom; on this point there can be no mistake, seeing 
tlt,at thick sowing has an exactly reverse effect, dimi
nishing and crippling the growth of the ear, until, with 
extreme quantities, there is scarcely a good kernel 01: 
good ear. Therefore in order to get good ears to select 
from, we must sow moderately. It would be a "cry 
dangerous experiment to sow generally so small a quan
tity of seed as one peck per acre. In highly cultivated 
warm mellow soils, free from weeds, and in good heart, 
where harvest is ready by the 1st of August, or earlier, 
such small quantities may be sown, provided the sowing 
is done early; but we must ask ourselves how much, 
or rather how little, of the land of this kingdom is in 
the state I have described. One kernel in a hole, at 
interva1s of nine inches by four, would, under favour
able circumstances) be ample, and produce much more 
than if four times that number were sown; but, then, 
we have rooks, French partridges, birds, mice, and 
wire-worm to contend with. 

(( The latter may easily be got rid of by sowing or 
ploughing in rape-cake, with or without salt, the latter 
to be commended. Light-land men would be astonished 
to see our cold, tenacious, birdlime-like seed-beds in a 
wet seed-time, even where well drained and deeply cul
tivatcq. The seeding of friable1 manageabJe sQils cannot 
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be compared with such a state of things. Besides, the 
time of harvesting depends upOn the quanlity of seed 
sow,n, and the perioli at which it is sown. 

'pt is all very well to talk of sowing in September, 
but in many districts this year all hands were then 
employed in harvesting, and in late districts seed-time 
will probably be November and Deeem\ber. On my 
own farm, experience has taught me the danger of so 
small a quantity as one peck per acre, and I know of 
some cases this year ,vhere one peck of Mr. Hallett's 
wheat on one acre has been found to produce only thr~e 
quarters of inferior quality per acre on land which 
generally produces five or six quarters. Parties who 
II ave been thus unsuccessful, sl.ould, equally with those 
who are successful, communicate their results for the 
information and guidance of their brothel' farmers. 

« Absurd quantities of seed continue to be sown as 
a general practice j but I would advise my bra tIler 
agricu1turists to feel their way down to a prop~l' mini
mum quantity, suited to their soil and climate, by small 
experiments in their fields. I see so many farms where 
weeds are allowed to luxuriate and perfect their seeds 
almost undisturbed, in competition with the cereal 
crops, that in these it would be the height of folly to 
attempt thin sowing. There they must sow thick, to 
pre-occupy the ground and smother the weeds, as they 
will not clean-hoe. '£hin sowing, to be successful, 
demands, like a thinned turuip crop, a frequent use of 
the hand and horse-hoe, to which much of'the land of 
this kiugdom is still a stranger." 

\Vhel'e very thin ",owing is cal'l'icd out, as in the case of 
dibbling one grain in Ii hole, it is essential that the grain 
should be sown very early-say the end of August, but 
liot later than the middle of September. "Ye sowe~ some 
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wheat last year on the 4,th of September, one graip in the 
hole, and e'hch hole nir!e inches apart, and the plants in 
early spriong were peculiarly fine, and were ready fot 
cutting fully thl'ee weeks before the wheat sown in thc 
middle of October broadcasted. One remarkable feature 
of dibbled thin-sown wheat is the amazing way in which 
it. "tillers" or sends up staIb, the lellgth of the straw
its thickness, and the unusual breadth and freshness of 
colour of the leaves. The plants resemble, in point of 
fact, little trees more tl1an tIle comparatively weak 
and thin plants we are accustomed to see in wheat 
" fields. Of a variety of white wheat, which we dibbled 

as stated above, we had plants or shoots which 
averaged thirty-five ears; the same produce we had 
from Hallett's Pedigree wheat, some of which we 
grew this year (1862). The grain of both varieties was 
of a very fine quality. In Fig. 1, C is a drawing of one 
of the ears of our own variety, one-half full size, which 
gives a Iilize of ear much above the average of crops. It 
is this necessity lor tJ;lC early sowing of dibbled wheat 
which militates very much against its general introduc
tion. The difficulty, however, may be overcome by 
sowing the seed in a " seed-bed," and transplanting as 
soon as the land can be got ready after getting the root 
crop off or tIle clover ({ ley)} ploughed up. This method 
of transplanting is so new, and to the minds of 
many so odd, that its mere mention will create a 
smile. But the truth is, there is nothing in practice 
or in theory which goes against the plan. We lJave 
tried the system; and if there was any difference 
between the transplanted wheat and that sown in the 
usual method, the transplantt'!d was the best, and this 
even where the transplanting was carried out very 
late In the season. '1'he following extract from the 
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AgricltlJul'al (iazette, bearing on the point. will Icpay 
perusal :- '):' ' 

" A few years ago an eXl)erimeut was tri~d at the 
model farm at GlasneviI).J lIear Dublin (suggested by 
the one recorded by the I celebrated gar,deuer, Miller), 
of transplanting when.t in the spring, pa'rting the roots 
so as to make each plant into ten or more. The cro.p 
was as good as from a field sown in the usual way. It 
may be worth COrisidering whether this plan might not 
be advantageously tried if we are to hare another wet 
season; for the "ery weath::r which is utterly unfit for 
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sowing, is the best fOll planting; according to the well-
known proverbial maxim, 'Set wet and' sow dry.' 
Some persons, not well acquainted with country affairs, 
might suppose the process to be much more tedious 
and more costly than it is. 'l'hey will perhaps be sur
prised to hear of the payment made by many nursery 
gardeners in England to the women al1cl children em
ployed in transplanting small forest trees (about a 
finger long) from the seed-bed. 'l'hcy pay 2d. a thou
sand; and many women and children are gJad to eal'll 
in this way from 4d. to ()d. a day. It is even found to 
answer in some parts of England to sow wheat in the 
way that is called' setting" or 'dibbling,' dropping the 
grains by hand into holes made for the purpose; as, 
indecJ, is always done with beans. It would not take 
much more time and labour to lay the little offsets of the 
wheat in a shallow furrow, aud then slightly ,cover them 
over. And as some sct-off against the expense of labour, 
is to be reckoned the saving of the seed wheat. But, 
however, the alternative is not between sowing or plant
ing a field of wheat (the former being in such a season 
as this impossible), but between the ,planting and the 
\eaving of t.he field absolutely W3.ste fOf a whole sei\son," 
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Where drilling is carried ont, the distance ~etweell 
the lines is~ we think, ~enerally too narrow, this beiHg 
from six ito nine inches. From experiments which we 
have instituted, we are inclined to ptace tl~e maximum 
at tweh'e inches. This distance will enable weeding to 
be carried on, aild hoeing between the rows, till a pretty 
tl41vanced stage of the plants' growth, and will allow 
the beneficial infiuences of light and air to be better 
exercil'ed. On this point the following, from the pen 
of a well-known authority, Mr. C. I,awrence, of Ciren
c .. ester (in the "J oumal of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England "), will be useful :-

"I harl obsel'\'cd some years ago, that practically the 
question of width lay between seven and nine inches, 
and the quantity of seed varied between two and three 
bushels per acre. Desirous of arriving at some conclu
sion on these points for my governance on my own 
farm, which comprises heavy and light land, I have, 
during -the last five years, sown several half-acre plots 
in the ii\ame field, varying in width from eight to 
twelve inches between the rows, and with from four 
to eight pecks of seed per acre. Anyone who has 
tried such experiments will have found, on com
paring those of one year with those of another, in 
different fields very perplexing discrepancies a,rising 
from the variety of land s~metimes occurring in the 
same field, and other disturbing causes. It is tllere
fore only ?y rcpeatcd expcriments year by ycar, in 
different fields, that a reliable impression can be arrived 
at. The result of the experiments OIl my farm has 
been in favour of twelve-inch intervals and six pecks 
of seed. The largest produ<!e I had in any year was 
from four pecks of seed with twelve-inch intervals. 
1 max add,-tilese experiments have been made in-
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diiterentiY oil light stone brush and tenacious soils on 
stiff clay. During seasons in which mildeu has bcen 
prevalent, I have observed that it has to a oomewhat 
greater extent attacked the straw of the twelve-inch 
than that with eight or ~nine-inch intervals, a result 
I should not have anticipated a priori." , 

The quantity of seed varies, or should vary, according 
to the season of sowing. Sown early in autumn, less 
is taken than when sown late-say five to six pecks 
per acre for the early, and from seven to ten for the later 
sOlVings. The months of October and N ovembet arc 
the usual wheat sowing months; but it should not, ~s 
a general rule, be later than the middle of November. 
Spring sowing is usually in the months of February 
and March, and should not be later than the second 
week of the latter month. 1'he depth to which the 
seed is sown is usually two inches. The preparation 
of the land for sllring wheat is very much similar in 
character to that adopted for winter sowing, o)].ly that 
the consolidation or firming of the soil is not so essen·· 
tial, as there is little chance of frost raising or lifting 
the wheat plant up. out of the soil, which is often the 
case in winter where the plants have not a firm hold. 
In the preparation of land for wheat, advanced prac
tice is to keep it as flat as possible. The condition of 
soil most favourable for the sowing of the seed is moist, 
hut not having any superfluous wet. ?lIuch depends 
upon the nature of the soil; on heavy clay lands t]lO 

seed is perhaps sown when the soil is thoroughly dry, 
lighter soils doing with more moisture than heavy. 

As a rule, the soil for the wheat crop is rarely 
manured directly for it; i-t usually follows a crop which 
has been heavily manured, such as potatoes, mangolds, 
or Swedes. Artificial manures we have used with 
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!;reat advantage. The following gives an olltline

lt 

of 
moderrf plactice in tile use of artificial manures for 
the whe~t crop :-In sandy soiTs, if applied in autumn, 
2 cwt. of rape-cake broken or crushed to a powder, 
wlth 2 cwt. of superphosphate per acre; for spring 
sown wheat, 1 ~wt. of nitrate of soda, 1 cwt. of Peruvian 
liuano, 2 cwt. of common salt, or 2 cwt. of sulphate of 
ammonia, and 2 cwt. of salt. In calcareous soils, 2 cwt. 
of salt, 2 cwt. of nitrate of soda; this for spring sown 
wheat. In clay soils: 'Where wheat after turnips is 
taken and sown in the autumn, no artificial manure is 
~ecommended; but in spring a dressing may be applied 
of from 2 to 3 cwt. of Peruvian guano, with 2 cwt. of 
salt, per acre. Where the wheat is sown in spring, this 
should be applied in two portions-half at sowing and 
half at a later period, when the plant is well « branded" 
or up. In light vegetable moulds, a dressing of 2 cwt. 
of salt, and 3 cwt. of superphosphate per acre, sown 
broad~st, in March, will be beneficial. As in these 
soils an excess of vegetable matter is present, lime will 
be essential after draining is effected. 

In concluding our remarks on the wheat crop-the 
most important of all the cereals-it will be advisable 
to notice briefly two of the most striking methods of 
growing wheat now attracting the attention of practical 
men. The first is the Lois-Weedon system, introduced 
by the Rev. Mr. Smith; the second, the system of 
f( Selection," which owes its introduction to Mr. Hallett, 
of Brighto'n. The feature of the Lois-Weedon system 
is, wheat is grown year after year upon the same land 
and without manure. The following is from the Rev, 
Mr. Smith's pamphlet.* 

* "A Word in Season, or How to Grow Wheat Profitably." Ritlg
~ay, Pi~cadilly, London. Is. 
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\, At tIle outset of my farming, fifteen years ago, the 
• field before us was in grass, which I pare4 m'ld took oil' 

the land j then ploughed it the full depth oL the five
inch staple for a crop of oats, followed by vetches. 
After this came the first triple-rowed wh~at crop, with 
its wide intervals, whieh I dug one spit'deep, bringing , 
only a very few inches of yellow clay subsoil to t11~ 

surface. The second year these well-stirred intervals 
bore the wheat crop, and the stubble was dug in; and 
thus, year after year, alternately, the same acre of land 
has had a fallow and a wheat crop too. In the third 
and fourth years the spade went down a few inches 
a~eper j and so, gradually and regularly, for four years, 
more, till a depth of sixteen or eighteen inches was 
reached, when I stayed my hand j and after that, was 
satisfied for the four following years with a single spit. 
Last year, however, I returned to the double spit and 
a fresh inch of clay j and this brings me to this year's 
operations, which we are come out t<;> view.. The 
digging, as you see, is two spits deep j and after the 
pan was a little stirred, the staple and the stubble 
were turned upon it, the clods shattered, and the 
second spit, with its sprinkling of yellow clay, was 
gently laid uppermost, in such a form that the frost 
might be felt through the whole. Look, you can 
almost' see down to the subsoil.' 

" , And what follows next?' 
" 'These high-ridged intervals will lie thus during 

winter, higher than the tender wheat, and' so protect 
it, and checking the drifting-snow. The winter fallow 
over, I shall stir and level the ridges with the horse. 
hoe, wcll clean the rows and the intervals, keeping the 
surface of the latter ,constantly open till the wheat is 
about to flower. Then will come a process pecuFar tG 
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• 
the plan, and which meets a difficulty in our unccrtrtiu 
climate·of ~o ordiuaryimpodance. The rotatio;;' farmer 
has a haavy crop of wheat; but, heigh-ho! the wind 
and the rain! he is utterly helpless against these; his 
wheat comes down; 'the rain it raineth every day/ 
and his hopes a'te blighted. lowe my general immunity 
from this disaster to the broad space of my fallow inter
;als, which enable me to take a tUl'll with the plough 
up and down; and so-the soil being well pulverised, 
mind that-to earth up my wheal with the mould-board. 
Immediately after this operation follows another of sin
gular efficacy in swelling the grain; I subsoil-with 
Sigma's subsoiler-as deeply as I can with two horses, 
in the centre of each furrow just made by the plough; 
and this closes the work till harvest. 

(C 'The crop being carried, I make preparations at 
once for sowing. I first lightly horse-hoe and clean 
the furrows; then plough close to each stubble, casting 
the eaJ;j;h back again into the centre. There are thus 
two furrows in each interval, and these I subsoil, which 
leaves the whole of the land intended for the crop in a 
hollow, pul.vel'ised condition. But though wheat loves 
a mellow bed, it loathes a soft one. I tnerefore con
solidate the soil with the double clod crusher, which 
takes two beds at once, the horse walking on the stubble 
in the centre. This being done, I wait till near the 
middle of September for the rains, if it may be, to 
perfect the culture. 

" I shou1d be glad to have your close attention while 
I now describe the sowing; because, upon the accuracy 
of this process depends not only the goodness and 
fulness of the crOll, but the great pleasure of, perhaps, 
a daily inspection of true lines and even vegetation 
of this beautiful plant for ten months in the year. All . . 
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m~chinel'Y for sowing, besides the single hand-dibble, 
I have l~ng discarded. I reject even Sigma'e aci'mirable 
planter, which I liear is, so effective, believi~g all to 
be comparatively &nsafe and inefflcient; for with the 
hand-dibble-with the right hand dibbling, and the left 
dropping the grain-l can see the seell deposited; 1 
know it is there, ill its right place and at the righ .. t 
depth. I am satisfied, too, with the rapidity with which 
the practised workman does his work. It is true his 
work is marked out for him more accurately a~d quickly 
than he could do it himself. Another hand stretches a 
line-nearly, but not quite, in the centre-from on~ 
elld of the interval to the other. 

" , With a light hand-implement, invented by Sigma, 
which holds three small mould-boards, set at the required 
distance apart, he now, guiding the middle mould-board 
by the line, draws with almost mathematical truth three 
minute furrows, in which the dibbler deposits the seed. 
And, when the whole piece is completed, if the ,surface 
be dry enough, I cover over the seed and close up 
the channels with the crusher. At spring, the crusher 
is again employed in compressing the wheat plant; after 
which the hand, and the hand-hoe-another of Sigma's 
capital inventions-are busy between the rows as long' 
as it is safe; and then comes the last scene of all-the 
sidue and the harvest-home. 

" , Sum up then the average annual outlay for these 
wheat crops, from first to last, always keeping in mind 
the digging process just described-how it Begun with 
one shallow spit the two first years, increasing by 
degrees to two good spits of pulverised soil, two or 
three inches only of solid clay being f;tdded, and for 
four years not even that :-

1 H 
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Dirn;iuR and cleaning the moiety of each acre • 
Horse-hoeing ditto tilr,,\ times 68" ploughing 48. 
Hoeipg and hand-weeding. • • • • • • . 
Rolling with crusherat.eed-time and at ~prlng,18. 
Two pecks of seed, 2 ... Od. ; dibbling, 58. ., 
Bird keeping • • • . • • • • . • 
Earthing up Jvhtat • • • • • • • • 
Reaping, &c., to threshing and marketing. 
Rent, £2 ; rates and taxes, 48. 3d. • • • 

£ •. d. 
1 14)0 
o 10 0 
050 
030 
076 
o 40 
030 
1 13 0 
2 43 

Total outlay . £7 39 

Such has been the process-such the outlay. The 
~heat is now threshed; what is the yield? 

" 'From the moiety of each acre on the clay, the 
yield this year (1858) was upwards of forty bushels of 
fine red wheat, with an estimate of two tons of straw. 
I call it the moiety of each acre, for 80 it literally and 
actually is. 'fhe very slight change-so slight as to 
be unnoticed in the foregoing narrative-of twelve 
inches into teJl between each space of the triple row, 
with al corresponding increased width of interval, re
moves, as I intended, every s~ade of doubt upon this 
point. For a full acre of wheat in ten-inch rows con
tains, we will say, a hundred and twenty rows. 'l'ake 
away, then, every alternate three rows, and you have 
Lois-~r eedon with only sixty rows, heing the actual 
moiety of the acre of wheat. Last year (1857) the 
produce in bushels was thirty-six; the year before, 
thirty-seven; and of the prior years, beginning with 
184.7, the average yield may be safely given at thirty-
four. . 

'" It is a low average of the amount of straw pro
duced from this same moiety of each acre, and not 
returned to it, to put it to a-ton and a half; and not a 
high one when I value the ton at forty shillings; f01 
whet~cr I sell pI' not, such is its value to me. 
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34 bushels of wheat at 5\ 
I! ton of straw at 40s. . 

I 
Deduct outlay 

Net profit. . 

£ 8. d. 
8 10,,0 • 
3 10 G ---. 

12 00 
7 3 9 

£.1 16 3 

99 

There was the same average profit on the four-acl'e 
gravel piece of wheat, detailed in former editions; b"Qt 
as that· is not wheat land, I omit, as unnecessary, auy 
further report of the proceedings thei'e, ' " 

The following diagram will illustrate the method ~f 
sowing the wheat on the Lois-,\V eedon system, as com
pared with the ordinary one of drilling. Thus the 

, 

• 
a b J 

C 

Fig. 3. 

spaces a, b, c represent those which are left unoccupied 
one season, but aloe sown that succeeding. 

'1'he question, however, remains-is this system of 
culture applicable to farms on the large scale? It is 
but right to state that the answer generaliy given by 
scientific authorities, and of practical men who have 
devoted their attention to it, is not in the affirmative. 
'rake, for instance, the ctpinion of Professor Anderson 
on the scientific bearings of the question; the result 
(If the elaborate experiments of Messrs. TJaw~s and 
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Gilbert, of Rothamstead, on the soil of which trle 
system {'( pItwed a totlil failure;" and the opi~ion of 
:Mr. Fishti' Hobbs, a well-known practical agriculturist. 
The following are the opinions of Professor Anderson 
and Mr. Hobbs:-

« In this m~thod of cultivati.on," says Professor 
Aw1erson, « we see reproduced the principles which 
guided old Jethro Tull in his agricultural improvements, 
and it is peculiarly interesting as a means of impressing 
on the mind the importance of careful and complete til
l~pe. By the frequent stirring of the soil, and admissioz"t 
of air, the valuable materials it contains are enabled to 
undergo decomposition more rapidly, and are prevented 
from falling into that inert condition into which they 
are apt to pass by its exclusion. No one, now-a-days, 
questions the effect thus produced; although, perhaps, 
much more reliance is placed upon manure than on 
tillage; and the value of 1\11'. Smith's system lies in its 
bringing distinctly before us the importance of the 
latter. I do not consider that the method he advocates 
is likely to come into general use~ nor do I think it 
possible that it can be carried out without, in the long 
run, impoverishing the land. Conceal it as we may, 
frequent tillage is only a means of bringing the valuable 
constituents of the soil rapidly into an available con
dition; and sooner or later the supply contained in it 
must be diminished or exhausted. Mr. Smith seems 
to think that something is absorbed from the air
probably ammonia and nitric acid j but even thIS 
would not suffice to counterbalance the loss continually 
going on. The whole quantity of nitrogen deposited 
annually by the rain on an acre in these forins 
amounts, as has been stated to 20 Ibs.; but a crop of 
wheat ,removes frOUl 50 to 60 Ibs. of that element. 

I 
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'J'he m.hole matter comes to be simply this: 1'here are 
two methods of increasing the produce of 'fand-tillage 
and manuring j: and that system cannot be a good 
one which relies upon the one to the exclusion of the 
other. Both must be ,employed simuJtan~ously j and 
III their judicious combination we may expect to find 
the conditions of the gr~atest flmount of general snc
cess. 'When a manure is applicd to the land, part 
of it acts rapidly, and paH passes into an inert state; 
and the consequence is, that when tillage is deficient, 
there is a gradual accumulation of these inert matte1~, 
from which tIle yaluable constituents of plants may 
be set free by a change in system. In such cases 
this matter may be considered as so much capital 
laid up in a useless state, which may at any time, by 
proper working of the land, be brought into a useful 
condition. It is my belief that Mr. Smith is now 
spending the dormant capit~l of his land, and that 
sooner or later he will find it requisite to apply manure. 

I 

The true system of cultivation is surely to make use of 
manure, and by proper cultivation to prevent as far as 
possible its passing into a dormant state." 

The following is the opinion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs as 
to the practical bearing of the system as applicable to 
farm practice on the extended scale. 'fhis opinion was 
delivered at a meeting of the London Central Farmers' 
Club, on May 7th, 1860, at which a paper was read on 
., Wheat-growing on the Lois--Weedon syste)1l,J) by Mr. 
Algernon Clarke, and which elicited a very important 
discussion, of which J\1r. Hobbs's statement, as now 
given, formed a portion :-

" According to what they had IleaI'd so lucidly de
scribed by ]\fr. Howard that evening, and all they had 
previously learned l:especting the Lois-\V eedon E'.yBtem 
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I5t~uck him that one fine field of wheat, which 
exc.essively. green, appeared to JJ~ too th~cLdY'Plan;ali 
TIns was III the month of Apnl. He mql,tired h ed. 
much seed had been sown there, and was told th Ow 
bushels per acre. It looked to him as if it wOuld b tee 
down in the straw, and turn .out to bo a very ill~ e .all 
yield; and he observed that if they drilled it erIOl.' 
apart, with one-half the quantity of seed, the'l. foOt 
would be much better. They said they anti' CrOll 
that that would be his remark; but they had tt~l~ated 
experiment with English drills, and found that Ie the 
period. of the year when the wheat came on to bl at the ' 
if tIle ground were not covered, tIle roots sult' ossOIl~ 

l.lered ' much from the drought that the wheat was not So 
grinding. 'fhe year previously he had what a "'Ol.'th· 
to be a good crop of wheat upon very light la~peal.'ed: 
was drilled from north to south, and the yield d. It r 
disappointed him. This practice was now aVoid ~teatly 
light lands, and they drilled from east to west be U.POtl 

means the sun did not reach the soil in ~h.! "'hieh 
plant was growing. He thought, therefore, t~h the 
same principle which the Frenchman had oa .' at the 
:vould be most beneficial on light lands, and :r~~cd Ollt 
mtervals between the rows of wheat Would b t Wid 
dedly injurious,\ especially upon farms in the sC deei~ 
England." oU.th _ n' 
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" of culti~ation, he should say that th::re could" be no 
advantage ii.\ it to the phctical farmer. He recollected 
visiting, s6me fifteen or twenty years ago, a [i'iend, who 
called his attention to a similar system which had been 
carried out in his neighbourhood for upwards of fifty 
years, but with" no very beneficial results; for it had 
n~t caught the attention of the neighbours, and no one 
else seemed to have followed it out. Even now the 
system was being pp.rsued by an amateur, with no very 
great advantage. -So far as Mr. Smith, of Lois-vVeedon, 
Wd'tS concerned, it appeared that he amused himRelf 011 

his few acres of glebe land, and employed his pool'er 
neighbours around 11im, and in this way lw lVas doing 
good j but to lay his system before this Club as one Ol 

general application was altogether absurd. He was 
quite aware that Mr. Smith was acting with the very 
best intentions j but he felt persuaded that no one 
('ould adopt the system on an extensiye scale, inasmuch 
as ther~ was an inadequate supply of labour in the 
country, whilst if there was a fault in the existing 
practice, it was that they grew too much wheat already, 
and wheat haa not been a paying crop of late years, 
and certainly it was an exllausting one. The proposi
tion, therefore, to raise wheat alternately year by year 
was one which he did not think the farmers of England 
would be inclined to entertain. It was nonling new. 

. I 

They hacl all read of it in Jethro Tull. One of its 
advantages. was that it promoted the aeration of the 
soil; but even that they were doing as eifectilrely by 
other means, alld with a good rotation of cropping 
secured good root crops. A few years since, when in 
France, he was shown a farm' of about 800 acres, upon 
whicl1 the crops were exceedingly fine. He was invited 
to poil1t out all the faults tlwt he could discoycr .. and it 
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I!t~uck him that one fine field of wheat, which wa~ 
excessively green, appean~d to }1e too thic,~ly.planted. 
This w1s in the month of April. He i~qllired hOlf 
much sped had been. sown there, and was told three 
bushels per acre. It looked to him as if it wmdd be all 
down in the straw, and turn out to bo a very inferior 
yield; and he observed that 'if they drilled it :t. foot 
apart, with one-half the quantity of seed, the crOp 
would be much better. 'I'hey .said they anticipated 
that that would be his remark; but they had tried the , 
experiment with English drills, and found that at the 
period. of the year when the wheat came on to blosSOl~, 
if the ground were not covered, the roots suffered so 
much from the drought that the wheat was not worth' 
grinding. The year previously he had what appeared: 
to be a good crop of wheat upon very light land. It ~ 
was drilled from north to south, and the yield greatly. 
disappointed him. This practice was now avoided upon 
light lands, and they drilled from east to west, ~y which 
means the sun did not reac1{ the soil in which the 
plant was growing. He thought, therefore, that the 
same principle which the Frenchman had carried out 
would be most beneficial on light lands, and that wide 
intervals between the rows of wheat would be deci
dedly injurious, especially upon farms in the south of. 
England." 

Mr. Clarke, referred to above, and who IS a well
known authority on practical agriculture, is an advocate 
for the Lois-VV eedon system on the extended scale. 
The paper referred to is an able statement of his views, 
and of the methods by which he proposes to carry 
them out. 

"The wheat," says Mr. Clarke, "is drilled in triple 
rows, the' spaces' (a a a a) being 10 inches each, and 
the 'intervals' (b b) 40 inches, so that from the "lUiddlCl 
• 
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of one stripe to the middle of the nex.t is 5 feet. Ne~t 
year's cr'op-is of courSQ sown upon the fallowed inter
vals (b b), and the stubble stripes (a a) fallowed in turn, 
as indicated by the waved lines :-

a b a " b <l " 

b b b 

So that though the crop is taken from the whole field 
the row§. do not fallow upon the same identical places; 
and, indeed, instead of being a system of (wheat after 
wheat,' it is in l'eality an alternate course of 'dead 
fallow and wl1eat.' Hence some people say-wl1Y not 
sow five acres with wheat in the ordinary way, and 
fallow the other half of the field alternately? 'l'he 
answer is, that by interspersing the stripes of fallow 
between the stripes of corn, the tillage operations of t118 
fallow stimulate and support the growth of the corn. 
So that my five acres of wheat stripes (measuring these 
by themselves), with fallow stripes between, produced 
in 1858 no less than seven and a half quart('.rs per acre; 
whereas, llad all the wheat been by itself, and the fallow 
portion by itself, no suoh amazing yield could have been 
looked for. 'Whatever may be the explanation, at any 
rate here is proof that tillage in close proximity to the 
growill'g plants, anit the admission of air and lig111 

1) 
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• among~t the green and Baggy stems, do wonderfully 
promote the increase of the ctop, at the)same time 
strengtJlening the, straw and saving the gmin from 
t118 da~age always inflicted by lodging and mildew. 
For while over heqvy crops, sown on the ordinary plan, 
come up a mass of flaccid stems, too 1veak t}t bottom 
to spring up against the weight of rai.ns and violeI\t 
winds, the stalks of a L9i.s-'V eedon crop are stout) 
green, and strong, and hear aloft the ears to ri.pen 
and grow plump and heavy in the sunlight. The 
details of management are abundantly simple. Afwr 
harvest, fork out couch from the closely-mown st'ah~ 
bles; broadshare or scarify the fallow intervals, to 
keep down the weeds j shortly before ~eed-time, again 
scarify and harrow j prepare a suitable mould by har
rowing, taking care to set the llarrows widely apart, 
in order to miss tIle stubble rows. The drilling I 
manage as follows :-

.. 
10 lO 10 

! 

a 

1 
i 
~ . 
I 

1'} 4\) Ie 

, 
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The drill is arranged with four coulters, two towar'lls 
each ena oMhe coulter~bar, with the distances 7tlready 
mentionecl; and the horses walk along the middle of 
the interval. Going in the direction of the arrow (a) 
the outside coulter has its seed shut off, and acts only 
as a 'marker /' in returning in the direction of the 
arrow (6) this coulter runs again in the same track, 
depositing seed, while the other outside coulter is used 
as a marker. Sow three pecks per acre, that is, using 
the same drill-wheel that would sow six pecks an acre, 
if the rows had been ten inches apart all over th9 
g~'ound instead of averaging twenty inches as they do i 
and be sure to get the wheat in early, because of this 
thin sowing and the effects of the after tillage. When 
the wheat is well up, take a plough (with two horses in 
length) once along each interval, the coulter running 
within six inches of the wheat on the near side, and 
the furrow-slice covering lip the old stubble. The 
furrow may be five inches deep, without the upturned 
earth falling upon the wheat on the other side the 
interval; and a subsoiler, drawn by any three horses in 
length, breaks up the furrow bottom to a depth of fiye 
inches more, making a total depth of ten inches. . , • 
In spring, say in February, or as soon as the land is 
dry enough after a time of frost, perform the same 
operation along the opposite side of the interval. . . . 
In March or April lland-hoe the wheat rows. In 
April, when the upturned furrow-slices are in a crumb
ling state, tear them down by passing a narrow harrow 
along the intervals, and then stir deeply with a good 
grubber; dot about twenty-six or twenty-eight inches 
wide, the horses walking in length. Ii will be neces
sary to go over the field with a hand-rake, to pull off any 
clods j;hat may fall upon and 1mry the outside rows of 
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wl:eat... . . Horse-~oe the Jallow intervals deeply at 
least twice during the summeY"; and han<1-weed the 
wheat when requisite. When the ears are .fully out 
and in bloom, take a double mould-board or ridge
plough up the intervals, so as to partially mould up the 
wheat on each side; this'will prevent mahy stalks heing 
blown down by winds, or borne down by heavy rains. 4-
subsoil plough should break up the bottom of the furrow 
left open in the middle of each interval. . . . The crop 
may be mown or bagged close to the ground; and bear in 
mind not to obliterate the lines of stubble by harrbwin~ 
or otherwise, because these form the 'guid~ ways' for 
tIle next sowing. It may be necessary to gather the 
I'oil again into the middle of the intervals, say by a 
'pony IJlough! You will observe that the subsoiled 
furrows . . . lie open to the weather for many weeks, 
and by thc end of the year the whole interval has been 
exposed and pulverised to a depth of ten inches, form
ing an uncommonly fine dead fallow for a succeeding 
wheat crop. And as far as cleanliness is concerned, 
I find that the couch has decreased so as to be now 
little or no trouble; and a thick mass of butter-cups 
and thistles which pestered the field is also rapidly 
diminishing. Annual weeds have been annoying and 
expensive, owing to the access of air and light into 
every portion of the crop, but are be~oming less trouble
some every year; and according to the experience at 
'Woolston, my non .. inversion husbandry will ultimately 
wear them all out. In fact, after hearing six white 
corn crops in succession, the piece is so free from filth 
~hat I should simply have to plough, harrow, and sow, 
If I chose to have any ·other sort of crop after the 
present year's wheat. N ow, as to experience. You 
cannot tell, excepting approximately, and by ass;uming 
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some debatable items for granted, what a wh~at Cl'O}) 
costs in oMinary farrding; but as in this experiment 
I use no "manure and graze no stock, I have simply tc 
reckon the outlay for tillage operations. During the 
experiment wages have ranged from lOs. up to 12s. per 
week, with an addition for harvest; and I allow 23. 6d. 
ll··day for a horse and implement-wllich should be 
enough, seeing it is equivalent to £37 lOs. for 300 
working days in a year. At theRe prices the cost per 
acre of the several operations has been as follows ;-

·11 £ s. d. 
Aug. Scarifying fallow intcrntls 0 1 (j 

Scpt. Forking out couch 0 3 0 

" 
Scarifying and twice harrowing illtcrvals U 2 0 

Oct. Drilling and harrowing . . . . () 2 !i 
" Seed (thrce pecks), at 58. per bu,hd 0 3 'J 

Dcc. Ploughing amI subsoiling . , • 0 3 (; 

:Fcb. Or \ Ploughing and subsoiling and re-
March. moving clods oIT whcat , • 0 3 
April. Hand-hoeing the wheat. • . • . 0 I (; 

lH~Y. 
Harrowing and scari(\"ing the intcrrals 0 I -1 
Hand-weeding the wheat u 0 9 

• Horse-hoeing the intel"l"uls 0 0 10 ., 
June. Horse-hoeing the intcl'I"als sccond time 0 I 0 

lIIoulding-up wheat 0 0 8 
Subsoiling 0 2 0 

" 
lIand-weeding whcat. • 0 0 -1 

Aug. Mowing and harvesting • 1 1 0 
Thrcshing and marketing U 10. 0 

---
2 19 2 

To this must be added, fort'cut, 30s.; tithe, 88.; 
rates alld dircct taxes, say is. 2 5 0 

Total expenses per acre £5 4 2 

The outlay being so low, I am able to show you a 
profit even from the pOOl' yields obtained on my over. 
exhausted ground. 'raking wheat at 408. per quarter, 
a yield of 21 bushels just meets the expensesj and all 
above this quantity is surplus for profit and interest 
lor capital. Then the straw is all dear gain beside". 
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for"none of it has been returned to the land. How is 
my ton ~nd a halfofstraw.per al:!re to be val,ued, being 
used as it is for ca4tle fodder and for bedding?" Surely 
I shall not be too high in taking it as worth £14 28., 
which, deducted from the expenses', will leave £4 lOs. 
as the cost of the grain, and this will) be repaid by 1 

a yield of 18 bushels. My average of three unfortunat~ 
years has been 26 bushels, thus leaying 8 bushels, or 
£2 per acre, for interest and clear profit.' The nett 
profit of the crop of 1858, 30 bushels per acre (or 12 
bushels over and ahove the outlav), was therefore £3 

• J 
per acre j and, as I have before said, had the land been 
in better order, the produce would undoubtedly have 
been considerably more than this." 

vVe now give Mr. Hallett's own description of his 
ulan of "selection," as given in the "Journal of the 
Royal Agricultural Society of England," vol. xxii. Pt. 2. 

{( A grain produces a (stool,' consisting of many 
ears. I plant the grains from these eats in (such a 
manner that each ear occupies a row, by itself, each of 
its grains occupying a hole in this row, the holes being 
twelve inches apart every way. At harvest, after the 
most careful study and comparison uf the stools from 
all these grains, I select the finest one, which I accept 
8,S a proof that its parent grain was the best of all, 
under the peculiar circumstances of that season. This 
process is repeated annually, starting every year with 
the proved best grain, although the verification of this 
superiority is not obtained until the following harvest. 

" During these investigations no single circumstance 
has struck me as more forcibly illustrating the necessity 
for repeated selection thau the fact, that of the grains 
in tke same ear, one is found greatly to excel all the 
at/tel's in vital power. 
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"Thus, on reference to the foregoing diagrLLm (not 

given liere,., it will b!! seen that the original two ears 
together- contained 87 grains. These were all planted 
singly. One of them produced ten ears, containing 688 
grains; and not only could the produce of no other 
single grain compare with them, but t1le finest ten ears 
which could be collected from the produce of the whole of 
the other 86 grains, contained only 598 grains; yct sup
posing that this superior grain grew in the smaller of the 
two original ears, and that this contained but 40 grains, 
~here must still have been S9 of these 86 grains which 
grew in the same ear. So far as regards contents of ears. 

" Again, this year (1861) the grains from the largest 
ear of the finest stool of last year were planted singly, 
12 inches apart, in a continuous row; one of them pro
duced a stool consisting of 52 ears; those next to and 
on either side of it of ZIJ and 17 ears respectively j and 
the finest of all the other stools consisted of only 40 
ears. -By planting grains so as to form a plan of the 
position occupied by each when in the ear, I have 
endeavoured to ascertain whether this superior grain 
grows in any fixed place, but hitherto these endeavours 
have proved unsuccessful. 

({ vVe have thus far seen that. 'pedigree' in wheat, 
combined with a natural mode of cultivating it, has 
illcreased the contents of the ears; let us now consider 
whether this combination can produce a number of 
cal'S equal, to that usually grown per acre under the 
present system. . .... " 

"In adopting my system upon a small experimental 
scale, say of a few acres, the best apportionment of 
seed to time will generally' be as follows, the grain 
being dibbled singly in holes not exceeding one and 
a half illches deep at the distancc:~ 
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........,-------------,------,------, 
lldween In the I 

I 
In A ngllst or early in \Sep. 

tember . . . . I' . 
In September " .- " " 
In October . . " . . 

( Towards end of lIIarch • 
I After October . . " _. 

the rows. ,rows. Quantity, of seed. 

9 inches. 
9 
6 
6 

6 " 

9 inches. 

6 " 6 
4 
3 

) 

= 1 bush. in 6 acres 
=1 4 " 
=1" 21" I 
.=1" 2" 
)=1" 2" I 

>\ 
But in carrying out this system upon a large scale, we 
require some way of getting in the ~eed more expedi-
tiously than can be done by dibbling, I 

(t My princ~pal object in dibbling is to ensm'e perfect , _. 
singleness and regularity of plant, with uniformity of 
depth. The two latter may be obtained by the drill, 
as may the former, also, by adopting the following 
plan: -The seed cups ordinarily used in drilling wheat 
are so large that they deliver bunches of grains consist
ing of six or seven, which fall together within a very 
small area, from which a less produce will be obtained 
than if it had been occupied by a single grair..o. The 
additional grains are thus not only wasted, but they 
are positively injurious. By using seed cups, how
ever, which are only sufficiently large to contain one 
grain at a time, a st1"earn of single grains is delivered, 
and the desired object, viz., plants from single grains, 
at once attained. 'l'he intenals in the rows will not 
be uniform, but they may be afterwards equalised by 
the use of the hoe, if it be thought necessary. These 
intervals will of course depend upon the vell1city with 
which the seed barrel revolves, which can be regulated 
at pleasure by a proper arrangement of the cog-wheels 
which drive it j but it will be necessary to fix upon the 
nave of the travelling-wheel of the drill itself, a larger 
cog-wheel than is in common use. I have had these 
nave-wlleels made to shift with facility, so th~t the 

., 
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drill may be easily rendered again available for .general 
purposes. "By drilling' thus we obtain the advantage 
of the "broadcast" system also-equal distribution-as 
we can have tIle rows as close together, and the grains 
as thin, in the row as we please. T.\le crop should be 
hoed, as soon as practicable, with Garrett's horse-hoe. 
If the seed has been sown early, this should be done 
in the autumn, as it causes the plants to tiller and 
occupy the whole ground before the winter sets in." 

It is right to state that the correctness of this 
" pedigree" theory is doubted by many authorities. 
The following, from the pen of Mr. P. Sherriff, of ... 
Haddington,-a gentleman who has devoted much time 
to the cultivation of the cereals, and to whose care 
we owe many new varieties,-will be suggestive on 
the point. It was communicated to the Ag10 icultural 
Gazette:-

"While the writer in question," Rays Mr. Sherriff, 
« advocates improvement in cereals by adopting all the 
artificial appliances of good cultivation, I contend that 
cultivation has not been found to change )yell defined 
kinds, and that improvement can be best attained by 
selecting new and superior varieties, which nature occa
sionally produces, as if inviting the husbandman to 
'3tretch forth his hand and cultivate them. 

« It has been my fortune to have raised, either from 
single seeds or ears, no less than seven varieties, which 
are extensively grown in many parts of Britain. Besides 
these, I hive selected and grown in the same manner 
about two hundred varieties, personally planting, hoeing, 
administering nourishment, reaping, and performing all 
the other manipulations necessary to their growth and 
the reproduction of a succeeding race, without having 
obseryed any tendency toward!'! improvement. 1 have 
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also' walked thousands of miles through waving wheat
fields in· ear, enjoying the beaut, and diver~hy'which 
such crops not unfrequentlY present. Grain fJamples 
without number h~ve come unde~ my notice, yet 1 
may with safety say that I have never seen grain whicb \ 
has either been improved or degenerated by cultivatioll 
so as to convey the change to the succeeding crop .• 
The meaning of the word cultivation must" however, 
be limited to the application of substances to the soil 
and the ordinary acts of husbandry, but excluding the 
artificial impregnation of florets. Shoulq the cereals 
ever become l}foken or inconstant, as many domesti~ • 
cated plants are, something may then be done in giving 
fixity to a property. 

H While believing the improvement of the wheat 
plant by mere cultivation to be a dream, I admit that 
an attempt to investigate this subject may be praise
wOTthy, as it is most ceTtainly haTmless." 

Mr. Hallett, in reply to many such objections, writes 
to the Mark Lane Express as follows :-

"The principle alluded to is that of the continued 
selection of the best parent plants (as proofs of the best 
grains), which selection, for the sake of brevity, I call 
, Pedigree.' 

" The most vigorous parents can be ascertained only 
when all have free play for the full development of their 
powers, or, in other words, when each grain has allotted 
to it all the space which it can possibly require. Hence 
the absolute necessity upon the selecting piots, and 
there only, of a mode of planting which some people 
choose to term 'thin seeding.' 

"The practical value of.' pedigree' consists III its 
offering tJie only possible means of increasing the pro
duce of the cerealS, and in its universal applicability to 
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all cereals in all countries wherever they are grawn. 
It is ihi~'b great prineiple which I wish to k~ep pro
minently in view, of which my wheat is only an illus
tration. The value of this principle is to be measured, 
not by even the most triumphant success of my wheat 
in competition with other varieties, but by its successful 
,competition, after selection, with itself in its original 
state, and in its variom ~tages of selection. 

"Let us supply this test of what (pedigree' has 
effected, both upon a small scale and a large one. 

,First, then, upon the selecting plots, where the land, 
the mode of planting, the seed, and the absence of any 
special preparation have been the same throughout. 
In five years, only, the length of the ears has been 
doubled, their contents nearly trebled, and the tillering 
power of the plant increased eightfold. Here it is ab
solutely impossible to suggest any cause other than 
selection for this enormous increase. 

"Ial1861, when I grew the Common Nursery wheat 
for the last time, I had a practical proof afforded me, 
upon a large scale, of the value of (pedigree.' Two 
fields of the Pedigree wheat-the one planted at the 
end of October with 1 peck of seed per acre, the other 
drilled November 20, 1860, with 6 pecks of seed per 
acre-produced respectively, 57 bushels of wheat, with 
140 trusses (36Ibs.) of straw, and 54 bushels of wheat, 
with 112 trusses of straw; while upon no single acre 
of all my other Common Nnrsery wheat (the very 
same, except as regards selection) had :I as much as 
32 bushels." 

A practical farmer writes also on the point to the 
journal already named, thu3-

H From all I have yet read and seen, I think the 
pOf>i.~ion taken up by Mr. Sherriff has never been 
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demolished, and it will require far stronger facts than 
those hitherto add,uced to prove that it is J)osslble so 
to treat seed cor~ that it becomes capable, like the 
improved Short-horn, of continuing the same valuable 
qualities under other circumstancel1 than those uuder 
which it was reared. Of course, 1 do' not consideI; \ 
that the most careful selection, and the most thorough 
cleaning, has anything to do with the new doctrine or" 
pedigree. That is the old system, and I maIntain the 
only system worth following. Not a few farmers I 
know have raised their oats and barley and wheat from 
a bushel or two of each picked out of many quarters; 
but whoever heard of any such ever attributing to grai~ 
so raised and kept up the same properties wllich pedi
gree in cattle confers. The most I ever heard said was 
that the seed was clean, true to kind, and of fine form 
and colour." 

But, on the other side, Mr. Hewitt Davis asks-
{( Are not show fruit, I'oots, and plants gl}ined in the 

way? (Selection.) Having seen year after year how much 
finer was the produce from what was then thin seeding, 
I thought there was much to be done by combining 
careful selection with it. I had seen what had been 
done in this way in strawberry growing. Thirteen 
years ago I set two women in a wheat barn immediately 
after harvest, and had the top sheaves of wheat thrown 
to them off the bays, for them to draw out the finest 
corn. The grains from these selected ears I had care
tfully cleaned and made up, so -as to leave' only the 
finest and heaviest grains. In this way I collected a 
bushel of extraordinary fine seed, which I had drilled 
by itself in a corner of a field, a foot apart, and two 
pecks to the acre. In the spring it was twice hoed by 
Ganett's hoe) and carefully hand-weeded, and ~ept 
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perfectly clean up to harvest. The ears from this ~eerl .. '" grew Dlgh.'ilr and wer~larger than the remainder of the 
field, so~n a bushel to the acre: there was more straw 
at harvest and the grains were finer, and I at once saw 
an opening for further improvement; but as I relin
quished my farming that year, I have never had the 
.opportunity of carrying out my views, although con
vinced that much was to be done in this way. In 
going round the Exhibition I have been struck with 
the beautiful samples of grain that are exhibited in 

)some of the foreign stalls. What an opportunity is 
there offered for selecting and originating new varieties. 
I hope some of my friends will read my practice, and 
be induced to make trials of them. Let them get their 
land freely worked down and well consolidated, and 
drill twelve inches with one-half the quantities I used 
as early as possible, and they will come out powerfu 
competitors in the race now commencing in establish
ing P~digree seed." 

Such is the state of the question, a much disputed 
one, like nearly every other connected with agriculture. 
From a careful review of the evidence on both sides, 'in 
conjunction with experiments of our own, we are in
clined to hold that it will be unsafe to maintain that 
the" selection" principle will hold good in all cases. 
The tendency of plants seems to be that they improve, 
nnder careful treatment, up to a certain point, after 
which im,Provement ceases, and degeneration frequently 
ensues. The maintenance of an improved quality is 
probably a much more difficult matter than the intro. 
duction of one. In growing seed from carefully selected 
ears of wheat, we have not'found so direct an improve
ment in the succeeding crop as we were led to expect; 
on ~he contrary, the seed from very large ears did lint 
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maintailt its character, but prodyced less and 1Imaller 
ears. Some maintain that the best way i~ to grow 
from inferior ears, and trust to careful culture for an 

I 

improvement. It is probable that more immediate 
results of a satisfactory kind will be optained by 80 

doing than by trusting to the more elaborate yet mor,e 
tedious method of C( selection." We have two ears' 
before us-one, which is one-third large!' than the other, 
lJelongs to the plot which had. the most advanced treat
ment of the day given to it-the other to that which 
was left to itself on the" let-alone" system, too often-
prevalent. One has but to look at the two to note at 
once the marvellous difference between them. In both 
cases the seed and the soil were the same. 

Barley belongs, like wheat, to the natural order of 
plants-the gramine(£, or grasses, the genus being 
known as lwrdeum. The varieties are, according to 
various writers, numerous. According to Dr. L{ndley 
they are merely variations from tIle original, which he 
considers to be the two-rowed barley. He, however, 
classifies them as two-the C( two-rowed barley" (of 
which an illustration is given in Fig. 4), of the variety 
known as the C( Bangholm," and the « six-rowed barley" 
(of which an iUustration is given in Fig. 5). To these 
two species, Professor Wilson deems it advisable to add 
a third·-the Common Bere, or « fOl\r-rowed barley," 
this being so regularly cultivated « as to assume, at all 
events, the physical characters of a distinct species." 
The varieties of barley are very numerous, Mr. Lawson 
enumerating as many as tw,enty-five distinct ones. Of 
the C( two-rowed" barley, the following are favourite 
varieties :-(1) The Cht-valier) highly esteemed) and 
greatly grown for malting purposes; (2) the Annat 
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Fiq. 5. 8IX-.BOWltD, BAllLEY. 
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Fig. 4. n'\NGHOL~l TIARLEL, 
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(3) thIJ Early English, or Common; (4) N ottingnam 
Long-eareM j (5) Po~eranian, or lTerman j (6) Norfolk 
Short-n~cked j (7) Bangholm. Of the Bere, or 
"four-rowed" barley may be named-(l) The" Com
mon Bere, or J3igg j" (2) the « Black four-rowed j" (3) 
Victoria Bere j (4) Winter White j (5) Peruvian. The 
~haracteristics of all these varieties will be found in 
Professor Wilson's work, « Our Farm Crops." 

The preparation of the soil for the barley crop does 
not differ in material respects from that for the wheat . 
• The best soil for the crop is a mellow loam, and the 
condition in which it should be at the time of so~ ing 
is moist but not wet. The barley is distinguished in 
its growing capacity from the wheat by the fibrous 
bunch of roots which it sends out more laterally than 
vertically, wheat throwing down, under favourable cir
cumstances, long vigorous roots which have more of 
a vertical than a horizontal tendency. Firmness in 
the soil, so much desired for wheat, is therefore not 
required for barley. On the contrary, it must be deeply 
stirred, well pulverised, porous, and of rich quality. 
Fortunately, the crop being almost invariably taken 
after turnips, the previous working of the land tends 
to bring about this condition of the soil. In no case, 
if it can be at all avoided, should barley be sown in soil 
wet and ill worked. 

The quantity of seed per acre is usually three bushels, 
but in yery poor soil this may be incrcased to four. 
Thin sowing has its advocates for barley as well as for 
wheat. Dibbling seems to be peculiarly well suited to 
it. We have been very successful in our dibbled barley, 
not only in securing a fine "quality and large quantity 
of grain, and strong, long, and vigorous straw, but 
also.a much earlier rilJening than when drilled. Of 
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thc, 'tn'ieties recently introduced is the « Pl'ovideL.ce 
Prolific," a two-rowed barley. • 'Ve have rnd this year 
(1862) a pretty hlrge plot dibbled. Each hole'was made 
nine inches apar~ from its neighbouring hole, and into 
each a single grain was deposited to the depth of about 
on'e and a half inches. The average' produce of one 
grain we find to be tllirty-six ears, each ear averagi:yg 
thirty-six grains. ~As a rule, barley is more frequently 
broadcasted than drilled. But drilling is, so far as 
(lUI' own experiments induce us '. to believe, by far 
the best. Like all other cereals the growing crop js 
greatly imp~oved by the light and air having abundant 
access to the plants. We therefore 'wonId recommend 
the drilling to be adopted j but in place of the distance 
being so narrow as six to nine inches, as is usually the 
case, we would increase it to twelve inches. On com
paring barley sown on the narrow and the broad drill 
system, it is at once abundantly evident that the broad 
is the best. Wide distance would moreover ·facilitate 
the hoeing between the lines, and the keeping down oj 
the weeds. These operations are not usually calTied 
out with the barley crop, but they ale as valuable tc 
it as to the wheat crop. A di,sputed point in con
nection with the barley crop is the time of sowing; 
this is usually in March or April. But with thi~ 
crop, as indeed with all others, early sowing is de
cidedly on the increase. Barley is by no means a 
delicate crop, and it may be so,vn very much earlier 
than usual. Professor Wilson suggests th~t the croF 
would stand the winter well in most parts of the 
south and west of England, and would tiller out in 
early spring so as to afford a good deal of spring-grown 
food for stock. Vi[ e have partly adopted this suggestion, 
and have found the benefit of it in a ccmparativeb 
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large supply of green food at a time when it wal! most 

~ ~ 

acceptable. ~ 

Artificial manures are now much used for the barley 
crop, in common with the other cereals. 11'01' sandy 
soils, a dressing of one hundredweight each of nitrate 
of soda, with co~nmon salt, applied when the plants are 
wlilll up, would be beneficial. For calcareous soils, the 
same might be applied with advantage. In loamy soils, 
where the barley follows the turnip crop,-as it usually 
does,-artificial manures will not, in favourable circum
s!Jtnces of soil and climate, be required; where the 
crop appears poor and sickly, a top-dressing of one 
hundredweight of nitrate of soda and two of salt per 
acre will be found advantageous. The following froom 
the pages of the Scottish Farmer on the cultivation of 
barley will be useful :-

(( On soft land, farm-yard manure laid on in autumn 
01' carly winter is the best application for barley for 
improvil'tg or stiffening the straw. 'rhe most available 
form in which silicates can be presented to grain crops 
seems to be in the<decayed straw. 'Yhen early sowing 
is followed, farm-yard manure imparts health and 
strength to grain crops on all inferior and soft soils. 
Now here is this fact more fully observed than in peaty 
soils. Yet it is not an uncommon error both among 
practical and scientific men to recommend a different 
course of treating such soils. 

(( On cIa:\, lands deficient in vegetable matter, no 
light manure can be reckoned upon so certain in its 
effects for barley as Peruvian guano. ·Where clay i!' 
sound and strong, it requires a large quantity of guano 
10 pl'oduce ovel'.luxuriance. l>n other descriptions of 
land, however, phosphatic lllanures can often be applied 
with the best effect. In ordinary cases, these cannot 
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be ad\'antageously given to early-sown barley, for the 
simple reason'! that the plant'\ grow slowly, )lna'ean pick 
up phosphoric acid as fast as they really require it. 
Men of science have been slow in recognising the im
portant considerations that are practically boullll up in 
this fact. Thousands of pounds are every year thrown 
away in giving grain crops Messings of phosphorjc 
manures when these are of little service. 'Ve must 
remember that a great deal of our best lands contain 
abundance of phosphates to grow hundreds of crops of 
turnips or barley, but the roots of late-sown and quick;i 
growing plants cannot obtain it as fast as they arc 
capable of digesting it, wIlen stimulated by a high 
temperature. The common wild mustard requires a 
large amount of phosphates for its growth. 'Wherever 
this weed is found flourishing in our fields in spring, it 
may be regarded as a good index of the soil being com
paratively rich in phosphates. And hpnee, the practical 
,·ule may be laid down, that unle&s barley is &o\.,n far on 
in May, when its growth is very rapid, it will not be 
benefited by superphosphate if the soil is infested with 
wild mustard. A good deal of barley must now be 
sown late, and it is worth keeping in mind that super
phosphates applied in May will push the crops rapidly 
forward, without inducing the gross and lusty growth 
that guano is apt to encourage on soft or rich soil. 
Superphosphate, too, will ?ften do not a little in the 
way of making amends for imperfections in the pul
'lerising processes. As the season of barley sowing 
advances, therefore, superphosphate of lime may 
gradually become a more prominent component in 
artificial dressings." 

Oafs -Arena is the na\ue of the genus of this 
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order of plants, which, like the barley and the ~hcat, 
belong to t~e Gramine:E, or grasses. The species are 
very numerous; but for all practical purposes these 
may be divided into two classes-the Avena sativa, or 
common oat; and Avena orientalis, or Tartarean oat. 
'rhe principal ch·aracteristic of the common oat is, that 
tl~ seeds grow out from the central stem on all sides, 
as sh~wn in Fig. 6; in the Tartarean oat the seeds grow 
out from one side, as shown in Fig. 7. 

The varieties of these two classes are very numerous. 
OJ the « common oat," Professor vVilson enumerates the 
following :-(1) the Potato; (2) Hopetown; (3) Sandy; 
(4) Angus; (5) Early Angus; (6) Late Angus; (7) Grey 
Angus; (8) Blainslie; (!:J) Berlie; (10) Dun Winter 
Oats; (11) Dun Common Oats; (12) Friesland; (13) 
Barbachlan; (14) Poland. Of this variety there are 
two kinds, the black and the white. 

The crop can be grown on a very wide range of soils. 
'rheir pmparation is almost identical with that of wheat, 
the roots of the plant following nearly the same law as 
those of wheat. The quantity of seed is usually from 
two to six bushels per acre, according to soil and climate. 
'rhick sowing is, upon the whole, better adapted for the 
crop than thin, as the plants do not « tiller" out to 
the same extent as barley or wheat. For this reason 
we have have not found « dibbling" of oats to answer; 
the yield, both of straw and grain, is decidedly greater, 
but we do not, nevertheless, think it repays the extra 
cost of labou~ required to put in the crop in this fashion. 
The period at which the oat crop should be sown is 
disputed-some advocating early, some late sowing. 
Our own opinion is decidedly i11 favolli' of early sowing. 
We have this year followed the plan already shown to 
haye be~l1 suggested by Professor ·Wilson in connecti(IIl 
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Fig. 6. COllllIO!l' OAT (POTATO). 
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~. 7. TA"T~ OAT. 
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wi\h tlJ~ barley crop, an~ have obtained th~s spring, at 
a pecu113Hy acceptable hme, a 1arge quantIty "f green 
food. Drilling is, perhaps, the best mode of EOwillg the 
crop} alth~ugh not so general as broadcasting; drilling 
will afford facilities for cleaning the land between the 
rows and keeping down the weeds. 

Oats are usually taken after the grasses; they rarely 
take a place in the rotation of a light land four-cour;e 
farm. vVhere taken after" lea/' that is " grass land/' 
in sandy soils} artificial manure m~y be applied at the 
time of sowing with great advantage} this consisting of 
2 cwt. of Pernvian guano per acre. A top-dressing will: 
however} be applied with benefit in addition to this} 
when the crop is well up} of 2 cwt. of salt} 1 cwt. of 
nitrate of soda, per acre. In calcareous soils} I cwt. 
of nitrate of soda and I cwt. of salt. In clay soils, 
an application of 2 cwt. of Peruvian guano at seed
time will generally wonderfully improve the crop. For 
vegetable moulds} 2 cwt. of salt with 3 cwt. o( super
phosphate will be beneficial. In loamy soils} 2 or 2t cwt. 
of Peruvian guano at seed-time'; if a later dressing is 
required, It cwt. of sulpha:te of ammonia} and 2 cwt. of 
salt. We give the following on the cultivation of the 
oat:-

"Early ploughing being preferable} the land is har
rowed down after lying for several weeks} and then it 
is gone over with the small one-horse stripping plough. 
The furrow slices are by this means to a great measurt 
broken. The land is rendered pliable and loose} while 
there is a capital bed formed for the seed} which on 
being broadcasted comes up into rows} and can be hoed 
and kept clear of weeds .. , By this method} too} guano 
and other special manures, on being sown along with 
the grain} come at once in contact with the roots. This 
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particular mode, well suited for late sowing, h¥ be'bn 
coming 2nto use of late, years in many districts, and is 
considere<l to amply repay the extra labour which it 
involves. There are others, however, who consider that 
quite as good results are obtained by l'ibbing the land 
pretty early in~ the season. Afterwards the ribs are 
harrowed down, and then the land is ploughed across 
wIth a common furrow. This method leaves it broken, 
and tIle seed can either be sown with the hand or by 
the drill. When it is deemed advisable to sow barley 
after lea, this process for assisting in breaking and pul
verising the soil is much in use. The roots of barley 
are less vigorous than those of the oat, and thus require 
more assistance in the way of cultivation. At the same 
time, however, the oat is grateful for any extra labour 
bestowed :n securing facilities for its roots penetrating 
'the body of the soil and gathering its food . 

• c On deep and good loarns the oat will admit of 
oeing d"essed IiberaHy with artificial manure. On such, 
from 3 to 4 cwt. per acre of guano can be used with 
advantage j and where clay abounds in the soil, tqese 
quantities might even be increased. On light and thin 
land, however, guano should be used more sparingly. An 
allowance of 2 cwt. per acre on an average of seasons 
will pay better than a larger dose, as droughts will often 
sti~t and dwarf a crop, however well it may be dressed." 

Rye, the last of the cereals now demanding our atten
tion, belon~s to the natural order of GraminelE. There 
is only one species, the Secale cereale. The crop is 
now rarely cultivated in Great Britain, although greatly 
in vogue on the continent. 'Bhe principal varieties are 
the spring and winter ryes. The quantity of seed is 
the same as for the wheat crop. 
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'~he TJarvesting of the cereals now demands our atten
tion. And first, as to Wheat. As soon a~ the straw 
immediately be).ow the ear turns yellow, thegiain is fit 
to be cut. All Authorities near~y now agree that there is 
a decided gain in cutting wheat before it is dead ripe. 
If allowed to stand in this condition, altd to be caught 
by rain, sprouting is pretty sure to set in, not 0.111)1 

deteriorating the sample, but, as experiments hltve 
shown, greatly lessening the n\ltritive value of the 
grain. When the heads of Em'ley begin to droop, and 
the ear assumes the yellowish huc, cutting should be. 
commenced. Oats should be cut before fully ripe, 
even although the straw should have a greenish hue. 
If allowed to stand till dead ripe, a very large per 
centage of the grain will be « shed," or knocked out, 
during the process of reaping and housing. 

Grain is cut in three ways-by the sickle, the scythe, 
and by reaping machine. For some interesting details 
as regards the relative cost of two of these modes-the 
first of which is rapidly falling into disuse-see the 
following evidence of a practical farmer, given by Mr. 
J. Chalmers Morton in Ilis valuable paper on « Recent 
Agricultural Experience" :-

« The past season has severely tested the merits of 
the sevcral reapers. In no season have the corn crops 
been so much laid, or so full of grass and weeds, 
making it very difficult for any machine to work with
out clogging. The reaper used by Lord Rivers this 
season upon one of his arable farms of 600 adres, is one 
of Cuthbert's one-horse reapers, an implement noted 
for its simplicity and strength, and upon this farm it 
has proved itself a very cleVer and efficient one, going 
through the whole of the past harvest without costing 
a fraction for repair, cutting crops which were, verr 
much laid in the most satisfactol'Y manner. Its worl 

1 K 
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is far preferable to the work of the scythe in ala cr~ps> 
but more jlspecially in the barley crop whcn it has 
become dead ripe, and the ears bent, and nearly beaten 
into the ground. It is well known that. the scythe in 
this case does much damage by cutting off the ears to 
a very serious extent, which is almost entirely avoided 
by the use of a reaper set to work low. 

"The despatch in harvest operations in such an un, 
propitious season as the past, has been greatly assisted 
by the use of a really good reaper, and those who have 

_,had the good fortune to possess one will not readily be 
persuaded to do without one in future. 

"My own practice during the past wet harvest has, 
generally speaking, been to keep on cutting oats and 
barley, and, when a fine day or two did occur, to send 
the reaper into the wheat (the wheat being dead ripe), 
and cut, bind, and cart at the same moment, stacking 
it in small ricks, thus making rapid progress, showing 
the advantage of machinery over hand-labour. 

"Despatch is not its only recommendation, for it 
leaves a balance in money in its favour in comparison 
with hand-labour. 

C( The following figures will show the compariSOIJ 
between the two systems on this farm :-

By Hand-labour. 

Reaping, tying, and stooking, lOs. to 12s. per acre. 
l\Iowing, tying, raking and stooking, 7 s. to 9s. per acrc. 

By .Machine. 

2 men, at 5s. each per day 
1 boy 
Oil, say . • 
Food for 2 horses 

For 10 acres 

Or, ,PCI' acre for the cutting, Is, 7d. 
For tying, stooking. and raking, 38. 6d. 
Total cost per acre bv machine. 5s, j _ 

I. d. 
10' 0 

1 6 
o 4 
.( 0 

15 10 
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r"l: Thi foregoing prices include beer, in every 
instance. • 

rr Although this reaper is called a one-h6r;;e imple
ment, it in realitt needs two horses per day, the work 
being too hard £01' one, therefore they :relieve each 
other at intervalS'; this is the usual p,"actice; but I 
have found it much the best plan to feed the horse§\ 
highly, and work them both at the same time through
out the day. The pace is quicker, the horses are less 
tatigued, and fewer stoppages occur. I do not work 
the same pair, of horses two days in ~uccession. This,. 
reaper may possibly cut an acre or two more than I 
have stated ill a very dry season." 

The mode of setting up grain after it is cut varies 
very much-some districts adopting one, some another 
method. A very general way is to place the sheaves 
-each sheaf averaging eleven inches in diameter-in 
two rows, of five or eight each on a side j these lean 
against each other at the top, and the feet spr"ad out 
a little; two or three inverted sheaves, or caps, cover 
the whole. In wet or doubtful weather the circular 
plan of making stooks is a good one. In this, five or 
eight sheaves are placed in a circle, and arranged to 
form a cone, the heads all meeting at the top as close 
as possible; the whole being covered with an inverted 
sheaf. This should be put carefully on, one man hold
ing it while another opens the ears out fan-fashion, so 
that when placed in position they will cover the heads 
of the standing sheaves. '1'he following note from the 
Agricultural Gazette will, on this point of stacking 
grain, be of use :-

rc When bagged, i. e., cut with strokes of the heavY' 
llOOk, up against the standing corn, and then gathered 
into a sheaf, it ripen!> more rapidiy in tLc sheaf, ~nd 111 
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soone> ready to carry in dry weather. The .}hea£ 1); 

looser and) more rapidly penetrated by the weather 
whatevei that may be. In the south it is common to 
lay the sheaves together, five or six of a side, without 
any head sheaves. In the north) it is more common to 
use head sheaves, the whole stook consisting ot twelve 
Qr fourteen sheaves, five or six of a side, and two over 
all. These two arc tied near to their lower end, and 
the two lllen employed in setting up the sheaves having 
placed them five or six on a side, thrust the ends of 
these two sheaves together, and each holding his own 
sheaf with both hands 011 the Ullder side, the two arc 
lifted, the under side of each is half opened, and each 
is made to embrace the standing sheaves at either enu 
Df the stook. In vVarwickshire they set up the sheaves 
two or three of a side, and the two head sheaves are 
bound together after being placed above the standing 
sheaves, so that the whole stook is made one piece; 
and when the wheat ha~ been hand reaped and a 
tolerably high stubble left, the sheaves being thrust 
down upon it, take firm hold of the ground, and are 
not easily overthrown by wind. And when they are 
thus tied together with head sheaves, they are as 
Impervious to the weather as it is possible to makc 
them-drying slowly, throwing off the rain perfectly; 
but if ever wetted through, being very difficult to dry 
again." 

In wet weather the best mode of setting up the corn 
is a matter of the greatest importance. The extremely 
unfavourable weather of 1860 brought out many com
munications on this point, from whic,h the following. 
selections will be useful:- • 

"First set two sheaves well np in the furrow, then 
two ~rosswise, pitched on the edge of each lana or 
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• 8tetch ;' these will protect the other two. T~~l;e will 
be, thus far, four small, loosely-tied sheayes;, With a 
foot to each of the four points of the compass. Now 
for the fifth sheaf: I think this should be a little 
bigger; tied up rather further from the cars; <\pen it 
for a hood.sheaf, and drop it over the other four, ears 
downwards. This seems very simple in theory, a,nd 1 
hope practice will prove that there is a gm'm of sO,me
thing good in it. Or four shea,fes set up in the us.ual 
way might be \50 protected; then there would be none 
in the furrows." " 

(( Eyery tub must stand on its own bottom. In 
compliance with ,this, the bottom of each sheaf must b~ 
made to cover It sufficient area of ground, and the two 
sheaves opposite each other not be set too far asunder. 
The two· sheaves, one in each hand, then get a gentle 
pressure down, to make them sit, as it were, sure on 
their seats. 'fheir tops are next spread together, where 
they meet, like the thatch on the top of fl stack 
thatched after the English fashion, in order to make 
them defend It shower. The simple but important art 
of setting a stook, depends upon each couple of sheaves 
being thus seated firm upon the ground together, at 
proper distances from each other both ways. All this, 
too, is but the work of a moment to an efficient stooker; 
and nothing can be more unpardonable on the part of 
farmers, especially in It wet season, than to tolerate the 
slovenly performance of It work upon whicl\ so much 
depends. 

« 'Where wheat is reaped with the hook or sickle, 
and the stooks hooded, the difference of detail requiring 
notice is the putting on ot' the hood sheaves. In this, 
the same artistic attention is required to bring the 
~heaves to an acute aU151e at the top, as if no I;loods 
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were to be used. When the crop is too ripe, ~he ~ars 
large a~d vanging, the task is often next to impossible, 
especialty when the straw is short, and the top. or ear~ 
end of the sheaf is thicker than the butt. The work, 
howevcl', is more easily done with the small sheaves of 
a wet season than the ordinary size of a dry one; and 
tYhenever the top of the stook is too broad or flat, lay 
on a small sheaf along the top, then over this put the 
hood sheaves, taking care that the whole are standing 
J'ight." 
, "A number of shc:wes are placed upright on thc 
ground, forming a circular base, with a diameter of four 
yards, and on these are built successive courses, gra
dually forming a top, the' butts' of one course reaching 
to the 'bonds' of that below. In this manner, taking 
care to keep the middle filled up, from one to trw 
Ivaggon-loads of sheaves are speedily secured, and are 
safe from injury by rain, as each course of sheaves runs 
the water from off those below it. I adopted this plan 
in the beginning of this harvest, and with si.x to eight 
men followed the work of nine scythes, and eadl day 
secured the wheat that was cut, taking care only to 
have it cut while straw-dry." 

"For the convenience," says 1\1:1'. P. Love-in a 
paper in the last part of vol. xxiii. of the Royal Agri
cultural Society's Journal, "On Harvesting COl'll," in 
which will be found much valuable information-" of 
autumn cpltivatiol1, all crops should be cut low and 
shockcd up in straight parallel rows: pretty wide apart, 
so as to allow cultivation to proceed, even though the 
weather should retard the cutting of the crop. It is 
well known that bagged, mdwn, and machine-cut corn 
does not bind so closely in the sheaf as when reaped, 
then;fore the wind and air more rapidly extract the 
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mo~stu-"e out pf the grain and straw of the former tllau 
the latter; cOllsequently all those crops that are bagged, 
mown, or ma6hine-cut, are sooner fit for c~rUing than 
reaped ones. 

ec The be~t situation for stacks is an exposed lone, 
open to both sun and air j and they shtlUld not be set 
too close together, that wind and SUlf may the more 
freely operate upon them; also t'hat iIi case of a fire it 
may not 'sp.z:ead from one to the other, also that the 
engine and thresher may be set aown on the lee side 
while thrpshing out the grain. The best position for 
stacks is by the side of a good hard road; and if they 
are long stacks or ricks, the ends ought to stand north 
and south, that the sun may shine equally op. both 
sides. We do not believe that t]1e sy",tem of 8etting 
stacks ill the fields where they grow is tlle most econo
mical j they shou1d be placed on the most convenient 
spot as near the homestead as three barts, when carry
ing the crop, can deliver them; on the threshi,pg day, 
the earings, chaff, and grain will then be within a 
moderate distance for carting to the straw barn and 
granary, and the straw must be stacked till wanted, 
when it may be carted home by teams when returning 
from field work. 

"The working of the portable engine and threshing 
machine has SllOWll holY inexpedient it is to waste a 
fine day, fit for threshing out of doors, in carting crops 
into the barn to be there threshed; in fact, barns to 
hold crops in tl1e straw are no longer required, and 
should be converted into places for preparing food for 
cattle, or stalls for feeding', with a good plaster-floored 
granary above. When new buildings arc erected, all 
that is required as stowage for com is a granary, whicJl 
ihon1d bc ereC!te(1 over a good cart and implement shed. 
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Instead of barns, what is now most required aril pld'cc~ 
for cut'ting chaff, pulping roots, grinding corn, and 
breaking> o~l-cake ; in fact a food factory, where the 
straw, roots, &c., can be manipulated into food con
taining all the elements found in the richest feeding 
pastUl'e, which tlcvelops both fat and flesh with economy 
and despatch. Thus we may produce a harvest of 
beef and mutton equal to the requirement of our 
fast increasing population." 

DIVISION FOURTH. 

THE LEGU1>fINOUS CROPS, CULTIVATED FOR THEIR SEEDS: 
BEANS-PK\S. 

THE le~uminous plants cultivated for their seeds, as 
beans and pe~s, serve important purposes in the farm 
economy connected with the feeding of stock. Beans 
belong to the natural order of Leguminosa.!, and the 
genus is named Faba vulgaris. There is in reality 
only one species j b!lt the usual method is to classify 
two, namely, that usually grown ill gardens termed 
Faba vulgaris lwrtensis, and that grown on farms 
Faba vulgaris arvensis; to these two a thir.d is somc
times added, which is adapted for either garden or field 
culture, anti is therefore known as Faba vulgaris hor
lewis vel a)"vensis. There are several varicties of thc 
l~ield bean. (Sec J<-'ig. 8.) Professor 'Wilson enumerates 
the following :-( 1) Scotch, ('.1' HOJ'se-bean j (2) Tick; 
(3) Winter bean; (4) Heligolandj (5) Mazagauj (G) 
Amlleld; (7) Pigeon. 
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'~he !Jean requires and thrives best in strong, calca-. 
reous soils, of which the condition is deeply cultivated, 
to enable the ro:ots to descend, freely, and 'firm as for 

Fig. 8. FIEI.D BEANS. 

wheat, and free from all supcrfluous moisture. 'l'he 
usual place in a rotatiou is after corn. The stnhble is 
cleaned immediately after harvest, and the manurc is 
then spread and ploughed in, and the soil left in a rough 
condition to be acted upon bythc atmospheric'influences. 
In place of thus ploughing the manure in at autumn for 
the spring crop, it may be ploughed in at spring. If 
cultivated, as in good farming it ought to be, as a fallow 
crop, the great service done by it is to serve in cleansing 
the land. To aid in this the beans should be drilled, 
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not broadcasted; the seed is usually dibbled; tl~ qu:n
tity of S'eed per acre is, on an average, four bushels for 
spring, mlff one and a half to two bushels for winter 
beans. 'l'he time of sowing the spring crop is in the 
months of February and March. The winter crop 
should be got in not later than the middle of October, 
The distances betwecn the drills and dibbled stools 
vary from nine to tl1irty -six inches. 'Ve have grown 
beans at a very wide range of di.stances apart from each 
other in the drills, and at different distances between 
the drills; and the result of our experiments go to con-, .. 
vince us that the width between the plants should be 
given in the drills, but the plants in the drills should 
be thi.ck set. Give, in fact, plenty of light and air 
betwecn the drills, but sow thick in the drills. On this 
pOlnt of distance, and on the use of the be\l.n crop as 
a fallow crop, a writer in the Farmer's Magazine has 
the following suggestive remarl{s :-

"Wlolen the ground is pretty clean, and horse-hoeing 
is not required, the rolVs may be twelve or fifteen 
inches apart; but a very common cause of deficiency 
of produce is drilling too closely: the beans will flowel' 
from top to bottom, if we only give them space for the 
admittance of light and air-and it is flowers and pods, 
not straw, that we want. VVe have frequently grown 
crops of beans having stalks six to eight feet long, and 
with a small yield of corn; and we believe it is as 
much the truth of beans as of other grain crops-if 
you practise thin-seeding, take care that you have 
plenty of seed in each row, but let the saving of seed 
be in having the rows widely apart. You thus secure 
regularity and sufficiency of. plants) while great space 
is provided for their full development. One of thc 
most valuable uses of the hean crop is for enabling 
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land tc\ be cleaned or foulness kept in check by horse. 
hoeing, while at the same time a profitable ~ield of 
grain is obtained. In single rows two febt "apart, or 
in double rows one or less than one foot apart, with 
two-feet intervals between, beans are horse-hoed or 
skeleton-ploughed, and, when in full flower, moulded-up 
by the double-winged plough as potatoes are, to prevent 
lodging and loss of corn. . . . The (1rilling of bean's 
at very broad distances, and pursuing a system of 
tillage between, is not nearly so gener~lly ad,()pted as 
it might be with very great success. We have seen 
winter beans in single TOWS five feet apart yielding fifty~ 
imperial bushels per acre; the manuring, of course, 
being very hig'h, the tillage exceedingly deep, and the 
hoeing followed up with frequency." The depth to 
which beans should be sown is not less tlIan two, or 
ml)re than three, inches. Lime is especially useful to thc 
bean crop, and should form an essential part of every 
soil in which it is cultivated. Dressings of gypsum, 
with sulphate of potash, 2 cwt. of each to the acre, will 
be found beneficial in sandy soils. In loJmy soils a 
top-dressing worked in by the hoe of 2. cwt. Peruvian 
guano, or 2 cwL of superphosphate, and ~ cwt. of sul
phate of ammonia, will be beneficial. In clay soils a 
stimulating manure, say of from 2 to 3 cwt. of Peruvian 
guano, applied as a top-dressing in April, will increase 
the yield. 

The following, from an able authority, will be useful 
in the cultivation of beans :-'l'hey « are 6ccasionally 
sown after the year's clover lea, and we know that 
some growers are well satisfied with the results of this 
system; but the usual place in the rotation is after a 
corn' crop. In this case it is advisable, if the weather 
is favourable, to scarify or light plough the land during 
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autumn, afterwards harrowing It, and picking. oft' "all 
loose weeds, This will be of great service in the after
culture <1f ~he crop, by keeping the land in a cleancl 
state than it would otherwise be, because, owing to' the 
early period of the year when beans are sown, and the 
often uncertaiIf state of the weather, it is not usually. 
nossible to do much towards cleani.ng at sowing time. 
The land being scarified, &c., dung may be carted out and 
spread over the field, at the rate of twelve to fifteen tons 
per statute acre, and then ploughed down with a strong 

iurrow. When the land is well drained and moderately 
level, this fut'row is sometimes given across the usual 
line of ridges. Previous to sowing, the laud is har
rowed, and, if necessary, grubbed, so as to break down 
the surface, and then drilled, thc drills being twenty
seven inches apart, in order to allow the aftel' .. cultul'C, 
by horse-hoeing, to be properly carried on. Four 
bushels of seed pel' statute acre are drilled by a machine 
construe ted for the pUl'pose, the drills being afterwards 
closed by the plough. When autumn cleaning cannot 
be effected, the dung is spread on the stubble and 
ploughed down j and it is of importance that the winter 
ploughing is got over as early as possible, so as to cx
pose the soil to the action of the weather. Some iem'e 
the dunging of the bean crop until the time when the 
seed is sown, when the dung is put into the drills, tIle 
seed being sometimes drill cd under the dung, that is, 
previous to the lattel' being spread in the drills j and 
at other times above the duilg, both dung and seed 
heing covered by the plough splitting the drills. When 
it possibly can be done, we consider dunging previous 
to the winter ploughing the· most advisable system, 
because by this means the work is got out of haud, 
thcrcb: occasioning less labour at a busy scaiSOll, w!lei! 
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• it is of. consequellye to take advantage of every dry 
hour, and besides, i.t is easier to dung on the :stubble 
than on the ploug1,\.ed land, and there is Ibg damage 
done by carting on the land duripg autumn than at 
a time when it is not,-perhaps, in a very dry state. At 
the same tIme, it is not advisable to wOlk the land and I 

sow the seed when the former is wet. 
"Beans are sometimes sown without forming drill~ 

specially for tqe purpose of receiving th.e seed. This is 
done in the following manner :-The ,winter furrow is 
harrowed down, and three ploughs are set to work to 
plough the field in the ordinary manner; the seed is'" 
sown in each third furrow, so that the plants come up 
in rows about twenty-seven inches apart. The broad. 
cast mode is also occasionally adopted, the seed being 
merely harrowed in; but as broadcast sowing does not 
admit of any after-culture, we do not think it generally 
advisable. It may do on clean land in good condition; 
but as a general rule, the drill system is the best. 
Broadcast sowing also requires more seed than drill 
Bowing. Dibbling is also practi8ed, especially i[1 some 
parts of England, the holes being made two and a half 
Dr three inches deep, and from three to five inches apart, 
according as they are dibbled in each alternate-furrow, 
or in every furrow. The seed is also dibbled in double 
t'Ows, six or eight inches apart, a space of twenty-four 
to twenty-seven inches being left between each double 
row. In all cases of dibbling, the seed is covered by a 
light turn of the harrow. Beans are sometimes grown 
in Ireland in beds, the seed being covered by shovelling 
~he intervening furrows, the earth obtained in this 
manner being cast righl and left over the adjacent 
Jeds. The crops grown by this mode are never so 
~qua] as those which are grown ill drills, and the bed 
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system does not admit of' that semi-fallowing whicH i; of 
so muclJ. importance, both to the beans and the crop of 
wheat w-aictJ. follows. The bed system, in any case, is 
only a make-shift to compensate for want of drainage 
and for bad ploughing, the deepened intervening fur
rows acting to ~ome extent in place of the former, whilst 
tJw earth obtained by sinking those furrows supplies 
the want of cover for the seed consequent on defective 
tillage. 

"Peas are sometime8 sown along with beans, the 
.object of this being to secure a supply of pea-straw, 
with which to bind the sheaves of beans. The propor
tion of peas may be a fifth of the entire quantity of 
seed, when sheaf bands merely are the object, and the 
peas are easily riddled out from among the beans. 

"In a fortnight or three weeks after the beans have 
been sown, a favourable opportunity must be taken to 
harrow the land; and in the case of raised drills, this 
will l)e. best effected by the curved drill-harrow, a pair 
of which is drawn by one horse. The plants come up 
more regularly than they would otherwise do, in con
sequence of this harrowing, and it helps to prepare the 
way for the after-culture. The roil~r is also run over 
the land before the plants appear, and in some parts of 
England the rolling is not given until the plants are 
up, rolling at that stage being intended to, prevent the 
beans running too much straw before blossoming. 

" The after-culture consists in rePeated horse-hoeing, 
or grubbing, and hand.hoeing the ground, until the 
plants have become so far advanced that the horses 
cannot travel among them without doing injury. Those 
beans which are grown in raised drills must have the 
earth laid up to tpem by the double mould-board 
p]ougl!, when the spaces between them have been suf. 
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fici~ntly.grubbed, &c, The effect of thit ;node of cuI. 
ture is not only to keep down the growth\of\wee'H.s, but 
also, by the stirring of the soil, to bring bblls under 
the class of fallow crops, which is not tqe case when 
the seed is either sown broadcast or drilled at such 
narrow intervals that horse-hoeing can 0nf~ be carried 
on to a limited extent." 

I 

Peas.-The pea is termed by botanists PiSU~L sativuTn. 
There ire several varieties of the Field pea;"of which 
Professor Wil~on enumerates the following :-'(1) Com~ ) 
man Gray j (2) Hastings Gray j (3) Warwick Gray j 
(4) Rounceval Gray, Giant or Dutch pea j (5) Part
ridge, Gray Maple or Marlborough j (6) Purple Podded, 
or Australian j (7) Winter. 

The most .suitable soil for the pea is a "light loamy, 
or marly character," and the mechanical condit\ons 
are freedom from superfluous moisture, the prese~~e 
of lime, deptl1, and good manurial condition. Feas '?{> 
not usually form part of a rotation, but they may be 
substituted Ifo1' beans, which generally follow a grailt 
crop. , The quantii)'. of seed pel' acre is from two to 
three bushels pel' acre in drills, four to six when broad
casted. The period of sowing the winter variety is the 
middle of October. The spring may be sown from 
February up to the middle of April. Following a 
stubble or grain crop, the land should be freed from 
weeds as early in the autumn as possible, ploughed and 
left in a rough state till spring, when the seed is got 
in. The farm-yat·d manure may either be applied in 
autumn or spring, and if lime is used in conjunction 
with it, the crop will ben~fit by the application. Peas 
may be sown in one of three ways, broadcast, drilled, 
or dibbled. Drilling, say at a distance of two feet 
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will enable the spaces between the rows to be.,hoe~l ill 
the eatly stages of the plants,-as they progress, they 
will sprl1aCf over the soil, and keep down the weeds 
pretty effectually. 

---
DIVISION r"IF'rH. 

·'ROOT CROPS: TURNIPS-KOlIL RABI-~IANGOLD WURZEL
CARROTS-PARSNIPS-POTATOES-JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE. 

Turnips.--Of all the root crops cultivated on the farm 
llone yield in importance to the tU1'l1ip. It is the main
stay of the farmer in feeding his cattle in winter, and in 
producing, through them, abundance of manure for 
his spring and autumn crops. Its culture necessitates 
careful'preparation of the soil, and constant watc11ful
ness during the various periods of its growth to keep 
down the weeds, which tend to lessen, and to keep thc 
soil in that state which, on thc contrary, is best fitted 
to increase its produce. 

The turnip, Common aud Swede, belongs to the 
natural order of CruciferlE, the genus being termed 
Brassica. The species known as the Brassica rapa 
includes the Common turnip and the rough-leaved 
summer r~pe; that known as Bl'assica campestris in
cludes the Swede and the smooth-leaved summer rape. 
Of the Swede turnip there are several varieties. Pro
fessor Wilson enumerates the following :-(1) Common 
Purple Top, or Lothian; (2) Skirving's Purple Top; 
(3) l\~atson's Purple Top; (4) Common Green Too, 
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(sec 'Fig~ 9); (5) Fettereairn Globe; (6) Laing's im-
llroved Purple Top. The Swedish ' 
turnip is readily distinguished from 
the Common by the smoothness of 
its leaves, resembling those of cab
bage, the leaves of the Common 
turnip being rough. The Common 
turnip is usually divided into two 
classes-the yellow and the white' 
Professor 'Wilson enumerates the fol" 
lowing as good varieties :-(1) Com-· 
mOIl, or Purple 'rop Aberdeen; (2) 
Berwickshire Improved Purple Top j 
(3) Skirving's ditto; (4) Aberdeen Fig. 9. SWEDE. 

"Green Top" Yellow; (5) Yellow Globe. The white 
varieties are numerous. Professor ,Vilson gives the 
following as good :-(1) The Common 'White Globe j 
(2) White Norfolk j (3) Stone Globe j (4) Stubble, or 
Autumn; (5) Tankard; (6) Norfolk Bell Tankard, Of 
the hybrid turnips, which possess in some clegree the 
peculiarities of both Swede and Common turnip, tlJat 
known as Dale's Hybrid is perhaps the best. 

The quality of soil best suited for the turnip crop i:;. 
a loamy one, easily worked into a fine tilth; deep, free 
from superfluous moisture, yet capable of retaining 
such a degree of moisture as best assists the plant to 
a quick and vigorous growth. Between the sandy and 
clays, which may be said to be the extremes, a variety 
of soils are met with which are more or less capable of 
producing good crops of turnips. For a long period 
turnips were seldom or never grown in clay soils; but 
now, in consequence of the lleneficial effects of thorough 
drainage, and improved modes of working the soil, 
through ~he agency of snperior implements, many of 

1 ~ 
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these soils are being rapidly, and have, in fjlct, 'been 
brought extensively into use as turnip soils. 

In preparing the land for the crop, it is essential as 
soon as the crop-a grain crop-which precedes it is 
taken off, to thoroughly clean the land and rid it of 
all weeds; tllese being led off the land, and burned or 

> added to the compost heap, the manure may then be 
carted and spread on the land, and the whole ploughed 
in, leaving the land with a good deep furrow. In 
spring time it is usually the case to cross plough the 
land thus left in autumn; but the disadvantage of this 
plan is, that it brings unmellowed soil to the surface, 
burying that which has been mellowed by the winter's 
influence. In improved farming it is now the practice 
to run a grubber through the winter-left surface-this 
being generally sufficient to prepare the seed-bed. Tf 
the turnips are to be cultivated on the « flat," this il 
all that has to be done; but if in the « ridge," the 
follo'Ying is a usual mode of proceeding. The land 
is thrown up into ridges, by means of the double 
mould-board plough, and between these the farm-yard 
manure is thrown from the cart, and spread evenly out 
by means of dung .. forks. The ridges are then split up 
by a plough, which covers the dung and forms a new 
set of ridges, which contain in their heart the manure. 
The sowing may then be proceeded with. The distance 
between the drills on the (( flat," or the ridges, on the 
" ridge" system, is a disputed point in agriculture; 
usually they vary from twenty-four to twenty-seven 
inches. On this point, the following from a recent 
article in the Journal of Agriculture, No. 76, March, 
1862, may be useful :_ .J 

"N arrow drilling in the present state of agricultural 
mechanics, and on an extensive scale, is not therefore 

, 
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pra;tica!>le, even assuming that in point of acreable 
yield, it had some advantage over the system in ordi
nary use. It is well, however, to keep Icohstantly 
before the mind of the farmer that science ;and practice 
alike coincide in showing that wide drilli'ng is objec
tionable on light lands, and that on s11ch lands the 
drills should not be wider than is absolutely necessary. 
to enable the farmer to till his land properly, as the 
narrowest drills that will enable him to effect this object 
will give ample room for the bulbing Qf his roots. But 
this will not hold good in the better classes of land. If 
we attempt to grow green crops in sixteen or eighteen
inch drills on' a rich or even a good piece of ground, we 
shall find the spaces completely filled up by the foliage 
before the crop is half grown; the circulation of air is 
impeded, and the plants will not develop as healthily as 
they would do otherwise. On the other hand, if, like 
some of o'nr exhibition friends, we make our drills three 
and a half feet apart, and space our plants in tIl() drills 
at intervals to correspond, and force on the roots by 
extra tillage and extra manuring, they will become so 
watery and spongey as to be comparatively worthless 
for feeding pu.rposes. V{ e had a clear illustration 
of this very recently, in a specimen of mangold which 
obtained first prize at one of our national agricultural 
exhibitions, and which we caused to be examined. It 
weighed upwards of a stone and a half, but it contained 
only 8t per cent. of solid matter; while mangolds grown 
under ordinary circumstances contain 14 or 1 D per cent. 
of it. These prize roots were raised on drills about 
forty inches apart, and thinned to about two feet 
asunder in the drills. \11\ other words, each plant 
occupied a superficial area of six and two-thirds square 
feet, which is a waste of grouna, manure, seed, and . 
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labour. 'Ye have made a good many experiBlents on 
a good deep, loamy clay in a first-rate climate for man
golds, find have generally found t118 greatest acreable 
yield whcn the drills were twenty-eight inches apart, 
and the plants thinned from ten to twelve asunder in 
these drills. 'But as we elsewhere stated, we do not 

,advocate so small an interval as a general rule; a 
space of two and a half feet between the rows, and 
fifteen inches between the plants, will probably be more 
generally profitable. If, howe"er, instead' of making 

"our drills twenty-eight inches wide, we extend the 
width to three feet, and thus lose two drills out of 
eyery nine, we would lose a very large number of roots 
per acre; and, bearing :Mr. Sullivan's researches in 
mind, the loss of nutriment to our stock would pro
bably be considerable." 

The final preparation of the soil should be made some 
time between the middle of May and early in that of 
June.' The quantity of seed varies from two to six or 
seven pounds per acre. It is deposited in a conti
nuous line on the top of the ridge by a turnip-balTow, 
on the flat by a turnip-drill or by the barrow. It 
is always advisable to sow thickly; this secures in 
the first stages of vegetation a quick and vigorous 
growth, which helps to push the plant past the dreaded 
period when the" fly "-that farmer's scourge-at
tacks it. This happens when the plant has pushed 
out its cotyledonous leaves. Once in the rough leaf, 
the plant' is. safe from the attacks of this fly. 'fo get 
it into this condition, every care should be taken to 
secure its rapid growth by having the soil in a finely 
pulverised condition, and) the fertilising matter in 
that state in which it can be readily assimilated by 
the J,llant. In view of the losses often incurred by the 
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farmer ~hrough the ravages of tIle "fiy"-acres of 
promising lliants being devoured by the' sC9urp~ in a 
marvellously short space of time-aU sorts of schemes 
have been devised to prevent its aUw \.s. Professor 
Skilling puts forward his mode of sowing turnips as a 
likely means of lessening, if not altogether preventing, 
the ravages of this insect. The following is a descrip- • 
tion of it, which we have give!). in the M~ark Lane 
Express, in an article on turnip culture:-

" After the preceding crop has been removed from 
the ground, the whole is forked oyer to a depth of ~t • 
least fifteen inches, if the soil will permit, breaking it 
up, thoroughly pulverising it, and expo~ing all weeds, 
loose stones, &c. These are to be removed during 
frost or other convenient period. The soil should be 
left untrampled. upon, perfectly free and open, to admit 
of the action of the winter's frost. In extensive farms, 
horse-implements will, of course, have to do this prc
paratory work; but according to Professor Sldlling, 
'no implement yet invented will come up to the fork 
01' spade, particularly the former, for the purpose. In 
spring, the farm-yard manure is spread over the land, 
and forked in to a medium depth, all weeds being care
fully removed. This may be done during dry weather in 
winter or spring, up to the time of sowing. A few days 
previous to the sowing, the land is set out into beds 
six feet wide, with furrows two feet wide between them, 
the earth taken from these being laid equally. over the 
surface of the beds. A hand-dibble is required to make 
the holes, in which the seed and the stimulating manure 
Ilre put. The spacing of the crop is done as follows: 
The operator stands upon' the ridge (or bed), and, 
commencing at either side, six inches from the brow 
~r furrow, sinks the dibble straight down about fiye or 
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six inches, making a rather wide, derp, and ch~an hole 
for th~ stimulating manure; .... going on straight 
across tllC ~ridge, making a similar hole at every twelve 
inches, until he comes to within six inches of the oppo
site furrow: he will thus have made six holes across, 
each twrlve inches apart. He will next step back, and, 
.commencing eighteen inches from the former row, go. 
straight across, making another six holes, each twelve 
inches apart, and will thus proceed over all the ridge until 
the whole ground is thus spaced and perforated.' Into 

'To the holes thus made, the stimulating manure, which we 
have already described, is dropped, a moderate handful in 
quantity, so as almost to fill it, leaving a slight hollow 
for the seed. This is dropped or shaken out of a bottle, 
or a 'tin teapot, the spout straight, twelve inches long, 
and slightly tapering towards the point, which is about 
one-half inch in diameter.' A cover is placed on the 
spout, pel'forated with four or five holes, through which 
t.he secd is shaken 011 to the top of the stimulating 
manure, the whole being finished off with a slight 
covering of earth. Professor Skilling, in his pamphlet, 
descriptive of his method of culturc, enters into many 
interesting particulars; but thc following summary of 
its advantages, as comparcd with the ordinary mode of 
culture, will for the present close our notice of it. The 
manure is concentrated into small spaces, at regular 
intervals of twelve or fifteen inches; it is immcdiately 
under and in contact with the seed, and about one
third of' the u3ual quantity of seed, one pound to the 
acre, will be abundance. The warmth and moisture 
of the manure causes the seeu to vegetate surely and 
quickly, generally from fou~' to six days, and rush into 
rough leaf, to grow on continuously and vigorously 
until the roots reach the manure below and thei • . 
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proper ll'l1gth. The consequ~nces are an early forma. 
tion of bulbs, a steady growth and swelling, and ulti 
mately a heavy crop." I I I 

Decoy crops-as they may/be called-are sometimes 
sown along with the turnip sel'd, to prevent, or rather 
to invite, the attacks of the fly; thus ~'bme sow, be
tween the ridges in which the turnip is sown, lines of . 
mustard seed. The mustard comes up quicker than the 
turnip, and the fly, busy at work on thl' leaves of the 
mustard, gives those of the turnip time to get into that 
stage where they are safe. Wherever we have Imoivn 
this plan to be carried out, we have invariably found it 
successful. Another plan somewhat akin to this is to 
have the turnips sown near plants which are known to 
be decidedly obnoxious to the "fly;" the potato is of 
this class. Mr. Gray, of Dilston, in Northumberland, 
was the first to introduce-at least the first to pub1ish
this plan of planting Swedes and potatoes in alternate 
rows-a plan which he found quite successful, fllld it 
has since been tried by Earl Grey, who also found it 
successful. The great point known is to secure 'a rapid 
and yigorous growth in the first stages of tlie plant, and 
to sow the maximum of seed rather than the minimum. 
The late Rev. J. Duncan paid much attention to the 
subject of the « turnip fly." The result of his investi
gation was published in a prize essay of the Highland 
Agricultural Society of Scotland, from which we extract 
the following summary, so far as the proposed remedies 
fur the scourge are concerned. Those of our readers 
who may be desirous to become acquainted with the 
natural history details may consult the essay itself, in 
No. 71 of the « Journal of Agriculture and Transac
tions of the Highland Society," for 1861. Mr. Duncan, 
with painstaking accuracy, tried a nUl11bel' of remedies . . 
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chemical and mechanical, with varied succe~s. On 
these he remarks-

" Th@se~experiments, it is to be' hoped, will have the 
effect of saving time, labour, and expense, in attempting 
remedies which, though often recommended, are likely 
to fail at the 'Very time when the exigency is greatest . 

• They show that a preventive must be sought for in 
some other direction. I t may possibly be found in 
strewing the young turnip plauts with coarse dust, or 
particles of some hard and gritty substance, against 

• which the insects' jaws, trenchant enough when em
ployed on the soft pulp, are altogether powerless. And 
if this be made to adhere to the cotyledon and young 
rough leaves by some viscid substance, it will probably 
be difficult for the insects to make any impression. It 
is on this principle, it appears to me, that we must 
explain the effect of road dust, which is said to have 
proved remedial on the continent. And it is on the 
same .account that I should be disposed to prefer the 
following composition, proposed by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, 
of ..]3oxted Lodge, in Essex-namely, 14 lbs. of sulphur, 
1 bushel of fresh lime, and 2 bushels of road scrapings 
pel' acre-to that which he has been in the habit of 
using, and by which he affirms tllat he has saved his 
turnip crops from the HaItica for a considerable series 
of years. The latter consists of gas-lime, fresh shell- I 

li,me, sulphur, and soot. A somewhat similar com
position (with the exception of the gas-lime, which is 
not easily procurable in rural districts) failed in my 
lands. The sulphur used alone is evidently powerless, 
but the presence of lime may excite it to more. energetic 
action. • 

"It is perhaps also worth considering whether some 
active poisonous substance might not be emIJloycfl with . 
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adl ant./lge. It is well known to insect collectors that 
prussic aci4 and some other poisons speedily'kill the 
largest and !strongest moths; and chlorofofm 'acts upon 
all insects much in the same way as upon the higher 
animals. But, generally speaking, we are not well 
acquainted with the effects of poisons' on these crea
tures. It seems, however, in no way improbable thllt 
a slight sprinkling of some ~uch s:ubstance, while it 
would not deter the insects from eating a little of' the 
plant, would lead to their own destruction.* 

"Although the increase of the Halticat has of late 
years been very great, especially in certain parts of 
the country, it will seldom happen in ordinary seasons, 
and still less in damp and cloudy ones, that it will 
cause an entire failure of the crop. The farmer 
need not be too hasty in taking alarm. Good cul
tivation, and especially abundant manuring and a 
plentiful supply of seed, will enable the crop to with
stand and outgrow very formidable attacks, Even 
when the seed leaves are entirely consumed, and nothing 
bnt a naked stump remains, it does not necessarily follow 
that the plant will die. If the centre of the stem re
mains uninjured, the rough leaves will expand and 
the plant spring, although for a time with retarded 
growth. This I ascertained by repeated trials. 'fhe 
proportion of' plants necessary to form a full crop is 
very small, compared to the number of seeds committed 
to the soil. Still it is highly desirable that some means 

* A square of paper, covered with some chemical composition of 
a poisonous nature, is now in frequent usc for destroying the common 
house-fly; and it answers the en,,} most completely, as I can testify from 
my own experience of it. 

t ,Alliea, or Haltiea nemorum, the name of the insect in scientific 
nomenclature; the genus is so named Altiea from a Greek '\\ore! 
signifying a " leaper." 
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of geueral applicability could be devised for secul'iJlg OUf 

turnip crops against this pest, and there is no reason to 
despair or <ft>ing so. Fol' myself, I am gratified that 
I entered upon the examination of the subject, for 
I have been enabled to throw some llCW light on the 
natural history ~f the insect; and if I have not suc
cl4eded, notwithstanding considerable effort and some 
expense, in detecting any effectual remedy, I have at 
least shown where it is not likely to be found, and that 
certain approved applications, as well as some others 
~f fairer promise, are inadequate to the object in view. 
I have thus at least narrowed the field of inquiry, and 
facilitated, I hope, the researches of others who may 
follow roe in the same track." 

1\1:r. Fishel' Hobbs, to whom allusion has been made 
in the above extract, and who has paid no small attention 
to the cultivation of the turnip, lays great stress on the 
importance of the preparation of the land. On this the 
followin~ remarks will be useful; they apply more par
ticularly to the preparation of the land for Swedes, and 
it is assumed that the land has been thoroughly under
drained:-

({ 1st. I consider that autumnal cultivation is essen· 
tially necessary; first, by broad-sharing for the destruc
tion of weeds and insects, as well as for the aeration of 
the soil. 2nd. That deep ploughing should foHow, 'am1 
subsoiling if required j and it is frequently my practice, 
during the early part of winter, to carryon to the land 
intended for"a root crop the unfermented manure direct 
from the yards or sheds, and at once plough it in, and 
not a particle must be suffered to be seen on the sur~ 
face; this I believe to be impohaut, for if not attended 
to, the undecayed portion of the manure becomes a 
receptacle, and su1)sequently a nursery, foJ' insects . . 
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3rd. 1'llut at tllC commencement of spring it is most 
desirable, as soon as the state of the land will' permit, 
to apply the 11arrmv~ and roll, especiallylth~ former. 
Afterivards scarify, harrow, and roll until_ the land is 
in a puh'erised state j and for a fortnight or three weeks 
before the time for drilling, let the lund'. remain like 
a seed-bed so as to attract moisture, to aUJw yegetation 
for the seeds of weeds and for insects to deposit their 
lal'vre j this is frequently termed "purging" the land. 
I necd not refer to the common mode of applying the 
fermented or partly rotted farm-yard manure for the 
turnip crop, except to state that it ought at once td 
be ploughed in, and the seed' deposited immediately. 
4th. That at the time of drilling the seed, it is best f01-

the land to be ploughed (hut some prefer scarifying only), 
and the seed to he immediately deposited. This}s so 
important, that I have frequently known total failures 
from the neglect of so doing. 'rhel'e is another point 
1V1lich I would strongly l'ce,ommend, that is, in.dry anll 
~l1l1ny weather to plough and to sow early in the morn
ing and late in the afternoon, but never during the heat 
of the day. I know an instance where the most signal 
success has for several years attended this mode of 
oper~tion, and where the manager has never failed to 
secure a plant, althOllgh he is one of the old school, 
and still sows the seed broadcast with his own hand. 
5th. That at the time of depositing the seed, it is my 
invariable practice to use some description of artificial 
manure, generally superphosphate of lime; and I like
wise add about thirty bushels of ashes per acre, made 
from hedge trimmings, weeds) &c., collected upon the 
land at different periods throughout the year. The 
roHet' may now be used with great advantage before. 
and ~ometimes after, the drilling. In dry weather J 
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strongly recommend the application ofthe liquid-1l1anure 
drill. oth. That before or immediately the young plants 
appear, tne lorse-hoe should be resorted to for the pur
pose of destroying the ova or larvre of the insects, to 
prevent their coming to maturity. "When once the 
plant is well u~, the roller may sometimes be applied 
with much benefit, as it tends still further to disturb 
the insect tribe, as well as to retain moisture for the 
young plant, and to consolidate the farm-yard manure 
where lately applied. At this period the plant requires 
frequent watching throughout the day, and if the enemy • shows itself in any force, set to work as quickly as pos-
sible to accomplish its annihilation." 

The condition in which the soil should be, for de
positing the seed, is a matter of importance j while some 
maintain that it is better to be moist, others hold that 
it should be as dryas possible. Opinion, however, 
may be said to be more generally in favour of a moist 
than a dry soil. Indeed, the most advanced practice of 
the day is to use the "liquid-manure drill," which, 
along with the seed, deposits a certain amount of 
manui'e in a state of. solution. The adoption of this 
method is found to secure a rapid and vigorous growth. 
Those desirous to become acquainted with the detail 
of this plan of proceeding, may consult with advantage 
Mr. Ruston's essay on the use of the" 'Yater Diill," 
in the (( J oumal of the Royal Agricultural Society of 
England." 

When the plants are fairly in rough leaf, it is a 
usual plan to set the horse-hoe at work between the 
rows to clear the spaces of weeds and -open up the 
soil. The rows are then gon~ over with six or nine
inch hoes, these being used to push out at intervals 
the growing plants, leaving spaces clear of them, . 
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" altElrn~tillg with spaces occupied by the original plants, 
thu!!:- • 
-'-- __,__ 9 _-:I __ 

plants. space. plants. space. plants. space. plants. 

This « bunching JJ out enables the light and air to 
gain access to the plants allowed to remRtin on the land, 
and pushe's them on to a vigorous growth. The space 
between the plants left is generally nine inches, tl:e 
length of the space left occupied by the plants being 
Ui:mally three inches. ,After some eight or ten days of 
growth in this culti\'ation, "singling" is gone through. 
'l'his is usually done by hand, and consists in taking) 
out all the plants with the exception of one, whi.ch 
is left to grow. The plant left in is, or should be, the 
strongest, and the greates,t eare should he taken to see 
that ollly one is left; if two or more are left, diseased 
growth is sure to result. The distance between the 
plants finally left varies according to the practice of 
different localities; a foot! may be taken as the .;tverage. 
Some authorities do not recommend the early bunch, 
ing and thinning of thc plants; on the contrary, they 
maintain that it makes the plants which are left to grow 
lengthy; that the hest plan is to allow them all to 
grow for some time till a certain vigour of growth i.,; 
ensured. I n districts where spring' forage would be 
useful, and labour not yery difficult to be had, it i~ 
possibly the best way not to single out the plants at 
first to the distances which are meant to be final j but 
to thin them out in the first instance to distances only 
of four inches apart, leaving those left in to grow for 
some time, 'when a second thinning is gone through. 
If the plants go on then'yery vigorously, a third thin
ning may be taken. 'l'hese thinnings will be found to 
have plenty of leaves and no iIlf.!Onsiderable ro()ts, and 
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• will be found to be greatly relished by the stoci. We 
have found this supply of green food not the only 
advantagfe <ibtained by this plan, fm· it enables the most 
of the ~eeds to be got rid of, and the pulling out of the 
plants loosens the soil and seems to give a fresh impetus 
to the growth of those plants which are left in to form 
t}w final crop. 

The « fly)) is not the only scourge to which the 
turnip crop is liable. In its later stages it is subject 
to two, the ravages of which frequently destroy the 

.hopes of the husbandman. The most destructive of 
these, and unfortunately the best known, are « the 
finger and toe" and the « anbury." 1,Vhere « the 

Fig. 10. 

fiuget' and toe" affects the turnip, in place of. having 
the normal form, as in Fig. 9, with a uniform shape, 
long finger-like appendages ·project from its surface, 
as shown in Fig. 10, which represents two forms 
of diseased parsnips. Where" an bury" affects the 
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~.. 1!. d 1 'j h turmp. Its surlace IS covere more or ess ''lit wart~ 

like excrescences, as in Fig. 11. An immense"~ount 
of matter has been. given by the various yJ.ft;\cJUural 
Journals as to the causes and proposed remedies for 
these diseases. The whole 
matter is yet, however, one 
of the vexed questions about 
which nothing has been defi
nitely decid~d. The opinion 
that lime is ';the best applica
tion to the land I seems to 
re('eive the greatest number 
of supporters. A paper by 
1\11'. Barclay, in the number 
of the Journal of Agriculture 
for July, 1862, has attracted 
considerable attention in con-
nection with the diseases of the 

Fig. 11. 

turnip crop now under consideration. \Ye ext-met the 
following conclusions which the author arrives at:-

"'fhe phenomena of the disease which have come under 
my notice, and appear to me well established, are-

a 1i'lt. That white globe turnips are more liable to 
the disease than any other variety. As this variety of 
turnip grows faster than any other, and as we have 
seen that a quick growth is the chief predisposing 
cause of the disease, it follows that, if the theory is 
correct, whIte globes should be the most liable. 

a 2nd. Light gravelly soils are more sUbject to the 
disease than any other, because they are poorest in 
minerals j whilst in heavy clays the supply is almost 
inexhaustible, although weathering, or lime, is neces
~ary to make the minerals available. 

"3rd. From what has been said regardiu,\! atmos. 

\ 
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pheric influences, it will be seen that treading 0/ la~d, 
by cartage or otherwise, especially when wet, will 
induce tPie ~isease, and that puddled end-rigs will be 
the part of the field most liable to its attacks. 

« 4th. It is also evident that the frequent repetition 
of turnip cropi will not produce disease, if the soil 
remain sufficiently rich in mineral constituents, and 
that, from their deficiency, the first crop of turnips on 
poor soil may be attacked. 

"5th. If a field once shows traces of the disease, 
it naturally follows from the theory that, until the 

-minerals deficient are supplied, future crops will con
tinue to be diseased. 

« 6th. The disease prevails more extensively on farms 
worked on the fifth than on the sixth shift, whether there 
be in the sixth shift three corn crops or only two. In 
the case where there are only two grain crops in the 
rotation, I account for the absence of disease by the 
longer period (three years in grass instead of two) 
during which the soil has to prepare mineral food by 
disintegration j but in the case where there are two 
successive grain crops, the reason appears to be, that 
the cereals have exhausted the ammonia in the soil, 
these plants having little power of extracting it from the 
atmosphere. The soil after t'wo grain crops is much 
poorer in ammonia than after one, and there is thus , 
a Jcss chance of that rapid growth which is the chief 
indirect cause of the disease j the combustible and 
mineral constituents are nearer the relative proportion 
for producing a healthy growth, although perhaps no 
great crop. 

"7th. Lime applied to clay soils one or two years 
before the turnip crop, has been found to prevent the 
disease. The effect of an application of lime is similar 
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to iliat of weathering. The lime renders the minerals 
in the ·soil aiailable for plants, and by its moeans a 
farmer may ta,1ce fropl his land, in three Ol)fo-.tr years, 
as large a quantity of mineral constituents as, without 
it, he could do in twice the time. This would b~ all 
very well if the supply of minerals in. the soil were 
almost inexhaustible, as they ar~ in sqine clays; but 
the more important min~rals are naturally so very 
deficient in our light Aberdeenshire soils, that time 
will have tittle effect after the first application is ex
hausted,--it cannot make available what is not there 
in any form. As lime requires some time to produce • 
a material effect on the soil, it should evidently be 
applied a year or two before the turnip crop. 

« 8th. A very intelligent farmer lately informed me 
that he had frequently observed that well rotted farm
yard manure is, as compared with unrotted, more apt 
to produce C finger and toe' disease. ,This is evidently 
due to the larger amount of ammonia in well. rotted 
dung, and the rapid growth of the young plant caused 
by it; whilst fresh manure does not begin to take 
effect till the plant has passed the most critical period 
of its existence." 

While on the subject of turnip disease, it may be well 
to note a very suggestive statement of Mr. Dixon, to 
the effect that he knew a farmer who never used for the 
turnip crop, the manure obtained from turnip-fed cattle. 
On one occasion he manured his crop with manure 
obtained from dairy cows, fed on an unusu~l quantity 
of turnips j the crop turned out a complete failure, 
being hopelessly diseased with cc finger and toe." 

Although last sown, the ~rop of white turnips is really 
first ready for consumption; the yellow and the Swedes 
nearly coming at thE' same ~ime. The whites do not 

1 ~ 
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keep, and must therefore be used at once, the, yellows 
and the Swedes being alone fit for storing; the 
yellows lshe,uld, however, be used hefore the Swedes. 
Swedes are often allowed to remain in the ground, being 
eaten off with sheep j they are more generally, however, 
taken up in ,the autumn and stored. Tbis storing 
,may be under cover in an out-house, the turnips being 
covered over with straw j or. they may be made up in heaps 
or clumps in the field, or near the steading. These 
clumps resemble in form the '( potato heaps." The usual 
breadth of the heap at bottom is seven feet, the turnips 
being built up till they gradually narrow at the top. 
The whole heap is then covered with straw. Some 
care in selecting the roots to be stored should be ex
ercised, those diseased being laid aside. In" topping" 
and "tailing" the roots in the field, care also should 
be taken not to wound or cut into the body of the 
roots, as this is almost sure to bring on speedy decay. 
The l-£aves and rootlets should be left evenly dis
tributed on the ground, so tha~ they can be turned 
in by the plough in preparing the land for the white 
crop. In some cases the leaves while fresh are given 
to stock, by whom they are greatly relished. 

Manures jar the Turnzp Crop. - (( The important 
part," says a writer in the North British Agriculturist, 
"which manures exercise in the growth of the turnip 
is now generally recognised j but farmers do not always 
bestow en'ough of attention in the s:election of manures, 
and in the application of these III proportionate mix
tures to suit the requirements of the soils and, of the 
varieties of turnip grow~.' In cultivating Swedes, 
a portion of nitrogen should be present in the manure, 
a less quantity in cultivating yellows, and in cultivating 
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" whites ~itrogen may be wholly dispensed with, excepl 
orl soils of a heavy argillaceous character, or of nfoorisll 
soils in low manurial condition. 'rhc follo)vin\!; dif(~c
tions are applicable to soils in ordi~ary condition. 
Those following the directions should vary the propor
tion of manures to the soil and situation .• 

Swedes.-For land manured in autumn, with farm: 
yard or other manure, apply as a mixture-2 cwt. of 
rape or cottonseed-cake dust, 2 cwt. of superphosphate, 
and 2 bushels of bone dust. A cheap guano, such as 
Kooria Mooria, may be substituted for the bone dUlSt, 
and in part for the superphosphate. Peruvian guano 
can be substituted for the cake dust-2 cwt. of the 
guano representing 3 cwt. of cake dust; nitro-phos
phates may also be substituted for cake dust. For 
land not manured in autumn, increase the proportion 
of each manure by, say, o~e-third; or, in other words, 
substitute 3 cwt. for 2 cwt. of each manurial sub .. tancc. 
The manures should he mixed together some days pre
vious to application to the laIJ.d. If coal ashes or other 
ashes can be procured cheaply, a portion may be added 
to the mixture. 

Yellow Turnips. - For land manured in autumn, 
1 cwt. of rape or cottonseed-cake dust, 2 cwt. of super
phosphate, and 2 cwt. of low-priced guano-such as 
Kooria Mooria. For land not manured in autumn, 
apply 2 cwt. of cake dust, 2 cwt. of superphosphate, 
2 cwt. of low~priced guano, and 4 bushels of bone dust 
to the acrf'. 

Wltitp Tu,rnips.-For land fLanured in autumn, apply 
t cwt. of cake dust, 2 cwt. of superphosphate j or 1 cwt. 
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of low-priced guano, an,d 2 bushels of bone dl1St. 1'01 

land not manured in autumn, apply 2 cwt. of cake dust .. 
and 2 ~wt ~ of superphosphate." u 

Mangold-wurzel.-This root, which is now exten
sively cultiva)~ed, belongs to the natural order of Cheno-

• podetE, and the species grown on farms is known as the 
Beta vulgaris, the garden beet being the Beta hortensis. 
Its origin is in all probability the sea-margin plant 
known to botanists as the Beta maritima. 

The varieties of the Beta vulgaris, or mangold, are 
classed according to their shape and colour:-their shape, 
either long, as in Fig. 12, or globular; and their colour, 

either red or yellow--Long Red, Long 
Yellow; and Red Globe, and Yellow 
Globe. As may be gathered from these 
distinctions, the long variety is best 
adapted for light and porous, the globe 
for heavy soils. The mangold is gene
rally better adapted for strong, heavy 
soils than the turnip, to which, as we 
have seen, light loamy soils are pe
culiarly grateful. 

Mangold should follow and prec;ed6 
a straw crop, and should itself alternate 
with some other green crops, as S~edcs, 
kohlrabi, cabbage} &c. For the man-

Fig. 12. gold, deep cultivation of the soil is 
MANGOLD-WURZEL. even more essential than it is for the 

turnips. Although moist at seed-time, it should be 
freed from all superfluous wet, and should be rich in 
manurial constituents. It'is the general practice in 
this country to apply the farm-yard manure to the soil 
in the spring, at the time of sowing. The land should 
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be scarified and ploughed in autumn, so as to clean it 
well of!the weeds, and ~eft in a rough condition tttl the 
following March. 'l'ne land is then cross-p~u~hed, or 
the cultivator sent across the winter furrows; then 
harrowed, to remove the weeds. The manll-re, say 14 
or 15 tons to the acre, is' then put Oli, alid a dressing 
of guano of 2! cwt. and I! cwt. of salt to the acre. 
sown broadcasted. Recent e;x:perience in this country, 
and the extended experience of continental agricul
turists, have shown the advantages of ploughing in the 
manure in the autumn; where this is done, the spring 
labour of preparing the land is reduced to a minimum
a point of very great importance, as the seed requires 
to be sown very early; for all that is necessary to bc 
done is to cross the winter ploughing with the grubber or 
the cultivator, which will bring the soil to a fine tilth. 
'1'he seed may either be sown on the flat or in ridges; 
the latter is perhaps the most general, as it enables 
horse-hoeing to be comJ;llenced and facilitated 'at an 
early period of the growth of the plant. The usual 
time for sowing is the month of April; it is sometimes 
carried forward to May; but early sowing is decidedly 
on the increase, and is to be recommended. The seed is 
generally deposited by hand-dibbling; as the seed being 
rough in its exterior, sowing by the drilling machine is 
not so easily done; the drill is, however, sometimes 
used. As the seed is enveloped in a very hard case, 
germination} especially in dry weather, is very slow 
and very unequal. To ensure a quick and ~qual ger
minatioIl, it is a frequent practice to steep the seed in 
water for twenty-four or ~hirty hours before sowing. 
Some object, however, to this, as, if the ground remains 
hard and dry, although germination is secured, the 
growth of the plant is injured from the hard dr! soil 
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in which it finds itself. We have experimented with 
the seed sown dry and sown steeped, and in all caseS 
we hav~ f(\\lnd the steeped seed to take the lead ana 
keep it. The distance between the plants varies accord
ing to the kind grown. The" Globe" variety will 
obviously require wider spaces than the "Long," say 
}2 or 15 inches for the Globe, and 9 to 12 inches for 
the Long. These distances are for the soils best adapted 
for the crop; for less genial soils, shorter distances will 
be required. The width between the rows or drills is 

~ 12 to 18 inchcs for the Long, and 18 to 24 inches for 
the Globe varieties. 'rhe quantity of seed is 7 lbs. 
per acre. 

It has long been the practice of the continental 
farmers to sow beet and mangold in seed-bcds very 
early in the season, transplanting the best of the plants 
to the field. This is attended with the best results 
the crop being generally large, and the plants healthy. 
'Ve have found transplanted mangolds to be superior 
to those grown in the ordinary way. Professor Buck
man, in the Agricultural Gazette, 113S givell some inte
resting tabular and other statements ~)ll this point, 
from which we extract the following. The inquiry, ill 
conncction with which these farts were elicited, was 
instituted by tlJe Professor to determine the benefit 
or otherwise of stripping the leaves from the mangolds 
during the period of their growth to be used for feeding 
purposes-a practice so common that this supply is 
looked upon as one of the great advantages of growing 
the crop. ,Ve now present the Professor's mrn state
ment :-" The plots were 2~ yards square, and the 
seeds drilled in rows. In e~ch plot twenty-four plants 
were ultimately left. On the 4th of September strIpped 
half of each plot, taking fram three to four outer leaves 
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trom e~ch plaut, varying the direction of the stripped 
plants as under, in order that no source of error 'should 
arIse. • 

:f.LAN OF STRiPPING. 

Stripped. Intact. 

Intact. Stripped. 

"The stripping was repeated on the 21st of September, 
and it should be observed that between the 4th and 
21st very rapid leaf growth had been made; and 
between the latter date and the period of harvest, viz., 
November 12th, the leaf growth was also very vigorous, 
ilO that had there been a third stripping, t"4e difference 
in the results might probably have been even more 
striking. 

(( The following is the resultant weight of the topped 
and tailed roots ;-

'VEl GUT OF TWELYE NON-TRANSPLANTED 1Io()Ts. 

'Number 

I of 
sorts. 

2 
3 
4-
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Sorts of Mongold-wurzel. 

Elvcthan . . . . . . • 
Yellow Globe. • • • . . 
Red Globe ...... . 
New Olive-shaped Hed Globo • 
New Olive-shaped Yellow Globe 
Sutton's New Orange Globe 

I Improved Long Yellow 
I New Long White . • 
I Silver Beet 

" Leaves 
intact. 

---
ILs. oz. 
8 10 
9 0 
8 2 

II 18 
16 13 
9 5 

19 0 
15 0 
16 15 

---I 
Total . 114 10 

Leaves 
stripped. 

---
lb •. oz. 
5 4 
5 2 
6 12 
7 6 

12 3 
3 12 
9 11 
7 8 
Ii 9 

---
63 3 

"The experiment was further interesting as showing 
in plots, side by side, the different characters of so 
manv deril'ate forms of t}w sea-side beet, while the 
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resulting weights indicate such as succeed best. in our 
positio1l." 

To n8te I).the effects of transp1anting on so many 
varieties, Professor Buckman, in thiuning the plots 
mentioned, transplanted twenty-four. The following 
j'l a tabular result of this part of the experiment :-
• "These transplanted specimens grew well from the 
first, a result most probably rendered the more certain 
by the wet cool season. The bulbs, however, were not 
seen above the ground as in the ordinary way of culti
vation j and instead of a tap root to be cut away in the 

~ operation of tailing, there was found a large bunch of 
delicate root fibres. The results of these experiments 
are as follows :-

I Number 
of 

sort:!. 

WEIGHT OF TWELVE TRANSPLANTED ROOTS. 

Sorts of Mangold-wurzel. Leaves I Leaves 
~ stripped. 

• Ibs. cz. Ius. (lZ. 

Elvethan . . . . . " 14 10 5 10 
2 Yellow Globe. . . . ., 13 0 6 14 
3 Red Globe. . . . . " 15 4 7 3 
4 New Olive-shaped Re!1 Globe . 12 4 5 1\ 
5 New Olive-shaped Yellow Globe 11 14 7 10 
6 Sutton's New Orange Globe 10 2 ;, 9 
7 Improved Long Yellow 15 10 11 1 
8 New Long White 12 11 7 6 
9 Silver Beet. . 15 13 6 11 

Total . 112i-'~-r6;-;;-, 

(I Here, then, is a positive increase from transplanta
tion; and fuough I by no means think the process would 
always succeed, yet it is well to know that wherever a 
crop be thin, there can at least be no harm in filling up 
with transferred plants, and' I am inclined to think 
that in most seasons at least a paying result would 
follow. In fact, many of the large specimens of roots 
exhibiled are derived from getting some early plants, 
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perhaps .. by means of the greenhouse, and then trans. 
planting therh in good rich soil; they then - afford 
striking evidence of what rnay be done in tbis ~'ay 

C( 1 consider," says Professor Buckman, in conclu
sion, C( that the matter of whether or not it be judi<;iom 
to strip mangolds of their leaves, however partially, 
resolves itself into a question of yalue. If the leave'! 
be worth more than the consequent lessening of the 
roots, which I deem inevitable, there is no mischief; 
hut to suppose that the farmer can make usc of green 
mangold leaves, and have as good, to say llotlling ~ 

of an increased crop of roots, I consider contrary to -
both science and practice. 

(C Again, as regards transplantation, I consider it a 
valuable process, and incline to the belief that it will 
be found of great advantage if carefully done, aud doue 
with judgment as to time." . 

It is right to state, in connection 'with the question 
of stripping the leaves of mangold, that it is" by no 
means in a settled condition. The experiments, con
ducted with great care at the Giasnevin model farm, 
show in point of fact a positive gain in weight of the 
roots from the practice of stripping the leaves. The 
following is the average result of an experiment of our 
O\vn, made this autumn (1862), to determine the effect 
of stnpping the leaves on the growth of the root :--

Name of roof. 

Long Rcd .• 
Long Yellow • 
Globe Yellow , 
Globe Hed 

\Vithout I 
lea.ves. 

Ihs. oz. 
o 15~ 
o 15 
o 15 
1 21 

With I 
leaves. l 
lbs. oz. " I 8 

I 3~ 
I 3k I 
o IS'! I 

4_j 

The conditions of soil, manure, and culture were ill 
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every way similar; the soil, however, as may bc"judged 
from tl'ie weight of the specimens, was by no means o! 
that quilitX\ to secure a very heav)J crop. The experi
ment, so far as it is worth, goes to prove the correctneRS 
of Profeflsor Buckman's statement as to the effect of 
!!tripping the l~aves from the mangold; but it wilJ be 
noticed that an exception in the above table is the 
Globe Red. Desirous to see whether this was a rule, 
we weighed a greater number of roots of this variety 
than of the others, and in all cases found the stripped 
roots to weigh heavier than those on which the leaves 

0) were allowed to remain. May not some varieties be 
better adapted for being stripped of their leaves than 
others? It is doubtful, however, whether experiments 
such ~s we have given are to be depended on as 
affording trustworthy results. Such are the uncertain
ties connected with the nature of the soil in which each 
individual root grows, and the application of manure to 
it, that, although to all appearance the roots may be 
grown under precisely the same circumstances .. those 
circumstances may in reality be very diff'erent. That this 
is often the case, is evident from nuny of these experi
ments; for we have found that the roots of the same 
variety used in the same plot are not by any means 
equal in weight. An element of doubt is therefore 
thrown into the question which it is difficult to get rid 
of. After all, reasoning from analogy is perhaps the 
Bafest guide in the matter; and from this it would 
appear thai the best way is to allow the roots and 
leaves to grow together till finally taken up. That the 
leaves exercise an important influence' on the growth of 
t.he root is most certain, oth"erwise they would not be 
there: Nature does not work at hap-hazards in her 
processes. 

Gre-at care should b9 taken to have the roots taken 
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up and. stored before the frost sets in, as they will 
not keep if ffosted. In taking them up they ~re left 
lying on the ~ows j ~ther wonkpeople follow;, an'd with a 
knife cui:'""off' the leaves-taking special care to avoid 
wounding the _foot-trim off the fibrous roots, and 
scrape off adhering soil. After this, .if the we~ther 
is good, they should be left to "sweat" in small heaps 
in the field, for two or three days j then taken and stored 
in the out-buildings, or pitted. If carefully stored they 
will keep till far in the following Iseason. 

In a,ll artificial manures for the crop, salt should 
form an important ingredient j this holds good, indeed, • 
of all our farm crops, the origin of which has been 
littoral, or sea-margin, such as the ,Swedes, rape, and 
cabbage. For sandy soils, 1 cwt. of salt, 1 cwt., of sul
phate of ammonia, and 2 cwt. of superphosphate per 
acre. For calcareous soi!s, 1 t cwt. of salt, 3 cwt. of 
superphosphate, and 2 cwt. of Peruvian guano per acre. 
·For heavy soils, 4 cwt. of guano, 2 cwt. of salt 1:;<)1' acre, 
and an extra dressing of farm-yard manure. For 
vegetable moulds, 4 cwt. of superphosphate, and 2 cwt. 
of salt per acre. For loamy soils, 2 cwt. of salt, 2 cwt. 
of superphosphate, and 2 cwt. of Peruvian guano per 
acre. We have already adverted to the use of salt as 
a manure for the mangold. 

"It strikes me," says" F.R.S." in the Mark Lane 
Express, "that the mangolds are freed also from 
another enemy by the use of salt. I mean insects. 
Slugs and wire-worm, both very deiltrucuve during 
certain seasons, are certainly banished by salt, if not 
killed. Salt appears to be one of the cheapest and 
safest manures we can ~se. No soils naturally have 
too much of it, exceptin[ perhaps those directly in
tluenced bv brine springs. One of its most valuable 
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properties is its power to attract moisture. E'er this 
reason it may be sowed when the soil is perfectly dry, 
a conditfon ~atal to so many manmres, and will absorb 
the moisture from the atmosphere, and convey it to 
the root of the plant. Its principal office is to keep 
everything in -the soil in a soluble state, and conse
quently in a state fit for the nourishment of vegetable 
life. Its benefit is not alone experienced by the root 
crop, but by thc grain crop which follows, for its pre
sence checks a redundance of straw, and enables that 

.,straw to strengthen itself by assimilating from the 
soil the silica, of which, in certain combinations, it is 
a solvent." 

Koftl Rabi.-This belongs to the order Cl'uciferce, the 
genus Brassica, and the species is named by botanists 
Brassica caulo-rapce. As the value of the Swede con-

Fig.J3.-KOIIL RAIlI. 

sists in its root, of the 
cabbage in its leaves, 
so that of the kohl 
rabi exists III its 
stalk, which bulges 
out between the root 
and the leaves, as 
shown in Fig. 13. 
All three are members 
of the Brassica tribe. 
'l'he following is an 
abridged description 

of the plant and its cultural requirements. It was 
,vritter by the author of the present treatise for the .. 
Journal of Agriculture (No. 69, 1862), and is re-
produced here :--

" A variety of circumstances in connection with the 
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culture. of the Swcde has very recently givcn a p/omi
nence to the kohl rabi, which is likely to result in its 
extension to a larg~r breadth of land tllan it' has y<:t 
enjoyed. For some years the Swedes ha;re been gra.
dually becoming a more risky crop. The tendency to 
push the plant to aIll extreme of produ~tive energy hns 
probably weakened ~ts powers of resisting disease, Or 
the action, perhaps" of that mysterious law which tens 
us that ( change' is one of the great features of the 
economy of creation, and ultimately punishes all per
sistent attempts to raise a too rapid succession of the I 

same crop on the same soil. Whatever may be the tl 
cause, certain it is that the Swede has~ year ,after yea~·, 
shown an increasing tendency to disease,-s~ much so, 
that many first-rate farmers have determined lIO longer 
to have their patience tried, and their losses repeated, 
by attempts to grow the root. Opport-qnely, as a sub_ 
stitute for the Swede, which has for so long been the 
mainstay of tne farmer in feeding nis stock deying tne 
winter and spring months, comes the kohl rabi, pre
senting numerous advantages-such as a capability to 
bear transplantation, and to resist the effects of drougl1t 
and the severity of winter; to these may be added its 
little liability to attacks of insects, and; above all, its 
highly nutritious properties, and tge avidity with which 
it is consumed by all varieties of stock. Kohl rabi 
has been pronounced the' bulb of dry summer,' heat 
and drought not being inimical to its growth, and 
yielding an excellent crop where white turnips and 
Swedes could barely exist. The report of Dr. Ander_ 
son, as to its feeding properties, proves it to be 'about 
twice as valuable as ordiliary turnips, and naturally to 
surpass the best Swedes. . . . .' 

"The varieties of kohl rabi cultivated for feeding 
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purposes are the ( green' and the (purple,' and.of each 
of theM there are two kinds, the 'round' and the 
(oblong~' 'fIle purple is considered to be the hardiest 
of the two ~arieties, and the oblong the best for farm 
purposes. It is fitted to grow in a wide variety of soil!); 
extremes, eitlH~r of light, or sandy, or of heavy clay 
soils, should be a oidcd. The l:;tnd, of whatever kind, 
requires to be well worked, of fine tilth, and hi!!hly 
manured. Farm-yard dung contains all the properties 
of fertilisation; but should the supply of this be defi
cient, artificial manures may be employed, care being 

;; taken to apply, through their means, potash and com
mon salt to the soil in which the plants are cultivated. 
Where bone dust or superphosphate are used, common 
salt should be mixed with them, in the proportion of 
one-tenth to one-fourth, and of potash half the pre
ceding proportion. 

" There are two modes of cultivating kohlrabi. In 
the first or original method, the seed is sown in a seed
bed, previously well manured, at the rate of eight 
ounces of seed to every six yards square of surface, 
this giving plants for an acre, and being done at the 
end of February or heginning of March. On the 
plants attaining a height of six or eight inches, they 
are transplanted to the field, this being laid out ill 
drills in the manner followed in the cultivation of 
turnips, the drills being twenty-seven ihches apart, 
and the plants sixteen inches apart in the lines. The 
second plan of culture is to sow the seed at once in 
the drills on the flat, singling the plants out. 'fhere 
is a considerable saving of seed effected by raising the 
plants in a seed-bed,-as C<1mpared with the quantity 
required for drill -sowing, eight ounces against two to 
four pounds. But the former plan involves the risk ofthe 
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tl'ansp1lJ.llting pr.ocess failing more or less in a qry sea
son, and extra expenditure. The weight of eXp'~'rience, 
however, is apparently in favour of the mode ot raising 
plants in a seed-bed, and transplanting' afterwards, 
as that whi,ch is the most eccmomical, and affor"ding 
greater certainty in securing a good crop. . . .. . 

"The plot 'of land set aside for the seed-bed should 
be well dug and manured in the winter, and prepared 
for the seed thy first week of March. As before said, 
a plot six yards square will raise plants sufficient for an 
acre. The seed ,should be sown in drills about twel~e 
inches apart, so as to afford room for hoeing and weed
ing, without which strong healthy plants need not be 
looked for. 'When six or eight inches high, transplant
ing should be done, care being taken to choose moist 
weather for this operation. 

c·Mr. Bennett, an authority on points connected 
with the cultivati09 of the kohl rabi, states that he 
has abandoned the seed-bed, and drills the 3eed in 
ridges twenty-seven inches apart, thinning the plants 
out to a distance of sixteen inches. The mode of cul
tivation pursued by Mr. Bennett is the same as for 
Swedish turnips-ten tons of farm-yard manure, and 
a fourth or a fifth of a ton of good artificial manure (as 
blood manure, superphosphate, rape-cake, or the like) 
per acre. The seed is not drilled before the middle of 
May, and used at the rate of two pounds to the acre. 
After thinning out the drills, the surplus plants are 
transplanted to the piece of land from whi~h a green 
crop has been removed. By this one operation Mr. 
Bennett is able to C provide sufficient plants for set
ting, and at the same time' leave, properly singled out, 
enough for the general crop. . . . .l 

"In hoeing the kohl rabi, Messrs. l,ltwson recom· 
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mend the operation of hoeing not to be don~ iii: wet 
weathzr, as this will give a check to the growth of the 
plants ~hich they would never rqcover. 'In hoeing,' 
they say, ,Jit is a good practice to leave the rows in 
tufts with a few plants in each, clearing away a foot 
square betweeJl them, not forgetting to push all weeds 
away from tufts. A week or ten days afterwards, the 
rows may be gone over again, and the tufts singled out 
by hand, taking care to leave the strongest plants.' ... 
The horse-hoe should be in continual requisition, to 
keep the land free from weeds during the growth of the 

,) plants. The plants will attain maturity in their twenty
fifth week, 01' thereabouts. The pulling and storing 
operations are much the same as for other root crops." 

vVe may add to the above that our experience is 
decidedly in favour of the system of raising the planb, 
in seed-beds, and transplanting them to the drills. 
'rIle crop raised from transplanted plants has always, 
with 'JS, heen the strongest in the early, and the 
heaviest in the later, stages of their growth. Of the 
two kinds-the purple and the green-;-we prefer the 
green. -With this crop, as with others, it is, however, 
difficult to recommend any 'particular variety 01' any 
peculiar mode of culture as adapted and applicable to 
anyone soil. Circumstances of soil, locality, and cli
mate bring into operation different causes, and produce 
different effects; and the student of agriculture should 
ever remember that successful practice in one does not 
ensure like success in another locality. Farming requires 
the exercise of perpetual observation, and a constant 
registration of facts and the results of experience. 
General rules for practice I!an only be given, and the 
farmer will have to discover what modifications, if any, 
are required to suit the specialities of his own c<-.;<(;' 
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Carro(.-This belongs to the order UmbellifehEJ the 

genus is Daucus, and the Daucu8 caroia is tIle "species 
cultivat{3d. For long its cultivation was ~o:qfined to . 
the garden, but its many excellent qualities a's a food 
for stock' are bringing it every year more and more 
into repute. It is specially adapted fot light~.sandy 
soils, although our improved' modes of cultur~ are 
rapidly bringing heavy soils into a cultivation ntted 
to produce pretty fair crop.s of it. Professor ,VlIson 
enumerates the varieties of it adapted for field grmtth. 
(1) The Altringham; (2) Large Red, or Orange Cattl,e; 
(3) Long Red, or Surrey; (4.) Short Red, or Horn; 
(5) Large White Belgian; (6) the Yellow Belgian. 

The preparation of the soil demands the utmost care 
of the cultivator; it must be deeply tilled and finely 
pulverised, and free from all stagnant moisture. The 
place in the rotation of the carrot is between two straw 
crops. As soon as the grain crop is off the ground, the 
land should be thoroughly cleaned from weeds.' The 
farm-yard manure, in a well-rotted condition, should 
next be laid on- the land, and the whole ploughed in 
with as deep a furrow as possible. If the land is forked 
by men following the plough, so much the better. The 
land is then left till early spring, when, if it has been 
well cleaned in the autumn, all that will be required 
will be to cross the furrows with a grubber, pulverising 
the soil, and well mixing with it the manure. 

The period for sowing is the month of March, and 
the quantity of seed per acre two to four pou~ds. As 
the seed is covered with short rough hairs there is great 
difficulty in sowing it alone; ,it is therefore usual to well 
mix it with dampish sand. The mi,xtnre is allowed to lie 
for some days. The seed must not be old; indeed, it is 
imperative that it should be of the last year's growth. 

I ~ 
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'The f~ilnre of many a crop may be traced to tbis. cause. 
The se\jd is drilled, the width between the drills being 
fiftee;n to p'jghteen inches. As soon as the plants are 
two or three inches high, they are « bunched" out, 
and in a few days afterwards singled out carefully by 
hand, the distance between the plants being from six to 
nine inches. The greatest care should be taken to keep 
down all weeds. The roots are taken up "about the 
end of October, but earlier if frosts are likely to set in. 
If the weather is fine they should be allowed to lie in 

" the field in small heaps to get « weathered," before 
being stored. The storing is done in the same way 
as the mangolds. 

Parsnips belong to the same prder as the carrot, 
namely, the Umbelliferte, its botanical name being the 
Fastinaca sativa. Four varieties are cultivated in Ou} 

fields. (1) The Common Long-rooted; (2) the Long 
Jersey; (3) the Smooth-rooted; and (4,) the Turnip. 
rooted. What has been said of the cultivation of the 
carrot applies almost equally to the parsnip; it is, 
however, calculated to grow in a wider variety of 
soils. It, like the carrot, requires a deeply-cultivated 
'loil; if this is not given to it, it is apt to throw out 
"fork"," or lateral roots, as in Fig. 11. Its place 
in a rotation is similar to the carrot. Its period 
for sowing is the end of February or beginning of 
March; the quantity of seed varies from two to four 
pounds per acre. The seed should be mixed with 
moistened sand, as, although not covered with hairs 
like that of the carrot, it i~ exceedingly light and thin, 
and apt to adhere together. The seed must be I~ew. 
The roots may be taken up in October, although they 
stand the frost excdingly well. . 
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Potat.o.- -The natural order of plants to which this 
belongs is the SnlanetE, the genus sOJ~um, phd the 
cultivated species is .solanum tuberosum. ,The varietie! 
are very numerous. Mr. Lawson enu er~tes, in hi! 
f( Vegetab_le. r'roducts of Scotland," nearly two hun· 
dred of them. The same eminently praC!tical authorit) 
divirles the varieties in t}1ree classes_o_lst, the Early. 
of w\lich the leaves and stems decay by t~e time the) 
are ready to be lifted: of ,this class the tubers are read~ 
for immediate use; 2nd,lthe Large field, df which th{ 
foliage. does not decay till touched oy frpst, and 0: 

which the tl\bers require to be kept some time befon 
being ready for use; 3rd, Late large sorts, adapted fOJ 
cattle feeding. Of the two latter classes, adapted fOJ 
field culture, Professor Wilson gives a list as follows :
Class second-(l) London Blue; (2) Pink-eyed Irisl 
Round; (3) Scotch :Black; (4) St. Helena; (5) Staf. 
ford Hall. And of class third-(l) Brown's Fancy. 
(2) Common Yam; (3) Connaught Cups; (4)' Cups 
(5) Irish ~umpers; (6) Mangold-wurzel; (7) Ox.,noble 
(8) Pink-eyed Dairymaid; (9) Red Yam. The cparac. 
teristics,of all these will be found at pages 23, zl±, 25. 
and 26 of Vol. Ir., ({ Our Farm Crops." The potat( 
grows in a very wide range of soils, from very sandJ 
to heavy clay. The soil which suits it best, however, i, 
a medium between these two, an essential quality is thal 
it be light and porous. Considered as a fallow crop 
its place in the rotation is between two grain crops 
The preparation of the land is required to b'e carefull) 
looked after. Autumn clearing of the stubble should 
commence immediately after the crop is removed from 
the land. When it is thoroughly cleaned from all 
weeds, it is deeply ploughed, and left to stand all 
winter. Manure is not generally applied until th~ 
spring; it is then applied heavily, as much as twent) 
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to thirty tons to the acre. It is questionabl@, how. 
ever, ,Vl\-iether this heavy manuring does not induce the 
dreaded dist;'~se which for so many years has reduced 
the value of the potato crop. 'Ve shall give a ,_note 
on this subjcct, however, presently. The land for 
potatoes is in'tariably thrown up in ridges; for thc 
proper working of which, therefore, it is essential to 
ha\'e the manure applied to the land in a "short," 01 

well-rotted condition. Guano is also applied to the 
crop; it is usually broadcasted over the manure,' and 

I the whole covered up by the ridging plough. The seed 
potatoes are generally cut up into parts, known as 
" sets j" but it is a disputed point with some farmers 
whether whole potatoes are not more likely, when 
planted, to produce sound potatoes. Reasoning from 
analogy, one would be apt to suppose that cutting the 
seed is not a good thing, and that other things being 
cqual, unsound potatoes would be the result of the plan. 
'rhe su'bject is one worthy of full investigation-an in. 
ycstigation which we regret to say has not yet been 
scientifically accorded it. 

'l'he quantity of seed per acre varies, as may bc sup
posed, according as whole potatoes or "sets" only are 
used. The usual depth to which the" sets" are planted 
is three inches j the distance from each other in the 
drill, twelve to fifteen inches; and the width of drills 
from each other, twenty-seven inches. 

The granite and the greenstone soils of Cornwall, 
and tIle r~d sandstone sons of Lancashire, possess all 
the characters of a potato soil in such perfection that 
they may be looked upon as wmodel soils. The plans of 
culture there adopted are therefore worthy of note. 
The following, from the pen of Professor Tanner, gives 
a description of them ;-

"There is a great difference in the mana.!{p.ment of 
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these toWo districts. In Cornwall, the g.eneral plan is 
to dig the ground by hand in autumn, hnd Jjhnt the 
sets in drills as the t'round is dug; thus the earth dug 
from one drill is cast into the former drill.' The early 
kidn~y potato is the variety grown; these ti~ey plant :lS 

early as October and No,vember. Aftir t'le sets are 
dropped, some earth is thrown over them; alip. then the 
manure. being spread in the drill u})on the seed, it is 
ready to .receiv.e the earth dug in the preparation of the 
next row. The manure preferred is a compost'of farm
yard dung and sea-weed, &c. Nothing more is done to. 
the crop until the spring, when the ground is flat-hoed 
in March. Potatoes thus treated are dug early in April, 
but the general digging commences in ~'Iay. 

"In Lancashire, the system is different in milny 
respects. 'rhe ground having been ploughed in tIle 
early parts of the wiuter, receives another ploughing ~ 
January or February, dry weather being carefully and 
promptly seized for this worle After this the 'manure 
is got ready Ifor being used by being well rotted, for 
which an occasional turning is necessary. At the 
end of March, or yery early in April, the manure, 
which is then thoroughly rotten, ,is cast over the 
ground, and the plough follows immediately'- Some 
farmers then harrow the ground, and plough agaiIl. 
,Vith this preparation the potatoes are dropped in drills 
made by hand labour, as already described, and covered 
with soil taken from the next row. The manure used 
is somewhat similar to that employed in Cornwall; sea
weed and sea-sand are here also mixed with farm-yard 
manure, and valuable indeed they are as tertilisers of 
the land. ' 

"There is one point particularly worthy of notice in 
the Lancashire system, which is, the great care taken 
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with the potato sets in preparing th!;lm for plaVlting, 1\ 

practice~ worthy of more general adoptwn. In January 
the seeJ is brought out and spread upon floors, wherr. 
it will be ~arm, so as to encourage a growth of the 
germ or sprout." 

The Rev. Eo.) F. lVIanby, in the « Royal Agricultural 
Society's Journal," gives a description of the method 
to be pursued in carrying out the sprouting system :

"In order to ensure success and command high 
prices the seed must be sprouted; i.e., it must have 
made an advancement in growth at least one inch. 

"This sprout should be strong and well-developed j its 
thickness about that of the stem of a common tobacco
pipe, and its top crowned with green buds, just entering 
into leaf j at the bottom of the sprout are emitted, or in 
the course of emission, small thread-like roots, which, 
as soon as planted, take possession of the soil. Here is 
the grand secret of obtaining early potatoes. The kind 
of potaSo used is the lemon kidney. The tubers thus 
sprouted should be placed in the soil two inches deep. 
The best soil is a dry sandy loam j this should be ma
nured in I~ebruary, just before the ploughing, at the 
rate of thirty tons per acre. The manure should be 
short and decomposed. When the land is ploughed 
down in February, it remains till the enu of March or 
beginning of April. The potatoes are placed in the 
ground in the second week of April. The tubers which 
have more than one goo~ sprout are generally cut 
lengthwayS', never crossway's. The best plan is not to 
cut the root at all, but cut off the second sprout. The 
tubers are set out in rows, fourteen inches apart, with 
twelve inches apart in the ~rows. If guano or other 
artificial manure is used, it should be placed in the 
furrow and the potato above it, never in the gnano. 
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As soo~ as the plants are vi siple, flat-hoeing is begun j 
once will do in fine, but twipe or thrice in showery 
weather. Moulding- is comm~llced when tht!land is 
clean, this being done early in the mornil!g or late in 
the evening j for, if moulded during the heat of the 
day, the rootlets would be scor~hed) ~nd the plants 
would droop. Four weeks after tH~ moulding, the crop 
(JJemon kidney) will be ready for taking up. 'l'he fir1it 
symptom of ripeness is the lower lea~es curling up j the 
tu11er will not increase much in weight after these turn 
yellow." 

·We have already alluded to the fact that some' 
authorities maintain tl1at it is to the practice of "ovel'
manuring" that the potato disease is chiefly owing. 'rhe 
following is a description of the Hon. Grantley Berke_ 
ley's system of growing potatoes without mltnure :-

«On finding, when the disease broke ~, that a 
four-acre field, in which for a series of years I had 
grown potatoes, was tenibly affected' by the ,malady, 
I turned my attention to the disease, in a desire either 
to alleviate or discover a remedy. On observing tha.t 
the leaves and haulm became in the first instance yellow, 
parched, and dry, it occurred to me to treat the visita.
tion as a feverish or vegetable epidemic, and that if my 
conjecture was correct, the most likely way to success 
would be to withhold entirely the manure, to keep the 
same seed and the same land, and exhaust, by the con._ 
tinuous growth of the potato (which is of itself an 
exhausting crop) on that particular site, thp. productive 
properties of the soil. . 

«This plan I at once put in force, when, after two Or 
three seasons without m!mure-my crop of course gra_ 
dually failing in size and quantity-the disease gave 
symptoms of being beaten j for though the haulms 
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perished, every crop, as year succeeded ·year, "became 
gradu&illy more free from the devastations of the dis
order, fill at last there was no di§ease in the roots at 
all. By thi's time the yield of those four acres had 
fallen in quantity more than one-half. In some seasons, 
with manure, tre crop had reached above a hundred and 
thirty sacks; when the disease left the field, the return 
was reduced to fifty sacks; but from the ravages around 
me, and consequent rise in price, I made more by my 
half crop than I made when the field was in full bearing. 
Further, to test the state of the land, I then put in a 

., crop of oats, considering that, unless a great reduction 
had taken place in the richness of the soil, ·it having 
been free of corn for so many years, the oats ought, for 
a crop, to do very well. The land, however, was so 
exhausted, that the oats did not amount to more than 
half a crop, and I became satisfied that a portion of my 
object had been thoroughly obtained. On the season 
followiIJg the crop of oats, under great doubts as to 
what the result might be, I again planted my potatoes, 
haying still raised seed in other places similarly dealt 
with, and drilled in with them about half the usual 
allowance of manure. I confess that it was with much 
anxiety that I watched the effect. 'l'he potatoes came 
up luxuriantly, and, as usual, the haulm died away; 
but when the crop was lifted, the slight tribute of 
manure was like a glass of wine to reduced human 
naturc. The yield was one hundred and forty sacks 
of potatoef;-I think, nearly ten sacks more than it 
had ever been in full manure, and before the disease 
was known; and from that time to this, at the time 
of raising and in keeping -through the winter, my 
potatoes have remained free of the disease. I kept 
therq through all last winter, and ~old only at seed. 
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time; ~nd now that I have removed from Beacon 
Lodge, where I had resided for twenty ye.~s, and 
planted these same., potatoes in a new soil, 'hitherto 
badly affected, my crop has just been lffted-"-J ersey 
Blues, Bedford Reds, Ashleaf, and other kidney pota
toes-and the potatoes retain \ their he~ltl~ and ~alue, 
and the disease (all but in the haulm) is gone. A~ one 
time, and while at; Beacon Lodge, I offered to give, 
and did give, to the poor people some of my seed 
potatoes, on cQudition that they would coutinue the,rn 
on one spot of ,land j but they would neither obey my 
directions nor keep my potatoes unmixed with other • 
seed, so that I relinquished the effort in that direction. 
On removing this last season from Beacon Lodge to 
,Vinkton House, I have discovered that, to keep these 
Iiealthy potatoes to one spot is not necessary, for it is 
the potato that is cured, and not the soil wherein the 
root was grown j and this fact is just now tested, not 
only thus in my garden at Wink ton, but in the. garden 
of one of my neighbours, by name, Boulton." 

It is quite' impossible to go into the subject of the 
potato disease in the short limits now at our disposal. 
The reader interested in the matter will find it fully 
and ably discussed in Professor Wilson's ((Farm Crops," 
and in a paper by Professor Tanner in the Mark Lane 
Express, April 23rd, 1860, and also in a paper by Dr. 
Jeffrey Lang, in the" J ourI,al of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England," vol. xix., entitled (C The Potato: its 
Culture, Production, and Disease." 
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.~ DIVISION SIX'fiH. 

CROPS CULTIVATED FOR THEIR LEAVES, AND FORAGB 
CROPS:- CAD13AGE- RAPE-MUSTARD-VETCHEB- RYE
CLOVElt- LUCERNE-SAINFOIN-RYE-GRASS-GORSE. 

Cabbage. - This belongs to the natural order of 
C/'ucij'erm, the genus Brassica, and the species is 

:I Brassica oleracea. For farm purposes there are only 
two varieties-the drum-head or cow cabbage, or "close
leaved," as Fig. 14; and the" open-leaved," as the 
Jersey, or thousand-headed. 

The soil best adapted for the crop is a "rich loam," 
or "alluvial j" it is 
better calculated for 
heavy than for light 
soils. Although it is 
sometimes the practice 
to sow the seed in drills 
or ridges, like turnips, 
and thin them out to 
the proper distances, 
the best plan is to 
sow the seed in a seed
bed, and transplant 
the plants. 'rhose who 
have carefully tried 
the two methods will, 

F(q. 14. Dnml-lIE.W CABBAGE. we are convinced, be 
assured of the fact, 

that it is essentially'a transplanting crop. The crop 
is greedy for manure, and it requires a deeply-cultivated 
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Itnd cl"an soil. Like all the other members of the 
Brassica tribe, salt should form an essential pa:t1- qf the 
manure applied to. it; superphosphate, say ·2 !c\rt., 
salt, I cwt. to the acre, with 2 cwt. of guano, mal l'be 
broadcasted over the land, and harrowed in just b{lfoie 

I the ridges are made !lp. In the after ,culture ofl the 
crop, tIle great point is to keep down weeds anQ_ \the 
soil as open as possible. ,¥e have found that tby 
throwing at the roots of the plants-when about four 
weeks planted-a dressing of coal ashes, nitrate of sod'p" 
.lnd salt, in equal proportions, thht we have secure{l) 
a very decided increase of the crop. • 

'fhe seed-four ounces will rear sufficient plants for 
an acre-should be sown in a seed-bed, the soil of. 
which is well manured and finely pulverised; and if in , 
(h'ills nine inches apart, so much the better, as the 
weeds may be kept down. If in a sheltered spot, the 
time of sowing may be as early as in the beginning of 
February, but March is the usual time. Bettar crops 
will be secured, howcver, if the seed is sown in the 
beginning of August, the plants "pricked out" in 
October at distances of six inches between the plalltG, 
and these transplanted in the spring in the place pre
pared to receive the :final crop. 'I'his plan will of course 
be more troublesome than the one described above, but 
it will give the heaviest crop in the end. Where the 
seed is sown in the seed-bed early in the spring of the 
same year which produces the final crop, the plants 
are to be taken up about the beginning of May, and 
transplanted in the ridges of thc prepared land. The 
distance between each plant should not be less than 
thirty inches. As the drJ.m-head cabbage, and, indeed, 
the thousand-headed, can stand frost pretty well, cab
bages need not be stored UPJ hut cut off as required for 
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feeding. The stalks of those cut early, if lef~ in thf 
ground'~ will have produced, by the time when the land 
in spring should be cleared for the. crop to follow, a by 
no means ,c~ntemptible supply of green food, and at a 
time when green food is doubly acceptable. But as the 
land is generally required for the succecding crop. and 
as in some districts the frost is so severe as likely to do 
damage to the crop, cabbages are often cut and storen 
up. This should be done under cover, and the cabbages 
carefully built up so as to admit of free ventilation 
throughout the heap. Treated thus they will keep good 

~ . 
for a length of tIme. The open-leaved cabbages, or 
thousand-headed, cannot be thus stored up, but mllst 
be eaten by the stock as required. 

Rape belongs to the natural order of tqe CrucijeriE, 
the genus Brassica, and the two species are the Brassica 
campestris or smooth·leaved summer rape, or colza; 
and th3 Brassica napus 01' rough-leaved winter rape, 
or coleseed. 

Rape can be grown on soils of a very opposite cha
racter, as on the soils, for instance, of those in the 
fen districts-rich in organic peaty matter; and on 
clay soils. For soils of the first character, the Brassica 
napus, or winter rape, is best suitable; for those of the 
latter, the Brassica campestris, or summer rape. Thc 
soil should be carefully tilled, and be rich in manurial 
matter, which can be easily taken up by the plants. 
The crop nlay either be sown on the tiat or on the ridge, 
the distance between the drills or ridges being from 
fifteen to eighteen inches. The place in the rotation 
is between two grain crops: The quantity of seed 
varies from three to five pounds per acre, and the tinle 
of sowing for early keep in Mal'ch or April. 'fhe crop! 
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&umm~ rape, will be ready to be ate off b~ August, in 
ample time to get the succeeding grain qro'pfin. A 
succession of crops .may be sown so as to' k~ep up a 
supply of green food till the root crops a'rCI available. 
Where a supply of rape 1.S wanted for early sEring feed, 
the Brassica napus, or winter rape, ll{ty b~ sown in 
autumn. Although it may be drilled in like turnips, we 
are inclined to advise the adoption of the cOl1tinental 
alld Irish method of sowing the seed in a seed-b¢d early 
ill August~ and transplanting early in October\ This 
transplanting bripg~ on the plants rapidly, and they I 

grow strong and vigorous. Even in the cult~re of 
summer rape in drills it is advisable, when the plants 
are about two to three inches high, to hoe out the 
drills or ridges, leaving clear spaces of three to six 
inches between the plants. This ensures a vigour of 
growth, which is wanting when the plants are allowed 
to grow just as they come up in the drill. \ 

My,stm·d.-This plant, belonging to the natur:l order \ 
Cruciferd!, the genus Sinapis, and of which there are 
two species-tHe Sinapis alba, or white, and the Sinapis 
nigra, or black mustard, is now sometimes cultivated 
as a forage crop. Cows are exceedingly fond of it. 
One great advantage which its very rapid growth gircs 
it is, that it can be taken as a stolen crop between two 
important crops. No matter how comparatively short 
may be the interval which it remains on the ground, a 
crop will be obtained which, in the majority M cases, will 
repay the labour and cost expended. It is adapted for 
almost any class of soils: we have grown it upon a piece 

} 

of exceedingly heavy clay, with excellent results not 
only as regards quantity, but as valuable in bringing the 
land into something like tillage. The seed should be 
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sown in drills, and the spaces freed from weeds. ill When 
grown ,\s a decoy crop between the ridges of the turnip 
crop, as explained in the section~ on that crop, it is 
advisable to nUow it to grow to a height of say nine to 
twelve or fifteen inche!>, and then take it up for stock 
feeding. Whe,n grown thus, we have begun to pull it 
up when about six inches high; and by the time that 
one supply was about finished, the last rows had 
obtained their maximum height. Grown in this way, 
it serves two useful purposes. To ensure a vigorous 
growth, it is advisable to thin the plants out to dis- . 

\ tances of twelve to thirteen inches in the drills j but 
this only when the crop is allowed to grow to a height 
of from four to five feet. The thinning out will not be 
necessary when the crop is to be eaten off at the earliest 
stages of its growth. 

Vetches.-This plant belongs to the natural order 
Legumiuos<E j the distinct genus is Vicia, of which there 
are more than a hundred species. The species most 
geneTally cultivated is the Vicia sativa, or common 
vetch, or tare j of this the two varieties are winter and 
summer. The vetch has been cultivated as a forage 
plant from a very early period, and is still highly 
esteemed for this purpose. It is not what is called a 
rotation crop, but rather takes:a place in the farm as a 
catch, or stolen crop. The proper place is between 
two grain crops. '1'he crop can be grown upon a wide 
variety of 'soils, although the strong soils are those 
best adapted to yield the largest produce. " On 
farms," says Professor Wilson, in his most useful work 
entitled "Our Farm Crops," "where vetches are 
regul~rly grown each year, it is generally the practice 
to sow out one portion in the autumn for early spring. 
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Keep 1tll the other in the spring, s~ as to come to 
maturity about the time the first is con~umed. :lIn this 
case the order of succession in the systtm of cropping 
is somewhat interfered with. The winte!' ~etches gene
rally succeed a straw crop, and being consumed early 
in the summer, leave the land health~ (or a root or 
fallow crop; while the! spring vetches may be sown 
either upon the winter fallow after late \urnips con
sumeC). on the land, or early rye-grass cutl for soiling. 
l'hese again' are ready for cutting about th1e month of 
June; and allowing a month for the consumption of the 
crop, there is ample time to get the land ploughed up, 
and a crop of some quick-growing plant, as mustard or 
buckwheat, fed off the'land before the time for sowing 
the grain crop arrives, for which either of those plants 
forms an excellent preparation." The quantity qf seed 
to the acre is about two bushels; the seed should he sown 
in drills at least twelve inches apart. Vetches are \()ften 
sown in conjunction with Rye, the grain serving as a 
support tb the vetches, keeping them off the ground, 
and adding greatly to the productiveness of the plants. 
Rye', it may here be said, is often grown as a forage 
crop, to be cut green-oftener, perhaps, in this countI·y 
for this purpose than to raise food for man. 

Clover.-This, the most important of all our forage 
crops, belongs to the order of Leguminos(E, forming a 
distinct genus Trifolium, of which there are a great 
many species. The following are enumeraied by Pro
fessor 'Wilson as the species most generally cultivated 
in this country:-(1) Trifolium praiense, Common red 
clover; (2) Trifolium pralense perenne, Native pe.t;ennial 
red clover j (3) Trifolium medium, Zig-zag clover, or 
Marl grass; (4) Trifolium repens, White, or Dutch 

j 
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clover; (5) Trifolium hybrid, Hybrid, or Alsike ~lover j 
(6) Tr"'olium procumbens, Hop trefoil; (7) Trifolium 
incarnatum, Scarlet, or Italian clQver. The charac
-teristics of ail these will be found in " Farm Crops," 
pp. 88 to 95, vol. ii. All soils in which lime is present 
are capable of ~rowing one or other of the species we 
have cnumerated. '1'he clovers, therefore, play an im
portant part in almost every rotation, their place being 
invariably between two grain crops. Unfortunately, as 
11 rofessor "Yilson clearly points out, clover is rarely 
grown alone as a separate crop of the rotation, but is 

)sown along with grass seeds-generally (( rye-grass," 
which, belonging to the same" order" as the grain crop 
which precedes and follows it, thus does away with the 
very principle of a rotation the basis of which is to 
place as wide intervals as possible between plants of the 
same order. 

Clover is always sown with the straw crop which 
precede~ it. "Vith winter wheat, the clover is Rown ill 
the spring in April j with barley and oats it is advisable 
to allow the grain plants to be well up, and get a 
hold of the soil, before ·i.e clover is sown. ·When 
the straw crop is harvested, the clover crop, obtaining 
a more plentiful supply of light and air, acquires 
new vigour, and gets a good hold of the soil, to enable 
it to resist the winter frost. It occupies the ground 
all the succeeding season, and is either cut green 
or made into hay. If made into hay it should be 
allowed to 'grow till the flower-heads are pretty well 
formed. 'rhe time for cutting will depend upon the 
season j but in good seasons it should be cut, made into 
hay, and off the ground befo"re the first week of July, 
Time IS thus permitted for a second crop, which may 
either be cut as forage, or be ate off with stock. If the 
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cl(Jver u' to form one year only of the period of rotatio~ " 
the « ley," as it is called, is ploughed up to he i?l time 
for the crop, say wheat; but if the clover is to remain, 
3 s'econd yea~, it should receIve a good top~dressing o{\ 
farm-yard manure as soon as the second crop is disposed 
of.' The usual practice is to consume tllf} whole of the 
produce of the second year by stock. In connection 
with the clover crop what is called" clover sickness" 
has attracted considerable attention. The following is 
stated by Professor Buckman, in a. recent article in the 
" Bath and vVest of England Society's J oumal," as the 
cawses of, and the remedies for, this. The causes 
act either separately or together :-" First. A too 
frequent repetition of clover, or its allied plants, by 
which some of the chemical elements upon which such 
plants feed are abstracted; and, in the case of thin 
soils, they too soon I!,et charged with humus, which, 
though adapted for the growth of chickweed, sand worts, 
cud weed, &c., iR unfit for clover. Second. Clovers, 
both in the sorts grown llnd in their method of growth, 
are yearly becoming more delicate j for as the sorts 
themselves are derivatives, so their permanency is 
difficult to maintain j' and as, on the one hand, they are 
grown up sickly by being smothered and drawn up by 
the cereals, so, on the other, they are robbed of much 
of their food. Thirdly, and lastly, though by no means 
least, clover seed is too often found to be so dirty that, 
from this cause, added to the natural weeds of the soil, 
so delicate a pla_nt as the young clover is frequently 
smothered in its infancy by hosts of weeds which occupy 
the space of the desired plant, and at the same time 
appropriate the food designed for it. The remedi\l~ for 
these evils recommended by the Professor are :-First. 
The desirability of procuring a new strain of the plants 

1 0 
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t1'(.)U well-selected wild specimens. Second . .']}he culti. 
vatin~this seed for market free from the contamination 
of another crop, as a means of getting it absolutely pure. 
Third. In t'b.e growth of a crop of clover, weeding, which 
would thus be practicable, should not be neglected. 
Fourth. If b?ioad clover has lJeen frequently repeated 
there should be a change to rye-grasses, or rye-grasses 
with white Dutch clover or trefoil. Fifth. Spring 
top-dressings after we~din.g on a weak plant will mostly 
be found to be of great use." 

Lucerne.-This plant belongs to the same order as the' 
clover, and forms a distinct genus-Medicago, of 
which there are several species, the lucerne being 
the most important j its botanical name is Medicago 
sativa. It is highly esteemed on the continent, as a 
forage plant, where it is grown extensively. It is better 
adapted for warmer climates than our own, although in 
many,districts good crops are here obtained. It is a 
perennial, and when grown under favourable circum
stances, heavy and numerous cuttings may be obtained 
from it. The soil best suited for it is a dry deep one. 
The seed is sown in April, and is best sown in drills 
fifteen to eighteen inches wide. If so sown, seven to 
ten pounds of seed per acre will suffice j if broadcasted, 
fourteen to twenty. Lucerne is grown as a distinct 
crop, and does not take part in a rotation. 

/ 
Sainfotn belongs to the same order as lucerne; its 

botanical name is Onobrychis sativa. Light calcareous 
soils are best adapted for its growth. Its cultivation 
rese!llbles that adopted fo/lucerne. It is valuable for 
bringing light chalky soils into cultivation. Sainfoin is 
often sown along with a straw crop, like clover; but the 
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peculia"ltles 01 the plant are best supported when it is 
sown like lucerne, as a distjnct crop. \Like th:t~ plant, 
it arrives at perfection in its tbird year~f growth. 'l'he 
~ost economical way to, use it is to cut it green. . 

\ 
Rye-grass.-This is the only grass whi('J~~s exclusively 

or singly grown as a forage plant. It belongs to the 
order GraminelE; the genus is Lalium, of which there 
are tTt\> species valuable in the field-(l) Laliurn perenne, 
or Common rye-grass; (2) Lalium Itaiicum, or Italian 
rye-grass. The latter is the crop to which the following. 
remarks specially refer, as it is by far the most impor
tant and valuable as a forage crop. Italian rye-grass 
can suit itself to a wide variety of soils, possessed of a 
moderate degree of fertility j it succeeds best, howe\~r, 
with rich loamy soils. Its place in the rotation is geIIt:{
rally after a grain crop; but this is wrong practice, 
as the plant belongs to the same order as the grain 
crops. Its proper place is after a manured, green, 
01' root crop. In the usual practice of the farm it 
is sown either as a distinct crop, or sown down with the 
'grain crop, as wheat, oats, 01' barley-the last is the 
grain crop with which it succeeds best. In the latter 
case it is sown in spring, the grain crop being slightly 
harrowed before the seed is put in. If sown by itllelf 
in autumn, if the weather is favourable, a' cutting may 
be obtained the same year. Remarkable crops are 
obtained from Italian rye-grass where liquid manure 
is ayailable. Top-dre»sed with lavish washings of town 
~wage, or the liquid manure of the farm, as much as 
from 90 to 100 tOllS per acCre have been obtained in one 
Feason. Where liquid manure or sewage is avail<J.ble in 
.arge quantities, from 2,000 to 3,000 gallons per acre 
.hould be applied during the season. Treated thus, the 
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growth of the plant is amazingly Tapid. Welleated 
cuttin£t; may be obtained for forage purposes; but if it 
is to be made into hay, the best time to cut it is when 
the plant i§ in full flower, but before the seeds are 
properly formed. The quantity of seed required when 
grown by itselj' as a distinct crop is from two and a half 
to four bushels per acre. ·When the crop is designed 
to occupy the land two years, it is a usual practice to 
mix the seed with clover seed-as, to two bushels of rye·· 
grass, fifteen or twenty ounces of clover seed . 

Gorse, Furze, or Wliin.-By these three names is the 
plant known; the first being the English, the second 
the Irish, and the third the Scotch designation for it. 
lt belongs to the order Leguminosm, and forms a distinct 
genus, Ule:c, of which three species are useful in the 
field :-(1) Ule:c Europmus, or Common gorse; (2) Ulea: 
nanus, or Dwarf gorse; and (3) Ule:c strictus, or Irish 
gorse ... lt is specially adapted for poor dry soils, in the 
poorest of which, indeed, it seems to thrive. The seed 
should be sown in drills eighteen to twenty-four inches 
apart, at the end of March. A cutting may be obtained 
in the autumn of the second year. It is valuable not 
only because it is highly relished by cattle, but because 
it comes in during the winter months, when green food 
is peculiarly acceptable. Before it can be consumed by 
stock it has to be crushed by machine or by a hand 
mallet. 
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Dlv:rSION SEVENTH •. 
I' 

GItASSl<:Il.-PAsTtmES.-MEADOWS.-IIAYMARING. 

Grasses.-Some of the grasses, as described ill last 
division, are grown specially as forage Cl'OPS, as Italian 
rye-grass, either to be cut and used as green food 
for stock, or allowed to grow for a longer period, 
then cut and made into hay. The gl'asses selected for 
this purpose are those which grow rapidly, producing 
the largest produce in the shortest space. Grasses, 
again, are grown to form "artificial pastures," which 
occupy the land for two or morc years, and which, 
alternating' with other cmps, form part of the regular 
rotation j this part of the ,rotation of a farm is usually 
designated the "seeds." 'rhe third way in which 
grasses are used, is " permanent pasture j" the objcct ill 
this case being to imitate, as closely as possible, the 
grasses of fine old pastures. 

'l'he varietics of grasses are very numerous, but a 
fcw comparatively, however, are used, these being 
selected with a view to obtain the llutritive and 
aromatic properties which distinguish the grasses of 
our best natural pastures. As might be supposed from 
the different soils and climates with which the farmer 
has to deal, very considerable diversity exjsts in the 
kinds and quantities of the grasses used in practice. 
Each locality, in fact, has its own particular mixture 
best ealeulatcu to pay, from which it will easily bE. 
understood tbat this can only be decided upon· after 
long experience and observation. There are, however, 
several mixtures which have been recommended j and 
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of these, as giving the tyro some idea of the n~es of 
the gr~ses, and the quantities used, the following will 
be useful. We are indebted for the material of these 
tables to tll'e exceedingly valuabl€ work of Messrs. 
Lawson and Son, of Edinburgh and London, entitled 
" Treatise on t}Je Cultivated Grasses, and other Herbage 
aud Forage Plants." For full information of the 
grasses of Great Britain, the reader may consult with 
advantage Dr. Parnell's work, published by Messrs. 
Blackwood, Edinburgh. Mr. Sowerby's work on the j 

~ Grasses may also be perused with profit. 

TARLE OF MIXTURES OF GRASS SEEDS PER ACRE FOR HAY AX!> 

ARTIFICIAL PASTURE, IN ALTERNATE CROPPING. 

I . 
Heavy Soils. Light & Medium I 

SOil_S' __ 1 

C..:l"mnn and notanical Names. hay", hay & hay & hay & 
1 Year's 1 Year's :1 Year's 1 Yf'ar'~1 

1 Year's 2 Years' 1 Year's 2 Years' 
!pastnr . pasture. pasture. pastur('. 

Ib,. lbs. 11.H. Ibs. 
1. Cocksfoot grass, common rough 1 2 2 2 2 

(Dactylis glomerat~l) • '.' . I 
2. Italian rye-grass (Lolllllll Italtcllm) !l 9 9 9 
3. Common perennial rye-grass (Lo- 1 15 15 15 15 

lium perenne) •••••• I 
4. Yellow clover (Medicago luplllina), 2 2 1 1 
5. Catstail grass (Ph/eum pralense) ,. 2 2 2 2 
6. CloYer hybrid (Trifolium hy['rir/,,,f,) 2 2 2 2 
7. Red clover (T"ifo/iw" pratense) 4 4 4 4 
8. Cloyer perennial (Trifolium pra- 1 2 4 2 4 

tense perenne . . • . . • I I 
9. Wl,itc clover (Trifoliulll repens). 4 _~~_4~ __ 4_ 

~ -H 41 I 43 

When a crop is required for one ycar!s haYI tile 
following are the mixtures fPcommcnded :-
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Names of Grasses. 
l( \ ' \ 
' Medium and 

Heavy ~OilS. LighVSoils. I 

1

1., Daety lis glomerata 
2. Lolium ltalicum . 
3. 'Lolium perenne . 

I 4 . .Medic~go lupulina 
5. Phleum pratense . 

1

6. Trifolium hybridum 
7. Trifolium pratense . . 

,S. Trifolium pratense perenne 
i 9. Trifolium repens . • . 
I ' . 

• Ib;\,. lb;. 

15 15 
1 

• 8 I 

1 
I 
8 

· l' \ I 
· - I -
· L___: \1 2 

I 37 I:, 36 

TABLE OF MIXTURE OF GRASSES PER ACRE FOR PER~IANENT 
PASTURE. 

I 

Common or Vulgar, and Botallical Names. Heavy Medium Light 
Suits. I ~oj Is., tioils. 

----------------1------
lb,. lb,. lb •. 

1. Smooth-stalked meadow grass (Poa pra- }-
\~ 

tens is) • . . . • . . . . . . 
2. Stoloniferous meadow grass (Poa trivia/is) 3 2! 
3. Birdsfoot tr~foi\ (Lotus cornicll/utU"!. . J 

" 4. Birdsfoot trefoil, greater (Lutus lIIajor) I ~ " 5. Yellow clover (Medieago lupulina) F 1 1 
\ 

G. Cloyer hybrid (T,.,fo!iulIl Ilyol'idum) . 2~ 2 2 
7. Bed c1m'er (1ri/viill7n pratense) l~ J! 1 I, 

S. Clover perennial (Tr(f. pratense perenne). 3~ 3,~ 2~ 
9. White clover (TrifoliulIl repens) G 5 4 

10. Foxtail ghlSS (.Alopecurus pratensis) . 2" :l }l 
2 ';! 

11. Sweet-scented yernal grass (AlltllO:l;'(l1ltl/U1/l i ~ 1 h odoratu11l).. .. . '2 

12, Yellow oat-like grass (Avena flavescens) - 1 1 
13. Cocksfoot gruss, common rough (IJael,1jiis I} .5 5 4 

giomerata) .•....... 
14. Fescnl grass, hard (Fes/liea dUl'iusclliu) 2! 2~ 2 
15. Tall meadow fesenl gruss (Festuca elutior) 2t 2 
16. Fescnl grass, yarions leaved (Festuea } 2 2 heteroph.1flla). . • • • •• . 
17. Fescul grass, meadow (Festuea pratensis) 4 3§ 2 
18. Bcd fescnl grass (Festuca ,,"bra) . 2 
19. Italian rye-grass (Lolium ltaliCllm) • 9 8 7 
20. \)ommon or perennial rye-3rass (Lolium 

} 10 10 9 
pererlne) 

21. Cats tail grass (P/zleunl pratense) . • 3 ~; -, 2 
22. Meadow grass, wood (Poa nemoralis) I! Ii I 
23. ;\ieadow grass, Hudson's Bay (Poa Ile- f 1 ~ 11 1 I moralis sempervirens 
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The foregoing table is for mixtures where tl~ seed!! 
are SO~l dowu without a crop. The following shows the 
mixtures adapted to be sown do.wn with a crop, a1' 
barley:- " 

pr~c~l~nr!e.llleaVY ~~I~~ Light ~I 

I 
lbs. Jbs. lb •. 

I. ~ - I 
2. 2~ 2 -
3. - ! ~ 
~ , ! 
5. Ii I 
6. 2~ Ii 
7. I ~ I 
II. 3k 3 
9. 5 4 

10. 2 16 
II. ! ~ 
12. I 
13. 4 4 
14. 2 2 
15. 2~ 2 
\~. ~ ~ 

~17. 3~ 3 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

S 
9 
2! 
p ., 
It 

7 
9 
2 

I 
I~ 
I 
2 
4 
Ii 
~ 

1 
3~ 
2 

2 
2 
6 
8 
I~ 
I 
I 

Improvement of Pasture Lands.-'l'he large extent of 
land which is under pasture grass) both in Engiand and 
Ireland) makes it a point of no small importance to 
ascertain th£ best modes of improving it) and rende;illg 
it profitable to the maximum extent. The poor con
dition of the herbage in too many districts) shows that 
much has yet to be done in it1J.proving the fields which 
yield them. In a very great many instances, by far 
the most economical way would be to plongh up the 
old past~res, put the land under a cour~e of cropping, 
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and p)epal'e it for tlie laying down bf permanent p\sturc 
with impro,\ed grasses; but there is such a fa-Jlourable 
notion prevalen~ in. the minds of many landlords a.~ tD 

the value of old pasture lands, that it is qnite impossible 
to 1)revail upon them to adopt this radical but pro11tr 
mode of treatment. 'fhe improvement,of old pastures 
is therefore all Ithe more necessary to be attended to. 
Improvements consist 'in-(1) draining the land; (2) 
sowing « renovating mixtures" of grasses best suited 
for the soil and locality; (3) refraining from cutting 
thc grass and making hay of it; (4) top-dressing it, 
with artificial manures. Draining is of essential 
service to pasture land, especially in heavy soils; when~ 
it is thoroughly carried out it secures that degree of 
porosity iu the soil which is best calculated to increase 
its productiveness, for in wet weather all undue moisture 
is carried off, while in dry, the capillary attraction bringil 
up tbe moisture 01 tM: 'Soi\ to tl1e upper 'Surface, am~ 
refreshes the herbage which it bears. A natur.11 result 
of neglect of drainage in pasture fields is the appearance 
and maintenance of poor, aquatic, unnutritious grasses. 
'fhese, on the land being drained, will disappear, anel 
will apparently reduce the value of the pasture; but 
this loss is only apparent, for it can be made up-and 
welJ made up-by sowing renovating mixtures (alluded 
to above) ofthe finer grasses. Some practical men have, 
however, raised the qu('stion whether drainage in certain 
soils is good for pasture lands. Vi e know of one 
instance where the undrained portion, left purposely 
by the farmer, a thoroughly practical man, to test 
1he point, gives far better results than the drained 
portion. It is right, however, to state that the oniniolli! 
as to the value of drainage as given above are those 
I!;enerally held to be correct. Pastures are often reduced 
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in value by the practice of taking crops of li'hy off' 
them, ~'he hay crop is a peculiarly exhausting, one, 
far more so than the wheat crop: thus, while the latter 
takes off the lllnd 10 Ibs. of nitrogen for every l,OOC), Ibs. 
weight of its straw and grain, hay takes oft' 14 lbs. for 
the same weighj of material. In addition to the lo~s 
thus sustained by depriving the land of so much of its 
fertilising constituents, a further loss is snstained by 
allowing the grasses to mature before being cut for hay. 
'1'his inevitably weakens the reproductive powe~ of the 
.,grasses, which become weak, and are ultimately sup
Illauted by inferior grasses which spring up. The 
improvement of pasture lands is further effected, and, 
perhaps, in a more marked manner than by any of the 
methods above described, and this is by the use of sur
face applications, or top-dressings, of manures. The pas
ture lands of Cheshire have been enormously increased 
in value by the application of bones, in the form of dust 
or cruslu:d. "For pasture land, especially the poorer 
kind, there is nothing equal to bone manure, either as 
regards the permanency of its effects, or the production 
of a sweet, luxurioUs herbage, of which all cattle are 
fond." It is right to state that the practice of bone 
manuring, although remarkably successful in Cheshire, 
has not been found so in other districts where it has been 
tried. Artificial manures, as guano, nitrate of soda, 
&c. &c., are now used with, great success in improving 
pasture lands. The following is an extract from a 
prize essay in the (( Highland Society's Transactions," 
bearing on the use and value of artificial manures as top-
dressing for pastures. • 

(( Fr.om what has been said it will be seen that my 
experience in top-dressing pastures may be summed up 
thus:-
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CC l;l On strong soils o~\ lands under cultivatioh, 

guano, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, a11d soot, 
are the best, and that they wiJI prove remunerative il 
the weather is not too dry. rhe first three, even in 
the unfavourable season of 1859, held a high place in 
the experimelit detailed. ~ " 

« 2. On light soils, in alternati.,husbandry, composts 
of ,earth, bone dust, cattle urine, ,salt, sea-weed, and 
fish refuse, are the most suitable. 

« 3. For old grass on strong soils, powdered lime 
is the most effectual dressing that can be applied .• 
Although it did not stand well in this experiment, its 
good effects may be fully expected, 

« 4. For old grass on light gravell)\ soils, clayey 
compost mixed with quicklime, bone d~t, and salt 
makes a good dressing, and peat and "Qod ashes 
produce an excellent effect. Should all these fail to 
make good pasturage, then certainly it ought to be 
pldughed up. 

« Weare told by Professor J olmson that the bones 
of the sheep contain 70 per cent. phosphate of lime, and 
that a milch cow carries off' annually 30 Ibs. of bone
dust from the land i and if this waste is to be supplied, 
as it certainly ought, there can be no better way of 
doing it than by adding bones, lime, and other pbos
phatic manures to the land. Let our grazing lands, 
then, be liberally dressed, where necessary, with tbose 
manures, and we shall have abundance of grass. When 
the supply of bones fails, we may have recom;se to copro
lites; and when the pastures in our low valleys have all 
been clothed in their deell green verdure, we may with 
propriety extend the system to the pastoral gleqs, and 
the lime and the bone earth will soon make a favourable 
change on the hill-sides of the country." 
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Where farm-yard mannre is used to tdp-dre&~ pas. 
tures, ohmeadow land, it is advisable to lay it on the land 
early in the season, say November .• Not only has tHe 
manure time-to decompose and get incorporated with 
the soil, but in cases where rerlOvating mixtures of grasses 
are applied, th,tl manure tends to shelter the young 
grasses from the frost. A very useful" compost JJ for 
top-dressing pastures is that recommended by Professor 
Tanner. It consists of the « scouring of ditches, road
scrapings, weeds, sods, bog earth, and, in fact, any ~rege
~table matter not suitable for thc farm-yard manureheap." 
These matters, or such of them as can be obtained, arc 
to' be well mi.xed up, together with lime fresh from the 
kiln, and a little water added to it. If there is much 
vegetable matter in the heap, one cart-load of lime 
should he used to three of the matter of the heap; t.he 

. quantity of lime should be il.~reased in proportion to 
the poverty of the heap ill vegetable matter. The heap 
should lm allowed to rest from foul' to six months, then 
turned over and well mixed before being applied to the 
land. The application should be made in early spring, 
at the rate of thirty 10adf3 to the acre, the whole being 
well rolled and bush-harrowed. 

Meadows, fol' HaY·-Artificial manures are now 
mnch used for top-dressing meadows. Bones are Hot so 
valuable for meadows as fdr exhausted pastures. rfhe 
manure generally used if! farm-yard, or compost such 
as above described. Nitrate of soda and Peruvian 
guano, of all the artificill1 manures, seem to give the 
best results. We have used pitrate of soda, and have 
found ~t give a considera.ble addition to the crop. It 
not only increases the prc)duce, but it seems to have the 
effect of improving the quality of the grass,-weeds and 
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poor Herbage disappear. We recommend in all case!> 
the nitrate of soda to be mixe.,d with coal Mhes and 
common salt. Nit1:ate of soda :llone we conceive to be 
the most expensive way in wl1ich. to use'this manure. 
Nitrate of soda, however, containing no phosphate, 
although rich in nitrogen, it will in.. many soils be 
advisable to use a manure in wl\ich phosphates are 
present. Peruvian guano possesses ,both nitrogen and 
phosphates, hence the esteem in whiph it is held as a 
~op-dressing for meadows. Phospho-Peruvian guano 
is also said to be an excellent manure. The result, 
of the practice of the past few years in the top_ 
dressing of grass lands has proved that those salt!> 
(as nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, soot, and 
guano) which have a nitrogenous base, give the , 
most satisfactory yield. 'We give below t\te artificial 
manure recommended by Messrs. Lawes an'd. Gilbert: 
this is to be applied in January every year j a good top_ 
dressing every four or five years of 10 or 12 tons'per acre 
of good rotten dung being also given. The quantity of 
artificial manure per acre is 2 to 2t cwt. 'l'he following" 
is the manure :-" Peruvian guano, 3 parts j nitrate of 
soda, 1 part j sulphate of ammonia, 1 part." Soot, coal 

. ashes, wood ashes, common salt, super-phosphate, l,'ape
dust, muriate of ammonia, are all uscful for the manurin~ 
of meadows. 

The following are the artificial manures for the 
gramineous or grass crops, from 1\:[1'. J acob 'Vilson'~ 
valuable paper (see division on Manures), will be 
useful :-

"Sandy Soils.-Gras~es, both in permanent and 
artificial pastures, may receive 1 cwt. each of,guan() 
and nitrate of soda towards the end of February, and 
a similar Quantitv in April." 
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« Calcareous Soils.-Sulphate of ammonia t cwt. 
of nitra~e of soda 1 cwt., with 3 cwt. salt, will be an 
excellent dressing; or, instead of thi,s, 2 cwt. guano and 
2 cwt. salt wtll produce a beneficial effect. It would 
be still better if this application could take place at two 
separate times, jnstead of the entire quantity at once." 

(( Clay Soils.-For artificial grasses, I would apply 
3 cwt. guano, or 2 cwt. guano and 1 cwt. sulphate of 
ammonia, either all at once towards the end of March, or 
at two different times previoils to and after that period, 

.as the season permits. For permanent pasture, the 
general management during preceding years would in a 
great measure guide me. If I knew it to have been grazed 
by cattle for a number of years, and the produce solc1 
off the farm in the shape of beef, or more especially as 
milk or butter, without an equivalent being supplied 
by an allowance of cake, I would, without hesitation, 
give it a dressing of br)lle-dust, as the most effectual 
means af restoring the loss incurred; twenty bushels 
per acre applied early in winter would be enough. For 
land regularly mowed, a compost of lime, soil, and salt, 
applied during the winter, is an excellent manure; 01' 

2 cwt. guano and 1 cwt. superphosphate, given in 
March, would produce a luxuriant crop. Except on 
grass land which has beer. thoroughly exhausted, the 
effects of bones will not be so visible; but on such 
land they produce a marvellous effect; as the exhausted 
pastures of Cheshire have demonstrated." 

(( Vegeta6le Mottlds.-Coarse grass is the natural and 
universal produce of such land; consequently, in an 
i\rable state, Italian rye-grass. grows most luxuriantly, 
hIld often to the exclusion of clover and the finer grasses. 
Where required, 2 cwt. each of nitrate of soda and 
cummon salt would produce a capital bite- .A bone 
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manu~e, partially soluble, with a . slight admixture of 
a saline substance, will invariably produce ~ood)effects; 
but perhaps the hest results on permanent pasture 
on these soils llave been obtained from' ~\ compound 
dressing of lime, soil, and salt, the wonderful effects of 
which on land recently enc10sed, and us,ually ~of a peaty 
nature, are familiar to most of you." \ 

"Eoamy Soils.-For artificial grasses, 2 tq 3 cwt. 
guano, or 2 cwt. nitrate of soda, will be enough if 
applied early in April. For permanent pasture, 2 cwt. 
superphosphate, 1 cwt. guano, and 1 cwt. nitrate of. 
soda 'may be recommended." 

Haymaking.-The grass of meadow lands is generally 
ready to be cut in the middle or towards the end ~f 
June: when the grasses al'e in flower is the period at 
which they should be cut. All the grasses do not flowel\ 
at the same period, and some do not attain to their full 
nutrition till tpe seeds are nearly ripe j as, for Pnstance, 
the Dactylis giomerata, Holcus odoratus, and Phleum pra
tense. Some delay cutting till these are fully developed. 
It is unsafe, however, to do so, as a Vel'y favourable 
time for haymaking may be allowed to pass away. 
Further, although a somewhat greater degree of 
nutritive properties may be obtained in certain grasses 
by allowing their seeds to nearly ripen, others will 
by this time have got too ripe, and the period of 
growth for the "after-math," or second crop, will be 
so reduced, that all advantage obtained by 'waiting will 
be lost. 

In making hay, the standard to be arrived at is to 
have it, when stacked, in'the conditioll of " drieq green 
grass," with a fine full odour and flavour. A ton of 
hay in this fine condition is worth three of the yellow, 
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musty, odourless} and flavourless hay too often) 8ep.U. 
'1'0 olJt~in hay in this condition, the signs of settled 
weather should be taken advantage ,of; and when once 
cut} and the '~eather favourable} no time should be lost 
in keeping the grass in perpetual movement, tedding 
and turning it ,over and over} exposing it to the sun 
and wind. The quicker the hay is made the better} 
and it is a tried economy to. employ a superabundance 
of hands rather than to have too few. The following 
will convey to the reader an idea of the principlei'; which 
filhoulcl guide the farmer in haymaking. It is extracted 
from the valuable article on "Haymaking/' in the 
« Cyclopredia of AgricultlU'e/' edited by Mr. J. C. 
:Morton:-

« 1st. He must remember that the chief point is to 
preserve the hay from dew and rain,-water washes 
away the soluble salts and other matters, and when in 
the stack will cause fermentation, and that injures the 
hay by destroying some of its most valuable properties; 
thereforc, bring it into wind-rows, or make it into foot
cocks at nightfall, and never open it in the morning 
twtil the dew has evaporated. 

« 2lld. Bear in inind that, if the ,,'cather is ullfavoUl'
able, the less it is disturbed the better, and the longer 
will it retain its native powers. Hay has been found to 
preserve a great amount of its nutritive qualities for 
may days, nay, even weeks, when mown wet, or when 
saturated with the rains whilst lying in the swath; if, 
therefore, tne weather be unfavourable, it will be better 
not to ted the hay at all, nor even turn over the swath. 
[f repeatedly ,dried and wettesl again, it ,soon becomes 
'lalueless; this error of meddling with hay amidst fre
quent 'showers must, if possible, be avoided, for it is 
far better to have it somewhat tainted in the haycock 
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th~n ths. exhausted ~f its nutrimerif' and sp0ged by 
l;>elllg repeatedly spreaa. I 

(( 3rd. 'fake care \lot to allow it to remain long uuder 
the hot beams of the sun without beilig. t'urned,-this 
will preserve the colour and fragrance ,of the grass j so 
tlIp,t, without baking'it too much (th~s.destroying its 
virtues), it may be so dry that as li\tle heating or 
fermentation as possible shall occur ',in the stack, 
remembering also that coarse' grass does not require so 
much (making' as fine succulent herbage." 

The methods employed in « getting_" hay differ in " 
rarious districts j as a general rule the process is some
what as follows :-The mowers should begin to mow 
early in the morning, say about three o'clock,-the dew 
being on the grass facilitates very much the mowing 
operation. Care should be taken to make the mowers 
cut as close to the ground as possible. Thi\ is neces
sary; not only to enable the after-grass, or second 
crop, to grow rapidly (long-mown grass alway!:,' grows 
slowly), but the weight of the crop is much increased j 
an inch at bottom is worth several at the top. The 
grass cu,t thus early in the morning, should be allowed 
to lie in (( swathe" till the sun is pretty well up, and 
has been beating on it for some time. In fine genial 
June weather this will be about nine or ten o'clock. 
'fhe process of ted ding is then begun j and this should be 
done carefully, so that the grass be spread as equally 
out as possible. No tufts or lumps of mown grass 
should be allowed to lie, but all opened up well. The 
thinner the grass is laid out the better. This ted ding, 
or spreading, is done by J!,leans of the « hay-fork," or 
tc pikel," as it is' termed in the north of England) If 
the weather is fine and sunny, with a gentle breeze 
blowing steadily! the hay will almost (C gct itself," 

1 v 
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as the ;f.hrase goes, and towards afternoon it filaY ue 
C( wind-rowed ;" that is, gathered or raked iuto rows, 
and allowed to lie for some time in this way. If the 
weather, as above stated, has been very good, these rows 
may be put into C( foot-cocks" -that is, into small 
heaps, and th,.ls allowed to remain all night. Next 
morning (second day), as soon as the dew is dried 0.0 
the ground and from the cocks, these small heaps are to 
be tedded out, spreading the grass as evenly and thinly 
out as possible. If the weather is thoroughly settled 

~ this lllay be allowed to lie for several hours j there
after C( wind-rowed," lying thus for some time j ther 
"cross-cut /' and finally raked into small C( cocks," and 
left for the evening. The operation of "cross-cutting,' 
here alluded to, has for its object the turning over 0 

the wind-rows first made, which we suppose to have beell 
made by raking the hay into rows in the direction o! 
the lines a b, c d, &c. 

ll-------_ __ b 

c ___ _ d 

'l'hese rows are raked up, so .that new rows are formcc 
running in the direction of the lines e i, e g 

9 h, &c. Before putting the hay into large 
cocks, two or more of these wind-rmys are 
raked together into large ones. On the 
mOl'lling of the third day, these are opened 
out, and well spread, for expo~nre to the 

i 
sun and wind. The hay, !.>y this time .f h 

pretty well made, is next gathered into large wind 
rows 01' rows, and finally put into large cocks in thl 
evening. If the weather has been good the hay tlm 

, 
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made "may be led next. day, or may Be begun tl)e same 
evening, and stacked. A very good ~ay to test whether 
the hay is ready to be led, is to take a Ig60d handful and 
plunge the face into it, allowing it tOt r~st for a short 
space; the peculiar feel of odorous dryness will, after 
a little experience, tell whether it is fi~ to be stacked 
U1" 'not. As soon as it is considered ready, to be stacked, 
lose no time in 'getting it housed or stacked; work late 
on t~1e same evening it is ready, as long 'as your men 
can see: every moment is precious in haymaking. 

Such is a brief outline of the process of haymaking iu' 
fine, settled, sunny, and breezy weather; but of course 
it is rendered much more tedious and unsatisfactory 
in rainy or unsettled weather. ",Ve have had hay made 
in thre~ days, and we have had it under the pt\lcess of 
making for nearly as many weeks. 'When the ,t.~ather 
is fairly unsettled, bear in mind the second o~ the 
rules as.above, quoted from the C( Cyclopredia of AgI'icul
ture." vVe can render ready testimony to the 'value of 
the rule. 'Vhere hay has been subjected to much rain 
during making, it is apt to become musty, In stacking 
it, as each layer is put on, it is considered a good plan 
to sprinlde salt oyer its surface before putting on 
another layer of hay. 

After stacking, slight heating sets in, or « sweating," 
as it is graphically, if not elegantly, termed in rur!!1 
district'S. 'rhis process is good to bring the hay made 
from poor grass into good eating condition i but where 
the grass is rich and of good quality, the benefit done 
to the hay by it is, to say the least, very doubtful. 
'Veather is, however, in .many districts so capricious 
and unsettled, that it is difficult to get hay always 
housed in such good dry condition as not to « sweat JJ 

a little aftel' it is stacked. Of course, hay should never 
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be put ll?- the stack or in the house so damp as to,J)causc 
it to over-heat and get burnt. 

Hay is stq,red in one of tlll"ec· ways :-(1) In i\ 

"stack" which is altogether exposed to the weathel' ; 
(2) in a hay-house, which is l)rovided with a roof, but 
has its sides anJ ends more or less open; (3) in a loft 
or barn. W'here hay is stacked, a rick-cover should 
be used. This is an arrangement of vertjeal poles snp'· 
porting an awning or cloth, under cover of which the 
stack is built up. The great advantage of this is, that 
'as soon as the hay is fairly in the stack, it is indepen' 
dent of any rain which may fall after it is stacked. 

As it is a good rule in the making of the hay fron l 

permanent meadow to keep perpetually turning ancl 
exposing it to the sun and air,-this, however, ollly io 
settled and continuously good weather,-so is it, on the 
contrary, a bad one in the case of artificial grasses and 
clover. When cut, the swathes should be allowed to liE! 
till the upper part is dried, then gently turned over to 
expose the under side. This turning o,'er should not be 
delayed till the leaves are dry ar.d brittle, as if this is 
done they will break short off, leaving little but dry 
and unnutritious stalks. 

The making of hay on the large scale is now greatly 
facilitated by the use of machinery, as thc « mowing ,) 
machine and the « ted ding "machine. The following, 
from a paper in the last part of the « Journal of tho 
Royal Agrij::ultural Society" (vol. xxiii. part 49), OIl 

cc Recent Improvement in Haymaking," by Mr. Bowick, 
on the use of the mowing m!\chinc, will be useful :-

({ ~me is everything in t.llle matter; and the man 
who makes, carries, and secures his hay in good order 
in the shortest time is the most successful manager. 
We set 'Wood's two-horse mower to work, which ill' 

I 
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a first-rate little implement, cutting upon an} al ~rag~ , 
from six to eight acres per day. The first day's work, 
we allow to remain untouched, as left by the mower, in 
small cuts or swathes, unless the weather should bal very forcing; for I do not think it wise to move hay 
about too much. N ext day we us~ the shaker,
Howard's or some other,-with this improvement, that 
we introduce, instead of a pair of shafts, a pole and an 
extra wheel, which takes ~ll the weight off the horses' 
backs, putting thereto a pair of old carriage-horses. A 
man is mounted on the box, and drives away famously, 
The grass so shakeu out is very soon made into hay, 
which we theu rake into rows with the horse-rake. 
After this we run up every row of hay so collected by 
Sir J. Tyrrell's cocking rake (invented by himself), 
which draws together very large heaps eight feet high. 
'rwo or three men can follow with forks and secure 
a large quantity in the afternoon, or on the appearance 
of a storm." 8 

'1'he following is from the same paper, on the mode 
of using the tedding machine, as described by one of 
its largest manufacturers:-

« Our mode of haymaking,·' he writes, « is to put 
the tedding machine into operation as soon as the 
scythes have got a fair start ahead, and to work the 
machine across the swathes obliquely-generally endea
vouring to work with the wind sideways to prevent the 
hay being blown 011 the horses. If the crop is un
usually heavy, so that the tines of the m~chine cannot 
get hold of it all at one turn, we recommend that the 
field be twice gone ove.r, the revolvers being a little 
raised from the ground for the first. time, an.d then 
lowcred for the second bout sufficiently to complete 
the spreading after the grass has been allowed to lie 
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for a f~w hours. The next operation should bi per
formed with the second or backward motion. Attel' 
reversing the action of the machine, the tines should 
be lowered Wi tlleY just touch the ground; you will 
then turn over and lighten up the hay, without knock
ing it about as, mueh as tI1e first action docs. 'Ye 
]'ecommend tllat the use of the reverse action be COll

tinued until the hay is completely made." 

DIVISION EIGHrl'H. 

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS:- FLAX- HOPS. 

F{ax.-Of the crops cultivated for the special pur
poses of our manufactures or trades, flax is decidedly 
the mosil important. It belongs to the natural order 
Linete, of w1iic11 tIle genera are three, and species 
ninety; of all these only one is cultivated, the Linum 
usitatissimum, or "common flax." 

Flax can be cultivated in a wide variety of soils; its 
most genial soil is, however, a rich, deeply .. cultivatcd, 
loamy sojl. Sparingly cultivated 111 Great Britain
Ireland being the only country where its cultivation 
may he said to assume any importance-the crop takes 
no special place in our rotations; fortunately tlw habits 
of the plant 'are such as to enable it to foHowor prc
cede almost any of our usual crops. 'l'he land should 
oe deeply ploughec1 in autllmn.anc11eft rough till spring, 
when the cultivator should be sent across, reducing 
it to a fiue tilth, the surface being smoothed by l'un~ 
lling a light roller over it. The period for sowing 
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J3 about the end of March or beginning of AWil, the 
quantity sown being from one to two bushels per acre. 
The seed is usuallJ> sown in this country by the drill, 
the tows being eigpt to ten.. inches apaH. Where a 
first-tate crop is wished for, hand-weeding should be 
carefully attended to. The flax is pl1,lled as soon as 
the flowering has fairly begun, when the stem near t1le 
root begins to change colour. The flax i~ not cut lilw 
grass, but pulled up by the roots. The handfuls are 
then laid across, each allowed to dry in the sun for 
a few days, afterwards bound up into" stooks," ana. 
finally, when dry, are stacked like our ordinary grain 
crops. 

It does not form part of the plan of, this treatise 
to go into the technical details connected with the 
preparation of the flax; for these we refer the reader to 
a small treatise on "Flax," published by Routledge; 
and to 'Professor Wilson's "'Farm Crops." 

The Belgians have long been famous for their skill 
in the cultivation of flax, that grown in the neighbour
hood of Courtrai, in vVest I Flanders, being considered 
especially fine. The writer of the present treatise, 
during a somewhat lengthened sojourn in Belgium, 
visited this celebrated flax-growing district, and sent 
a few notes on the method of cultivation there adopted 
to the Agricultural Gazette, of which the following is 
a brief abstract. 'rhe soil sought after by the Flemish 
farmer for his flax crop to come to the highest perfec
tion, "is that which is new, easily worked; strong and 
fertile, neither too wet nor too dry. The finest flax is 
obtained in the deep so}l of a clayey sand, or loam." 
Rotations are carefully attended to; the guiding prin
ciple by which they are arranged is to kcep the interval 
between two crops as long as possible. 
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(C Gf:perally, the flax crop ~'.lcceeds the clover, oat8, 
rye, wheat, or hemp. It loves new land, as a meadow 
or pasturage broken up. Astonis.hing crops are ob
tained from· land in the neighbourhood of towns 
where market-garden produce is raised, from the great 
quantity of m~nure employed, as in the case of the 
onion, &c. 

"In West Flanders a six-years' rotation is as fol
lows :-lst year, potatoes; 2nd, rye with carrots-tllCse 
being largely watered; 3rd, flax; 4t11, rye; 5th, tur-

$nips; 6th, oats. A nine-years' rotation is as follows ;-
1st year, oats; 2nd, flax. and turnips; 3rd, wheat, 
manured j 4th, rye or colza alone, or with clov~r j 

5th, clover; 6th, wheat j 7th, potatoes or beans; 
8th, oats with clover, sometimes with wheat j 9th, 
clover. 

{{ In the Pays de Waes (East Flanders) a seven
years'rotation is as follows :-lst year, potatoes, hemp, 
barley, tlr rye; 2nd, after potatoes or hemp, rye or 
wheat j 3rd, after rye or wheat, flax and clover, or 
flax and carrots; 4th, clover, and if carrots have been 
grown during the third year as above, rye; 5th, after 
rye oats, after the clover barley or rye; 6th, buck
wheat or rye, rye after barley; 7th, rye. 'Where the 
oleaginous plants are cultivated, as rape, the following 
is a nine-years' rotation :-lst year, potatoes; 2nd, flax 
and turnips; 3rd, oats with clover; 4th, cloyer; 5th, 
wheat j 6th, rye j 7th, colza j 8th, barley;' 9th, rye 
and turnips.~' 

The preparation of the soil for the crop is a matter 
of the most anxious care witq the Flemish farmer; it 
is dee_ely worked, carefully cleaned from weeds, and 
richly manured. As soon as the crop which it succeeds 
~§ off the ~round, the soil is ploughed up, and the clod~ 
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well broken by the traineau,* or roller. Later on\irl.. 
the season, the land is again worked, so as to brin~it 
tp as fine a tilth as .possi_ble, ~the land being left in deqp 
ridges. In, spring the Ena is again ploughed, and well 
4arrowed, the n'lannre being liberally applied at thi\ 
stage. This manure is composed of }~uman excretal,l 
urine, and rape or oil-cake dust. The land being thus 
finally prepared, the sowing is proceeded with, the 
period for this beiI?g generally from the end of March 
to the lOth of Aprill Thy seed is sown broadcast; and 
as soon as it is in, the land is harrowed with a light 
harrow. Towards the twelfth or fifteenth day the weed
ing of the crop is. begun. This is most carefully done; 
indeed, it is carried to a nicety which would in this 
country-where weeds unfortunately are not so dreaded 
as in Flanders-be considered altogether unnecessary. 

J[ops.-'l'he hop belongs to the order UrticerE, its 
botallical name is Humulus lupulus. It is grown ex
clusively for use ill the making of beer. The varieties 
principally grown are the Whitelines and the Goldings. 
The hop may be cultivated in a wide variety of soils; 
that which suits it best, however, is « a deep rich loam, 
or a rubbly or porous subsoil, orwhere a loam of suffi
cient depth rests upon the broken bed of the upper 
chalk." 'fhe hop occupying the ground for a consider
able period, and being in every sense a special crop, it 
takes no place in a regular rotation. 'l'he soil on which 
it grows should be deeply tilled and well manured. 
The plants may be raised from seed, or from plants 
transplanted from a "byd," or from the cuttings 01' 

* Those of our readers desirous to become acquainted with ,the pecu
liarities of Flemish implements, as wellns of modes of cultivation, may 
refer to "Notes of an AgTicultural Tour in Holland, Belgium, and 
on the Rhine." Longmans and Co. 
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shoots '!Pf the old plants. The practice of raising plantR 
from tfle seed is not usually followed. An authorit,y 
on the growth of the hop, states that plants which have 
been "beddl.!tl" out ivill "generally give a yield ()f 

3 to 4 cwt. the first season after they are plante(l, 
whereas no prQduce can be expected the first seasan 
from a ground planted with cuttings." In plantillg 
"bedded sets," they should be planted early in N()
vember. "Cuttings" may be got in early seasorlS 

from the parent plant as early as February; Marcil, 
"however, is the usual period. The cuttings should lle 
planted as soon as taken from the plants. 

The plants are placed in the ground in small raised 
hills, the distances between the hills being from six j;O 

seven feet. The plants are set either in squares ()r 
triangles, the latter being that generally adopted, as it 
enables the cultivating implement, employed to stir tile 
soil between the plants, to be more easily used. In 
forming .. the hills, holes are dug in the ground at tlJe 
proper intervals, twenty-four inches square, and twelve 
to fifteen inches deep. These are filled with a compo~t 
manure or farm-yard dung, and finally covered with 
soil. 'rowards the beginning of June, sti.cks from fov!' 
to five feet for" cuttings," and six to eight feet for 
" bedded" plants, are placed in each hill; to these the 
young shoots, as they grow, are tied. In favourabJe 
seasons, and with bedded plants, a small crop may be 
obtaiued the first year's growth. In the following 
spring, the plants are to be pruned and dressed, and 
then the hills are « poled." 'l'he dressing consists ill 
removing the earth from the .hill sufficiently deep to 
expose the suckers; these are cut off, forming a stock 
for setting out new hills. On the poling being finisheo, 
the soil between each hill is well stirred j and as the 
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season -progresses, about May, the plants are iied~to the 
poles with rushes 01' Russian matting. In :rune, ·the 
plants are earthed \Ip at the roots. 'rhe ho\)s, when 
ripe, are picked off by hand, and taken aJ once to the 
drying-house, or kilns, where all moisture is got rid of. 

\ 'l'hey are then taken out of the; kiln, cool,ed, and (packed 
up in "poc\(ets," or bags. The « poles" are fl'ee\J from 
the shoots of the vines, pulled up, and stacked .. ,\ The 
hop arrives at its full bearing power ill three years) and 
the period of its after productivenes3 depends upon the 
care taken of its cultivation; where well looked after, 
it will contin~e bearing for many years. Plantations 
hal'e been recorded as bearing well up to a l:undred 
amI a hundred and fifty years of age. 

For description of other special crops cultivated to 
a comparatively small extent in this country, as hemp, 
teasel, madder, coriander, carraway, woad, and weld, we 
cannot do br.tter than refer the reader to Professor 
Wilson's « Farm Crops." 
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THE BEST JlIODE OF CONDUCTIXG EXrERI:IIENTS ON THE FARlI. 

TilE success of farming being dependent-as we have showll 
repeatedly in the text-on the close attention of the farmer to a wide 
variety of circumstances, the importance cannot be over-estimated of 
carrying out a complete series of experiments, and of carefully 
recording their reslllts, with a view to eliminate from them rules 
for adaptation to the peculiarities of his own soil and locality. 
Every experiment which is well conducted is just so much added to 
the stock of facts and experience valnable to the agriculturist; 
and he who thus devotes his time to the elucidation of one suhject 
only, may be considered as a benefactor to the list. There is no fear 
of a lack of subjects for experimentalisil1g upon. The difficulty, 
indeed, is that there are more waiting the patient attention and care 
of agriculturists than are likely to be taken up for some time. 

"The experimenter may," says Professor Anderson, while writing 
on this subject, "make up his mind that there is no difficulty in 
finding matter for inquiry, and that almost anything he does will be 
valuable; although naturally there are some subjects of more general 
interest, and more universal importance, than others, and which it is 
above all things desirable to have clearly established. Among these 
may be particularly mentioned the conditions under which the more 
comlllon artificial manures may be most usefully applied. Of course 
many experiments have been made in which these substances are 
compared with one another, but it is not so easy to ascertain the 
relations they bear to farm-yard manure. In many instances 
these snbstan~s, and more especially Peruvian guano, are used as 
substitutes for dung. Thus a farmer has resolved to give to a 
particular cro]1 twenty tOllS of manure, but he runs short, aud, 
desiring to use Peruvian guano te make np the deficiency, the 
questioJl arises, how mnch of the latter is equivalent to a ton of the 
former? That is to say, how much ground should be used with the 
prospect of obtaining an amount of crop equal to that which the dung' 
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will give..'? There is no point in regard to which greater differences 
of opinion exist among practical men than this, and the r~~son no 
doubt lies in the fact that the two things are not strictly comparable, 
~heir mode of actioJl being in many respects different. 

"Dung not only acts during a whole rotation, but produces certaiu 
chemical changes on the: soil, promoting tllose decompositions which 
are so necessary for bri~lging its various constituents iuto the state 
in which they are most suitable for the plants; wlll~e guano is limited 
in the time of its action:, and does not promot.e, nt least to aJly extmlt. 
the decomposition of the soil. Notwithstanding these qbviou 
differences, it would he very important to have a more definite idc 
on this point than can be derived from the facts at present at ou 
disposal; and for this purpose it would be necessary to have seven 
series of experiments made in different parts of the cdulltry, ill suc 
a mmmer as to 'be completely comparable, al1d continued throug 
several seasons, and on different descriptions of soil. Suppose 20 tOll~ 
of farm-yard manure to be used as the standard, another plot might 
be manured with 10 tons and 3 cwt. guano, another with the saDie 
quantity of manure and 4 cwt. guano. Further, there should be 
spaces without dung, but with 6 and 8 cwt. of guano per acre, anJ 
also others in which 10 tons of farm-yard manure used alone are 
contrasted with the effect of 3 and 4 cwt. of guano alone. 

"The whole experiment might be arranged somewhat' after the 
following scheme :-

I
' 20 tons /10 tons Nothing. 3 C\\t. 10 tons S cwt~ 10 tOllS ~~I 
farm.yard farm-yanl guano. f,lrm yard guano. f,lrm yard guano. 
manure. manure, manurc, manure. 

and 3 cwt. and 4 C\\ t. I 
l guano. glJano. 

~ ~l-:-::--:::- -;::- NOlhing.l~ 10 !O"Sjl 
guano. guano. farm-rani guano. farm-yardl farm-yard farm-yard 

j 
manure. manure. I manure, manure, 

and 3 ewt. aud 4 C\\ t. 
guanu. guano. 

"Larger quantities of manure might be used on the same principle 
if it be thought necessary, and portious of the experiments might be 
omitted if the individual con:?idered their number greater than he 
could accomplish. Various modifications would also be iJttroduced 
III particular instances; indeed, it would be advisable to leave 
experimenters considerable latitude in their, choice; but it is e.ssential' 
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that, in~ll case~, the experiments should be performed in exactly the 
same mlfnner by more than one experimenter." 

In an able paper bJ Dr. Anderson, from which the above is taken, 
there is so much that is valuable, bearing oi'l the mode of conducting 
experiments in agriculture, t.hat we think some useful purpose may be 
served if we give here a l'esu7Iuf, or condensation of it. 

The object of all agricult]lral experiments is the practical one of 
increasing by artificial means the products of the soil. This result 
may be arrived at in one of two ways,-either by the study of a par
ticular case, or by indirectly establishing general principles. The 
former is that generally pursued by the farmer, as his object is al 

personal one,-for instance, in trying the effect of guano and super
phosphate. If he finds that the former is best for his soil, he con-

.. siders the experiment determined. But it may happen,' and, indeed, 
often does -Lappen, that his neighbour may find results of the very 
opposite character. Investigation may show that thc soils operated 
upon are different in character, one very light, and t.he other heavy. 
But farther, the discrepancy between the results may be still noticed, 
while the discrepancy between the soils may not exist at all; on the 
contrary, they may be pretty uniform in character, as superficially 
observed or characterised. A closer investigation will very likely 
show, therefore, that there are minute differcnces in character, which 
hring aboUt startliug differences in results. It is obvious, then, that 
if experiments are instituted between say two manures, and the 
results are barely announced, without a full statement of characters 
of soils, and of all the circumstances which influence the results of the 
experiments, such experiments are really of no extenrled practical 
value, but are more likely to mislead than to gnide. Doubtless the 
results in such cases may be scrupulously given, but, without all cir
cumstances of soil being also given, tne ntility of the experiments is 
~ery much narrowed. 

The agricultural experimenter should have a definite object ill 
view. He may either determine, after purs uing the results of agri. 
cultural progre.:;s, to try anew a series of experiments already at. 
tempted, noting similarity or discrepancy of results, or he may set 
out on an inquiry not yet made. It is of importance that he should 
not lmdertake too much; one experjment faithfully\carried out is 
worth a hundred loosely done. "It is best in every case to con
centrate 'his energies in a limited field, and to endeavour to vary 
his experiments within a narrow circle, in such a manner as to give 
prel'iBioll to his results, and to eliminate all sources of error." 
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'1'he determination of the field in which the eXperiments are to b .. 
ID[1de, -affords much scope for care and attention.'\· Uniformi7.y of soil 
shQuld be sought after; uniformity of treatment should also be the 
obj'ect of the experimMter's care; inattention t these two points 
leads to fcrtile sources of error. It is not necessa~y to have the soil 
in a highly cultivated condition or manurially rich_:indeed, it is beUer 
that it should not be so, as elements of disturbance ~rill thus be intro· 
dnced, into the expcriments. To obtain really good rt\sults, the spaces 
or plo~s on which the experiments are to be made, '~should be fixed 
the year before, and the ordinary crop of the rotatiqn being grown 
ill the usua' manner over the entire field, thc quantities produced 011 

zacl! of the&e plots should be separately weighed, and thus the limits 
of the natural variation determined." 

Whether the absolute uniformity of the soil has been well deter:) 
!lined or not, it is essential to have all the plots or experiments 
made ill duplicate, because the same treatment in every respect of the 
two plots will yield results startlingly different. When tiwse are 
met with, they of course open up interesting questions 'as to the 

cause. ~ 
TIle d.uplicate plots. should be as widely separated as possi'tl e; a!ld 

where difference of sOlI, or exposure of the field, &c., are obse able, 
it will be !].ecessary to h~ve one plot on each part. • 

The size of the plots in which the experiments are to 'be made is 
a matter of much importance. "It is usually maintained that the 
larger they are the better, and there is no question about the advan
tage of making experiments on a considerable scale; but I have no 
\wsitation in stating that this may be carried too far. It is obvious 
that when the plots are of considerable size, the risk of errors arising 
from inequality in the characters of the soil is, to a certain extent, 
diminished;· but this again is counterbalanced by the consideration 
that we proportionately reduce the number of experiments made; 
because there are many persons who might be inclined to devote an 
acre or two to a series of experiments, who would grudge the extra 
space, trouble, and expense which would be entailed if cac)1 plot 
were to be of that extent. The fact is, that the size of the spaces 
may be very moderate, provided the experimenter is careful, and the 
soil has been proved to be of uniform quality; and thus preliminary 
experiments, extendmg over i year or two, made with the express 
intention of establishing this point, lIlay, in the long rUll, be the 
sources of material economy. 

"Where the plots are small. the chief direction III whiclJ rL~k 01 
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en'or is l to be en~oU1ltered lies in the necessity for mort) careful 
measo.reu.\ent, and in the chance of tlle manures being mixed at the 
edges of the adjoining spaces, or the roots of the crop passing oyer 
and taking advantage of the manure not inhllded for them. 'rhese 
sources of error illUst exist in all experiments, but where the breadth 
of land in which tlley are made is considerable, Hley are so minute as 
to be quite insignificant, although where the plots are small they 
beeome of serious >magnitude. They may, Il0wever, be altogether 
avoided, provided care be taken not to place the spaces in immediate 
contact with oue another, bat to have a narrow strip of ullmanured 
land between each. If this precaution be observed there is no 
reason why very moderate sized plots should not be employed; al~d 
it is perfectly possible that the results obtained, with proper care, 

'rrom a sixteenth of an acre, might greatly exceed in accuracy and 
value those from a whole acre in which these minnte points have not 
been attended to. Whatever the quantity of land be given to each plot, 
it is of the utmost importance that the entire produce obtained from. 
it should be weighed. It is not an uncommon practice for experi
menters, after taking considerable plots, to weigh the crop obtained 
from a part of them only. Thus, for example, if the experiment is 
on turnips, many persons are content to measure off a certain lellgth 
of drill in each case, and weigh the produce of it only; but it should 
never be Jorgotten that when this is done, whatever may be the 
breadth of land manured, the experiment is made only on that portion 
of which the crop was weighed. It is very difficult to fix definitely 
the size of the plots which should generally be adopted, and many 
circumstances must necessarily influence the experimenter in his 
choice. From a quarter of an acre to an acre may, however, be 
mentioned as convenient quantities, although there is no reason to 
doubt that an eighth, or even a sixteent}1 of an acre may be employed, 
provided the precautions already mentioned be attended to; but in 
that case the experimenter will bear 'in mind the necessity for the 
greatest possible care. 

" Supposing the size of plots to bave been determined, the lalld is 
then to be carefully measured out, and marked with large, distinct, 
and permanent pins, fitted in the corners of each plot, enough being 
measured to give two spaces for each manure, and two without any 
application for comparison. The lafter should never be omitted, 
as, indeed, must be sufficiently obvious j but it is particularly neces· 
sary to refer to this, because, strange as it may seem, a considerable 
number of experiments, otherwise well performed, could be pointed 
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out which are re,ldered almost valueless by the olcission of .ks most 
important datum." 

The preparation of thf'. manures to be used is th, next point to be 
attehded to. In the first place the quantity to hI) used should be 
carefully mixed, broken down, and passed through< a sieve, and a 
portio,n taken out for analysis. I 

The whole question of soil, analysis being at >pr&ent in a very 
unsatisfactory and unsettled condition, no great Sf;)nefit will be 
derived from having the soil analysed, while much· expense and 
trouble would be incurred by attending to it. A nlpre practical 
benefit will result if close attent.ion is paid to meteorologic~l phenomerla 
and resul4. The use of a rain gauge, observations on fhe wind, 
temperature, &c., &c., will, if duly and carefully attended to, be.) 
productive of much benefit. Singularly enough, althougH obviously 
bearing closely on farming matters, meteorological observations are 
seldom Illade, and little esteemed. The state of the weath,er has a 
most important influence on the action of manures. 

In hOilSing and harvesting the produce of the experimental,plots, 
care should be taken not to adopt the ordinary plan of taking up the 
produce of each plot on the same day. The disadvantages o1\this 
will be obvious when it is recollected that the action of some 
manures is to force, or hasten on, the ripening of the produce, in 
some cases a Ifull for~night before others. Unless the crops are taken 
up when fully ripe, 110 accurate result will be obtained. 

The question finally comes, is weight the test of the value of the 
produce? This may be answered very briefly by stating that, for 
comme~cial purposes, the value of grain may be in this way suffi
ciently estimated; but for feeding purposes it will not be sat.isfactory. 
And this applies with greater force to the root crops, inasmuch as 
two crops may weigh equally heavy, yet lrave different feediIlg 
virtues. Indeed, llOt seldom is it found that the b2aviest crop is the 
least valuahle. 
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